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EDITOR'S FOREWORD 

"Cold Regions Science and Engineering" consists of a series of 
ITlonographs sUITlITlarizing existing knowledge and providing references 
for the use of professional engineers responsible for design and construc
tion in Cold Regions, defined as those areas of the earth where frost is 
an essential consideration in engineering. 

Sections of the work are being published as they becoITle ready, not 
necessarily in nUITlerical order, but fitting into this plan: 

1. EnvironITlent 

A. General 

1. Geology and physiography 
2. Perennially frozen ground (perITlafrost) 
3. CliITlatology 

B. Regional 

1. The Antarctic ice sheet 
2. The Greenland ice sheet 

II. Physical Science 

A. Geophysics 

1. Heat exchange at the earth's surface 
2. Exploratory geophysics 

B. The physics and ITlechanics of snow as a ITlaterial 

C. The physics and ITlechanics of ice 

1. Snow and ice on the earth's surface 
2. Ice as a ITlaterial 

D. The physics and ITlechanics of frozen ground 

III. Engineering 

A. Snow engineering 

1. Engineering properties 
2. Construction 
3. Technology 
4. Over snow transport 

B. Ice engineering 

C. Frozen ground engineering 

D. General 

IV. Miscellaneous 

F. J. SANGER 



SNOW AND ICE ON THE EARTH'S SURFACE 

by 

Malcolm Mellor 

CHAPTER I. NATURAL FORMS OF ICE 

Water is an abundant and essential part of our environment, its distribution 
influencing every human activity. Perhaps 2% of the total amount of water on the 
earth is in the solid state as ice; this is approximately equal to the quantity of water 
in rivers and lakes and in the ground. Ice appears in a variety of natural forms, 
each with its own characteristic mode of formation and life cycle. In the present text, 
the aim is to describe snow and ice as they occur naturally, with particular emphasis 
on glaciers, since they represent the great bulk of the world's ice. . 

Snow 

The atmospheric conditions necessary for snow formation exist over all parts of 
the world, but snow can only reach the ground without melting into rain if temperatures 
remain cold as it falls towards the surface. Snowfalls are therefore experienced only 
in regions where surface temperatures drop close to freezing at some time of the year; 
at high latitudes this includes all places, but at low latitudes only the high elevations 
receive snow. The amount and frequency of snow depend on the availability of moisture 
for precipitation and on the prevalence of low temperatures, factors which themselves 
depend upon contfI)ental and maritime situations, movement of weather systems, lati
tude and altitude, and local orographic effects. 

The initial formation of snow usually occurs at high altitudes in the atmosphere, 
when supercooled water droplets change into tiny ice crystals by freezing, usually 
stimulated by seeding of nuclei, or when vapor condenses directly on solid nuclei. 
Terrestrial dust, particularly from clay minerals, appears to be the major source of 
freezing nuclei.8~:~ The form of the crystal is governed by the temperature at the time 
of first freezing and by the temperature and supersaturationt conditions prevailing 
during its growth. The results of Nakaya ' s researches on the dependence of crystal 
type on air conditions are summarized in Figure 1- 2a. More recent work by Mason led 
to the modified scheme shown in Figure 1- 2b. 

Nakaya drew up a general classification of snow crystals, which is reproduced 
here in Table I-I and Figure 1-3. Table 1-2 gives probable dimensions for various 
types of crystals appearing in the classification. Nakaya ' s system is valuable scientifi
cally, but it is too detailed for practical us.e in meteorology and related fields. A 
simpler international classification has therefore evolved so that snow can be tersely 
and accurately described in symbols independent of language barriers, and with codes 
suitable for telegraphic transmission (Fig. 1-4). The notes of Table 1-3 explain the 
relation of the international snow classification to Nakaya ' s general classification. 

~~ Numbers refer to references, listed after each chapter. 

t b w + pi h 1" d . Supersaturation ~ is given y s = , were w = IqUI water content per unIt 
Po 

volume, pi = saturation vapor density over supercooled water, Po = vapor density 
over ice. 
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Figure I-I. W orld distribution of snow cover. 
1 . Permanent cover of snow and ice; 2. A stable snow cover of varying duration 
forms every year; 3. A snow cover forms almost every year, but is not stable; 

4. No snow cover; 5. Duration of snow cover {months}. 
{Rikhter, ref. l7} 
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Table I-I. General clas sification of snow crystals. 
(After Nakaya, ref. 10) 

4 

I 

l. Simple needle Elementary needle I N Needle a. 
crystal b. Bundle of elementary 

2. Combination needles 

a. Pyramid 
l. Simple column b. Bullet type 

II Columnar c. Hexagonal column 
crystal a. Combination of bullets 

2. Com bina tion 
b. Combination of columns 

a. Simple plate 
b. Branches in sector form 
c. Plate with simple exten-

l. Regular crystal sions 
developed in d. Broad branches 
one plane e. Simple stellar form 

£. Ordinary dendritic form 
g. Fernlike crystal 
h. Stellar crystal with plates 

at ends 
III P Plane i. Plate with dendritic exten-

crystal sions 

2. Crystal with a. Three- branched crystal 
irregular number b. Four-branched crystal 
of branches c. Others 

3. Crystal with a. Fernlike crystal 
twelve branches b. Broad branches 

4. Malformed crystal Many varietie s 

5~ Spatial as semblage a. Spatial hexagonal type 
of plane branche s b. Radiating type 

l. Column with plane a. Column with plates 
crystal at both b. Column with dendritic 

IV CP Combination ends crystal 
of column c. Complicated capped column 
and plane 2. Bullets with a. Bullets with plates 
crystals 

plane crystals b. Bullets with dendritic 
crystals 

3. Irregular assem-
blage of columns 
and plates 

V S Columnar crystal with extended side planes 

l. Rim e d crystal 

2. Thick plate 

VI R Rimed 3. Graupellike a. Hexagonal type 
crystal snow b. Lump type 
(crystal with 

a. Hexagonal graupel 
cloud particles 4 

Graupel b. Lump graupel attached) . 
c. Conelike graupel 

l. Ice particle 
VII I Irregular 

2. Rimed particle 
snow 
oarticle 3. Miscellaneous 
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Figure 1-3. General clas sification of snow crystals. 
(Nakaya, ref. 10) 

Table I-II. Most probable diITlensions of crystals. 
(After Nakaya, ref. t 1) 

SiITlple plate 
Branches in sector forITl 
SiITlple stellar forITl 
Plate with simple extensions 
Broad branches 
Ordinary dendritic crystal 
Plate with dendritic extensions 
Fernlike crystal 
Spatial dendritic hexagonal crystal 
Spatial dendritic radiating crystal 
Needle and cOITlbination of needles 
ColUITlnar crystal 
COITlbination of bullets 
ColuITln with dendritic planes at both ends 
ColUITln with plates at both ends 
Spatial asseITlblage of plates 
COITlbination of bullets with planes 
COITlbination of coluITlns with or without planes 

Most probable 
diITlensions (ITlITl) 

0.25, 0.75 
1.0 
1.0, 2.5 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
4.0 
4.0 
2.5 
1. 75 
0.5 
0.75 
1.0,2.5 
0.75 
0.75 
1.0 
1.0 

5 
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Table I-Ill. Relation of international snow classification 
and Nakaya I s general classification. 

International 
clas sification 

code 

FI 

F2 

F3 

F4 

F5 

F6 

F7 

F8 

F9 

FO 

p 

r 

w 

D 

Includes PIa, PI b, Plc, P4 of general classification 

Pld, PIe, PH, PIg, Plh; Pli, P2a, P2b, P2c, P3a, P3b, 
P4 

CIa, Clb, Clc, C2a, C2b 

Nla, NIb, N2 

P5a, P5b 

CPla, CPlb, CPlc, CP2a, CP2b 

CP3, S,Il, 12, 13 

R4a, R4b, R4c 

Frozen raindrops, called sleet in the U. S. {in England 
a mixture of snow and rain is called sleet} 

Hail is solid precipitation with concentric laminar struc
ture, formed by successive freezing of water layers, 
usually in thunder clouds 

Broken crystals of types Fl, F2, F3, etc. 

Rl, R2, R3 of Nakaya IS clas sification {not sufficiently 
coated to be classed as graupel}. Clusters of crystals 
of types Fl, F2, F3, etc. {snowflakes} 

Wet or partly melted particle s 

The greatest dimension of the crystal or particle in milli
meters. In the case of a snowflake, the average size 
of the individual particles. 

7 

Freshly deposited snow is initially a loose mass of snow particles, its density 
depending on the type of snow falling and on the prevailing weather conditions. Den
dritic crystals settling gently to earth make a soft fluffy deposit with very low density, 
whereas small crystals fragmented and driven by strong winds pack into firm, dense 
layers. After deposition the snow particles change shape and begin to bond together 
at sub-freezing temperatures as the processes of sublimation and molecular diffusion 
re-distribute ice and progressively reduce the specific surface of the grains. High 
air temperatures or strong radiation lead to melting, with consequent transformation 
of snow to ice when temperatures again fall below freezing. Settlement of the snow 
undeor gravity gradually compacts it to higher densities; on polar glaciers snow is 
transformed to ice in this way without a need for melting and re-freezing. 
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Frost, rime and glaze 

Frost, rime and glaze are all forms of ice deposited directly from the atmosphere 
onto cold solid objects. Frost (hoar) is formed by direct condensation (sublimation) of 
water vapor on a cold surface; rime results from rapid freezing of small supercooled 
water droplets; and glaze is the hard clear ice produced by slow freezing of supercooled 
droplets. 

Frost deposits usually have well-defined crystalline forms and do not adhere 
strongly to the parent surface. Naka yalO differentiates five crystalline forms: (1) needle, 
(2) feather-like, (3) plate, (4) cup, and (5) dendritic. Crystalline frosts often form from 
cold still air which is not highly supersaturated; common types can be seen on cold 
window panes, inside refrigerators, and on the walls and ceilings of unheated under snow, 
under-ice, and permafrost cavities. 

Rime deposits have a rough, white appearance resulting from entrapped air and 
they are generally quite firmly bonded to the receiving surface. As small supercooled 
droplets, such as supercooled fog particles, strike a solid object they freeze instanta
neously. Successive collisions build up a layer of rime ice composed of particles which 
have largely retained their rounded shapes during freezing, so that air is included be
tween them. The rate of deposition is controlled by the liquid water concentration of the 
air, the temperature, the droplet size, and the rate of collection. The rate at which 
droplets strike a surface increases as wind speed increases, and so rime builds up 
faster if there is some wind. Deposition in a wind produces the characteristic feathery 
growths on the windward side of tree branches, posts, power lines, etc. Rime does not 
form in high winds when temperatures are relatively high, as the wet-air kinetic tem
perature rise brings the droplets to a temperature too high for instantaneous freezing. 

Glaze is a deposit of hard clear ice, which adheres strongly to the surface where 
it for~t is produced by relativ ely slow freezing of supercooled droplets, and it 
generally forms at high temperatures and with larger droplets than rime does. As the 
droplets strike the surface they spread and flow, freezing as they do so. The result is 
that air is excluded from the deposit, which becomes smooth and rounded from the 
flowing water. Glaze deposited during windy conditions builds out on the windward side 
of solid objects, but develops a smooth aerodynamic profile. It is more common than 
rime at high wind speeds. "Freezing rain" is another form of glaze. 

Both rime and glaze can cause serious trouble when they form on aircraft, 
structures, wires, etc., and so the problems of forecasting and preventing icing of this 
kind continue to re"ceive attention. 

-10 r----r----,------r----,.-------, 

-20 

10 

DROP DIAMETER ("'''' I 

Figure 1- 5. Effect of droplet 
diameter on freezing tempera
ture for atmospheric moisture. 
(After Mason, ref. 8; Dorsch 
& Hacker, ref. 31; Levine, ref. 
32) 
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Although supercooled water droplets can 
exist in the atmosphere at temperatures as 
low as -35C (see Fig. 1-5), the probability of 
icing occurring is greatest when temperatures 
are around - 5C. Pilots use dewpoint spread 
and air temperature as indicators of possible 
icing conditions. If air temperature is below 
freezing and the difference between air tem
perature and the dewpoint is 2C or less, icing 
is highly probable. Applemanl found empiri
cally that icing in stratiform clouds is probable 
when air temperature Ta is between the dew
point T d and a value equal to 0.8 T d. There is 
high probability for temperatures between 0 
and -l2C, moderate probability between -12 
and -22C, and low probability for tempera
tures lower than -22C:4 
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Glacier ice 

Glacier ice is massive perennial ice formed and sustained by accumulation and 
metamorphism of snow. It is found where the environmental conditions are such that 
mor"e snow is deposited than can be dissipated by local wastage processes, such as 
melting and evaporation. 

9 

Snow accumulating on the surface, by direct precipitation and by drifting, is gradu
ally transformed into hard impermeable ice by processes of thermal metamorphism and 
pressure metamorphi~m::~ The snow grains of the initial deposit change their size and 
shape and develop intergranular bonds as a result of sublimation, which can occur even 
at very low temperature s. The snow can also be modified by melting and Inelt-water 
infiltration; this gives rise to ice layers and ice lenses in the snow pack. The buried 
snow layers are under pressure from the snow above, and they compress, slowly but 
continuously, in a viscous manner. Eventually a given snow layer reaches a state of 
compression where the air spaces between the grains seal off and become bubbles, thus 
making the material impermeable. This transition from a permeable to an impermeable 
material is taken as markin~ the change from snow to ice; it occur s when the density 
has reached about O. 8 g / cm , which corresponds to depths of 150 - 300 ft in the cold snow 
areas of ice caps. The rate of compression, or densification, is governed by the initial 
density of the surface snow, the temperature, and the rate of snow accumulation at the 
surface; these variables determine the depth at which the change from snow to ice occurs. 

A mass of glacier ice cannot build up indefinitely, since the stresses developed by 
its weight cause it to flow. This flow, which may be termed visco-plastic flow, permits 
a balance between accumulation and wastage to be reached by transporting ice either di
rectly to the coast, where it is discharged in icebergs, or into warmer zones, where it 
is dissipated by melting. 

Lake ice 

The surface of a lake freezes when heat losses from the surface (radiation, convec
tion, evaporation) exceed the heat gains (air convection, radiation, condensation, geo
thermal flux). As a fresh water surface cools, a stable thermal stratification is set up, 
since the density of fresh water decreases as temperature falls below +4C. Therefore, 
in the absence of mixing currents, the surface can freeze over while the main body of 
water is at temperatures above freezing. 

When the surface water cools to OC, or a fraction of a degree lower, tiny spicular 
and platelike crystals are formed, and aggregations of these initial crystals eventually 
produce a continuous ice cover. Weather conditions prevailing at the time of formation 
affect the crystalline structure of the ice: calm weather favors orderly crystal growth, 
with optic axes of the crystals predominantly parallel, while wind and waves (and snow
fall) tend to produce a random pattern of primary crystals. 2.7 

Soluble impurities in the water are rejected during the freezing of primary crystals, 
and they eventually become concentrated along the boundaries of adjacent crystals. This 
leads to preferential melting along crystal boundaries when the ice is exposed to strong 
solar radiation during the following spring, and the ice "candles". 

Once the lake has frozen over, the growth rate of the ice is controlled by the rate 
of heat conduction through the sheet. Rate of conduction depends on the ice thickness, its 
thermal conductivity, and the temperature difference between the upper and lower faces. 
Unless the lake is entirely frozen the lower face is always at the freezing point, but the 
temperature of the upper surface depends on air temperature, net radiation, wind velocity, 
and snow cover (which acts as an insulator). Of these, air temperature has" the greatest 
influence, and it is possible to relate ice thickness with the amount of "cold" the surface 
has been subjected to since freeze-over. The "cold" is expressed in "degree-days of 
frost", obtained by taking a summation of mean daily negative air temperatures over the 
period since freeze -over. The relationship is of the form 

h = K ",;s 

where h is ice thickness, S is the number of degree-days of frost since freeze-over, and 
K is a c 6nstant which takes into account snow cover, wind conditions, and size and situ
ati~n of the lake (see Assur, ref. 2, for typicalvalues of K). 

~CLying snow which is undergoing metamorphism is often called "firn". 
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Figure 1- 6. Thin section of glacier ice formed in a cold, non-melting environment· 
.( Byrd Station, Antarctica). Crystal boundaries and air bubbles can be seen in the 
section, which was taken from a depth of 66 m (216 ft). Scale is provided by the 

1-cm grid overlay. (Photo by A. J. Gow) 

Figure 1-7. Candled lake ice. The columnar structure results from radiation melt-
ing at the grain boundaries. Each l1candle 11 is a single crystal. (CRREL photo). 
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River ice 

In the ITlore placid reaches of a river, an ice cover forITls in much the saITle way 
as it does on a lake, although there is some vertical.mixing of the water and therefore 
freeze-over is sOITlewhat later than on a lake in the same area. In turbulent water, 
however, a stable ice cover is unable to forITl-and supercooling occurs when air temper
atures fall rapidly. This leads to the forITl.ation of tiny ice crystals which mix intimately. 
with the turbulent water, but mat together on encountering a solid obj ect or after being 
carried into calm water. The- spongy matted deposits of this kind of ice bear some re
semblance to forge cinders, and this led to the French-C'7nadian name of frazil. 

Frazil forITls, usually at night, in rapids, sluice tail-races, etc. when the water is 
supercooled by cold, rapidly falling air teITlperatures. Very little supercooling is re
quired for its forITlation -- only about O. OlC below zero - but unless the water is .exceed
ingly turbulent air teITlperatures have to fall rapidly to achieve this. Cooling rates higher 
than O. OlC/hr are norITlally a necessary condition, and frazil usually forms only in the 
abs.ence of sun~8 Frazil can also forITl on water bodies which are normally placid if the 
surface becomes agitated by wind. 

Initial forITlation occurs at the surface of the water, where thin plates crystallize. 
These priITlary platelike crystals have a ratio of diaITleter to thickness of about 50: 1, 
and the initial diameter is less than 1 mITl. After they have grown to diameters in excess 
of 1 mITl, secondary dendritic growth ITlay occur around the edges~ 8 . 

The crystals have little buoyancy, and are easily carried below the surface by tur
bulent eddies. The vertical distribution offraziLcrystals is governed by the turbulent 
exchange, which varies with streaITl velocity. With surface velocities greater than 
10 ft/sec there is a fairly even distribution of frazil through the whole stream depth; 
with velocities of about 4-10 ft/ sec crystals are carried mainly in the upper layers; and 
with velocities less than 4 ft/ sec ITlost of the frazil concentrates near the surface and 
tends to mat into a continuous sheet of ice~ll 25 

Frazil can cause serious problems on rivers. At hydroelectric plants it clogs the 
intakes, and elaborate precautions have to be -taken to prevent and combat its formation 
on the screens. Frazil runs also collect under sheets of surface riv~r ice, restricting 
flow and causing ice jaITls and floods. Serious flood damage ha-s been caused by frazil 
forming a frozen foaITl below an overfall spillway which had supercooled water on the 
very still upstream side. (See III B~ "Ice Engineering". ) . 

Sea ice 

Ice encountered on the sea is of two ITlain types: true sea ice, formed by freezing 
of the sea's surface water, and glacier ice, formed by snow metamorphism on land or 
on an ice shelf. Icebergs are of the second type; they should not be included in the 
terITl 'sea ice', and they are discus sed separately. 

Sea ice forms in continuous sheets when the sea freezes in the autUITln and early 
winter. Along coastlines in the Arctic and Antarctic it usually remains firITlly anchored 
to the land during the winter and early spring, and it is broken only by narrow tide 
cracks formed as the ice ris es and falls with the tides. In this state it is called' fast 
ice', and after one winter's growth it reaches a thickness of 3 to 8 feet in Arctic and 
Antarctic regions. 

In spring or summer sea ice breaks up under the action of wind and waves (after 
being weakened by high temperatures and melting) and large flat segments, termed 

- 'floes', drift with wind and current. This is 'pack ice'; it may take the form of discrete 
floes drifting freely with open water between them, or it may be a mass of floes packed 
tightly together or even thrust over each other (rafted) by the pres sure of wind or 
current. Terminology for various forms of sea ice is given in Chapter 10. 

Pack ice may disperse and melt in the open ocean, or it mayremain and refreeze _ 
in a matrix of new ice the following winter. Much of the ice of the Arctic Ocean survives 
for many years, reaching an equilibrium thickness when sumITler melting equals winter 
accretion. 
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(a) Open pack ice. The floes are well separated by open water, 
and .ice-strengthened ships can move freely. Some evidence of 

old rafting can be seen in the foreground. 

(b) Large ice floes cemented together by lightly frozen brash ice. 

Figure 1-8. Pack ice. 

j 
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Figure 1- 6. Thin section of glacier ice formed in a cold, non-melting environment 
(Byrd Station, Antarctica). Crystal boundaries and air bubbles can be seen in the 
section, which was taken from a depth of 66 m (216 ft). Scale is provided by the 

l-cm grid overlay. (Photo by A. J. Gow) 

Figure 1-7. Candled lake ice. The columnar structure results from radiation melt-
ing at the grain boundaries. Each "candle" is a single crystal. (CRREL photo). 
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(c) A ship trapped in heavy, rafted pack ice. 

Figure 1-8. (Cont'd) Pack ice. 

Land-fast sea ice which remains in place for more than one year can also grow to 
great thickness. This type is termed bay ice. 

T~,~ freezing of salt water is different from the freezing of fresh water. Sea water 
of 35%0'" salinity begins to freeze at about -1. 9C, but water of this salinity does not 
reach maximum density until its temperature has been lowered to - 3. 6C. This produces 
density currents in the water as the surface cools, but since surface heat loss is often 
more rapid than convectiv e heat transfer from the depths, ice may form before the deep 
layers have been cooled to the freezing point.1S,zz 

Initially, free-floating crystals form at the surface. These are usually platelike, 
with widths very much greater than their thicknesses. In calm conditions the initial 
crystals soon mat together to form a continuous sheet, the c-axes tending to have initially 
a preferred vertical orientation.Z6 In rougher water the crystals are agitated and freeze
over is delayed until a heavy, slushy aggregation of crystals has been formed (the dis
tinctive "pancake ice" is formed under these conditions). 

In the initial crystal formation, salt is rejected during freezing, leaving "the crystals 
"fresh". When the ice mats into a sheet, however, brine is included between and within 
the crystals, the amount trapped increasing with rate of freezing. During subsequent 
ice growth, brine concentrates at crystal boundaries and along selected planes with the 
crystals. Over a period of time, concentrated brine trapped in pockets within the ice 
migrates to the base of the sheet, primarily by gravity drainage in the summer, but 
also as a res'ult of diffusion along the temperature gradient during winter. This leads 
to gradual freshening of the ice, to the point where it may become potable. 

Icebergs and ice islands 

Icebergs are large pieces of glacier ice which have broken off from land-based ice 
or from an ice shelf. They range in size from. piece s as big as a house to enormous 
flat-topped slabs tens of miles long and hundreds of feet thick (occasionally even 
bigger), Their buoyancy in sea water depends on the average density of the ice; dense 

~:~ %0 ;:: parts per thousand, by total weight 
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Figure 1-9. Extreme limits of icebergs in the north-west 
Atlantic, based on sightings from 1901-1937.(After ref. 34) 

glacier ice floats with about seven-eighths (88%) of its volume subrnerged, while low
density shelf ice may have only about five-sixths (83%) subrnerged. 

The most common icebergs in Antarctic waters are large, flat-topped tabular bergs, 
which break off from ice shelves in great nurnbers. They generally stand about 100 ft 
out of the water, terminating in vertical cliffs. Glacier bergs and fragments of old 
tabular bergs are also encountered in large nurnbers. Arctic icebergs corne mainly 
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Figure 1-10. General limits of icebergs around the Antarctic regions. 
(Various sour ce s) 

from relatively small, but fast-moving, valley glaciers. Almost all of the big ones 
originate along the Greenland coasts. Arctic bergs are much smaller than the Antarctic 
tabular bergs, but have a more abrupt and dramatic appearance. They overturn easily 
after fragmentation and melting, bringing smooth water-washed surfaces into view. 

Icebergs move with the ocean currents (see Chapter X, Fig. X~:Z(' atld X-4) and 
finally melt away on reaching the warmer waters of lower latitudes. Some run aground 
on submarine banks close to their place of origin and remain there for many years, 
sometimes receiving nourishment from snowfall and deforming into domelike shapes. 
Since they are deeply immersed, icebergs can move in a different direction than sur
rounding pack ice, which is more sensitive to surface winds. In the Southern Ocean 
icebergs present few problems, since shipping in high latitudes is confined to whalers 
and expedition ships, and the bergs never reach the well-traveled shipping lane's fur-
ther north. In the North Atlantic the situation is quite different and fog-shrouded 
be~gs were enough of a hazard to shipping for the International Ice Patrol to be brought 
intb existence (as a result of the lTitanic1disaSter in 1912). Radar alleviates the situ
ation but doe s not eliminate the danger. 
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Figure I-II. Map of the floating ice island T -3 prior to the 
break-up which reduced its size about 1961. {After Crary, ref.. 5) 

The floating ice islands of the Arctic Ocean are large tabular icebergs, up to 
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200 sq miles in area. Several ice islands in the North American sector of the Arctic 
Ocean are kept under observation, and some of them have been occupied by scientific 
parties from time to time. These big slabs have broken away from the ice shelves 
on the north coast of Ellesmere Island and they drift in clockwise paths on the Alaskan 
side of the Lomonosov Ridge. The roughly elliptical paths run westerly though the 
northern parts of the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas, swing north to pas s over the Pole, 
and return to the north of Ellesmere Island. The islands drift in a direction about 
30 0 _40 0 to the right of the wind direction, and have speeds from 1 % to 20/0 of the surface 
wind speed. Before it went aground near Barrow, Alaska, the island designated T-3 
had an average drift rate of about 1 nautical mile per day. 

T-3 was found to be about 160 ft thick, and to consist of a basement of glacier ice 
and old sea ice covered by 80-90 ft of granular iced firn, with interspersed lenses of 
meltwater ice. The ice masses on Ellesme re Island, where it originated, are estimated 
to be 3000 - 5000 year s old. The surface of T - 3 is characterized by alternating parallel 
troughs and ridges, the crests being spaced at intervals of about 300 ft, with the troughs 
up to 20 ft deep. Meltwater lies in most of the troughs. Surface ablation varied with 
the latitude of the island; net loss was small in the region of the Pole (whe re there may 
even be net accumulation), but fa rther south annual net ablation losses of more than 1 ft 
were measured~ 

Ice islands are big and strong enough to survive for many years while drifting in 
the Arctic Ocean, and quite elaborate research stations have been built upon them. 
These are usually established and maintained by large ski-aircraft. Station Bravo 
(on T-3), Arlis II, and the Russian Stations SP-6 and SP-8 are examples. ~:~ Other drift
ing stations in the Arctic have been established on thick floes of true sea ice, which have 
a much shorter life. The average operational life of a drifting station on a floe is -about 

;:~ SP - Severnyy Poli~s = North Pole 
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It years, and the longest period of occupancy is 3 years. Examples of drifting stations 
on floes are the U. S. stations Alpha, Arlis I, and Charlie, and the Russian stations 
SP-l through 'SP-S. 

The tracks of some drifting stations are shown in Figure 1-12. 

Ground ice 

In the permafrost regions, which cover great areas of the earth's surface, ice is 
found beneath the ground surface, and sub-freezing temperatures persist to very great 
depth in some places. Where mean annual temperatures are well below freezing, at 
high latitudes and on high mountains, ice can persist indefinitely in the ground since 
summer warmth only causes melting to shallow depths. 

Ground ice can be divided into two broad categories: ice which has formed within 
the soil or rock, and ice which has been formed on the surface and subsequently buried 
('relict' or 'fossil' ice). 

For ice formed within the soil, four major sub-types can be distinguished: 

(a.) Ice lens es. Thes e are produced by migration of water to a freezing front, 
very noticeable in silty soils. 

(b) Ice in pores. This is produced by the freezing in situ of natural pore 
water in the soil or rock. In unsaturated granular soils it may appear as ice crystals 
on the mineral particles. 

Types (a) and (b) occur also with seasonal freezing in temperate regions. 

(c) Ice in pingos and other ice mounds (Fig. I-14a). This results from the 
freezing of water forced in under hydrostatic pressure. 

(d) Wedge ice (Fig. I-14b). This is produced by condensation of moisture 
and percolation of running water into thermal contraction cracks~3 The cracks filled by 
ice wedges can be single ones or can form a polygonal network (Fig. I-14c). 

Buried ice consists of massive bodies, which may be the remains of snow beds, 
icings, glacier ice, sea, lake or river ice. These ice masses may have been buried by 
water - borne deposits, earth flows and slide s, wind- blown material, or rock which has 
fallen from scree slopes. 

Corte4 has shown that a relationship exists between some ground ice types and 
patterned ground (morphological features of the surface) in the Thule area of Greenland; 
besides ice wedge polygons there are features associated with other kinds of ground ice. 
Ice masses or lenses are generally associated with areas of sorted soils (sorted nets, 
sorted circles). Elevations and depressions, or furrows, are related to a particular 
kind of buried ice he calls relict ice. Corte also demonstrates that the physical prop
erties of the ice crystals (size, shape, c-axis orientation, bubble and particle inclusions) 
are important elements for the determination of ground ice type and origin. 
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Figure 1-13. An approximation of prob
able permafrost occurrence, from mean 
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for 61 localities in northern Canada. 
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(a) A pingo on the coastal plain east of the Mackenzie Rivel,"r delta. (ACFEL 
ref. 35) 

Figure 1-14. Ground ice. 
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(b) An ice mass in glacial till revealed by excavation. The building 
above has been erected on a fill of free-draining stony material, which 

prevents the ground from thawing. 

(c) Soil polygons on the Arctic coastal plain (Frost, ref. 36) 

Figure 1-14. (Cont'd.) Ground ice. 
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CHAPTER II. GLACIERS 

Terminology 

The general term " glacier " covers the complete range of snow-fed bodies of land 
ice and floating ice shelves, from small permanent snow beds to ice sheets of contin
ental proportions. It is also frequently used, without qualification, to describe small 
dependent components of a major glacier system. In the present monograph the term 
"glacier, " or "glacier system" will be used for a complete and independent glacier, 
and dependent components will be described by a qualifying adjective, e. g., piedmont 
glacier. Some terminology is given below. 

Ice sheet. A continuous sheet of ice of immense size. It submerges the land mass 
almost completely, and flows outwards in several directions. An ice sheet may have 
almost every other type of glacier among its components. The only present-day glaciers 
to which the term is commonly applied are the ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica. 

Ice cap. A broad mas s of ice, considerab1y smaller than an ice sheet, which flows 
outwards in several directions and submerges all but the major topographic features of 
the underlying land. Examples of ice caps can be found on Baffin Island (e. g., Penny 
Ice Cap), in Iceland (e. g., Vatnajokull), in Alaska (e. g., Juneau Ice Field), and in 
Norway (e. g., Jostedalsbrae). 

Valley glacier. A glacier flowing down a valley bounded by exposed rock. It may 
be an independent glacier of the alpine type, or an outflow glacier from an ice sheet or 
ice cap. 

Cirque glacier. A localized glacier occupying a bowl-shaped niche (cirque, cwm, 
corrie) on a mountainside or at the head of a valley. Common in Norway and the Alps. 

Piedmont glacier. An apron of ice formed when valley glaciers issue onto low
lying areas, spread, and unite. A piedmont glacier is not an independent glacier. The 
Malaspina Glacier, Alaska, is an example. (When a single glacier debouches from a 
valley and spreads on flat land, the spreading portion is called a foot-glacier, or ex
panded-foot glacier). 

Ice shelf. A thick and extensive slab of ice floating on the sea, but attached to the 
coastline of a glacier-covered land mass. It is fed by inflow of adjacent land glaciers 
and by snow accumulation on its surface. It is not an independent glacier. Examples 
are the Ross and Filchner Ice Shelves in Antarctica, and the Ward Hunt Ice Shelf of 
Ellesmere Island. 

Ice stream. A course along which flow in an ice sheet is locally rapid. The ice 
stream flows much faster than the surrounding ice mas s, but there are often no visible 
rock boundaries. Ice streams are common in Antarctica. The term is also used by 
some to denote the distinct longitudinal streams, separated by medial moraines, in a 
compound valley glacier. Each of these streams is donated by a separate tributary 
glacier. These features can be seen on most major valley glaciers. 

Rock glaciers. Streams or lobes of rocky material, with interstitial ice, which 
bear a resemblance to common glaciers. They exist in some cirques and valleys of 
mountains which are free of permanent snow cover, and are apparently formed when inti
mate mixtures of scree, boulders, and ice are preserved as a type of permafrost on 
steep slopes. The active ones move sluggishly with speeds of the order of a few feet 
per year. 

Description and classification 

In the past a number of schemes for clas sifying glaciers have been put forward~5 
None of them is entirely satisfactory when used alone, but collectively they offer a 
means of describing individual glaciers. Clear description is probably preferable to 
rigid classification, however, since a comprehensive classification system might turn 
out to have as many subdivisions as there are glacier s =. 
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Figure II-la. Valley giacier in a region of coastal mountains, East Green-
land. The picture shows many glacial features of the ice and the topography. 
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Figure II-I b. Valley glaciers {outflow glac~ers} flowing 
down to the sea from the Greenland Ice Cap. 
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Figure II-Ic. A lobe of ice spreading on flat ground where a 
valley glacier debouche s froITl the hills (see "PiedITlont glacier"). 

Morphological description. For description of forITl and size a siITlple scheITle 
ITlight be adapted froITl AhlITlann' s clas sification~ 

A. Extensive continuous ice sheets ITloving outwards in several directions 

(I) Maj or ice sheet of very large area (I 0 6 -107 kITl2 ), e. g., Antarctica, 
Greenland. 

(2) Minor ice sheet, or ice cap, very ITluch sITlaller than A(l) (say 103-104kill2) 
e. g., North-East Land, EllesITlere Island, Vatnajokull (Iceland). 

B. Glaciers with defined courses and unidirectional flow, both independent glaciers 
and outflow glaciers froITl group A types. 

(I) Valley glacier, e. g., Alpine glacier, Greenland outflow glacier. 

(2) Ice streaITl, along which flow in an i c e sheet is locally rapid, often 
with no visible rock boundaries ( COITlITlon i n Antarctica and Greenland). 

C. Glacier ice spreading out over flat land, or on water, at the edge of a glacier
ized region (dependent cOITlponents of a glacier systeITl). 

(I) PiedITlont glacier, forITled when valley glacier s is sue onto low-lying areas, 
spread, and unite, e. g., Malaspina Glacier, Alaska. 

(2) Ice shelf, floating on the sea and fed by land-forITled glaciers and snowfall, 
e. g., Ross and Filchner Ice Shelves. 
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The distribution of area with altitude can be described by means of hypsometric 

curves or area distribution curves~' 4, 5 On a hypsometric curve, surface altitude is 
plotted against cumulative percentage of the total surface area which lies below that 
level. Examples of hypsometric curves are given in Figure II-2. To obtain area dis
tribution curves, Ahlmann1 divided the total altitude range of the glacier into ten parts 
and plotted the percentage of the surface area which lay in each tenth of the altitude 
range. Examples are shown in Figure II-3. Ahlmann and Bauer have used area distri
bution curves to classify glaciers!,4, 5 but the usefulness of this procedure seems ques,
tionable {widely different glacier types may yield similar curves}. 

Description of physical characteristics. Further description of a glacier can be 
made on the basis of detectable characteristics of the upper layers, such as temperature 
regime, surface snow or ice types, and rate of movement. 

There is a significant difference between snow and ice at subfreezing temperatures 
and snow and ice at the melting point, since heat transfer and metamorphic processes 
change when temperature reaches the melting point. "Warm" {O C} ice is therefore 
differentiated from "cold" {below 0 C} ice. It is, however, unwise to generalize and 
say that an entire glacier is "warm" or "cold", since temperatures vary with surface 
altitude, with depth below the surface, and with the time of year {see Chapter VIII}. 
The old classifications of glaciers by temperature are perhaps best avoided. 

The condition of surface snow or ice offers another means of describing glacier 
zones. Most glaciers suffer a net loss of ice by tnelting and evaporation in their lower 
parts, which are known as ablation zones. Higher up there may be an annual surplus 
of snow, but this will be soaked with summer melt water which later refreezes. Fur
ther up still there is a definite accumulation of snow, but small quantities of melt water 
may still percolate into it. At the highest levels, if the climate is cold enough, there 
is no melting at all and the snow accumulates in dry'~'cold conditions. Benson7 desig
nates these characteristic areas as the ablation zone, the soaked zone, the percolation 
zone, and the dry snow zone; his scheme is illustrated in Figure II-4a. The transition 
between the ablation zone and the higher accumulation zones is termed the firn limit. 

The rapidity or sluggishness of a glacier ' s movement is a useful characteristic to 
describe. Measurements of surface flow rate are needed for quantitative description, 
but some qualitative estimation of movement can be made by observing crevasses, 
"flow lines", slopes, moraines, etc. 

Some indication of a glacier's mass economy is given by describing the intensity 
of nourishment and wastage {amount of snow accumulation, melting, iceberg calving}, 
and also the wastage process which operates {whether it terminates on land by melting, 
or terminates in sea cliffs}. 

Some surface features 

Many of the features observed on glacier surfaces have been studied and their 
modes of formation explained, so that appearance of these features gives useful infor
mation on glacier behavior or on local meteorological conditions. 

Snowline and firn limit. The lowest level at which recent snow persists at any 
given time of year is called the snowline, or temporary snowline. The lowest level at 
which recent snow persists by the end of the melt season in any given year is the annual 
snowline for that year. The lowest level to which there is perennial snow, or firn, is 
called the firn limit, or firn edge. The firn limit separates the accumulation zone from 
the ablation zone. 

Melt streams. When melting occurs on an impermeable' ice surface, the water 
liberated trickles into streams which cut deep, smooth-walled channels. Flow velocities 
are generally high, (e. g., 10 ft/ sec), and the discharge from moderate-sized streams 
may be of the order of 100 ft3 / sec. The surface drainage over a crevasse-free area 
develops a river system, with small tributaries feeding the main streams. Large me It 
streams constitute major obstacles to surface travel. Streams may flow directly off the 
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glacier surface at the margins, or may di sappear into sink-hole s known as Ilmoulins. II 
These .sink holes are usually carved out where a stream dives into a crevasse, and 
they allow surface water to find its way to the bed of the glacier, where subglacial 
streams are formed. Subglacial or englacial streams can often be seen issuing from 
the snout of a land-terminating glacier, and discolored currents near the terminal 
cliffs of a sea-terminating glacier indicate their presence. 

Melt lakes. Melt water sometimes ponds in depressions on the ice surface to 
form sizable lakes (they can be big enough for landing a float plane). A melt lake may 
persist over several years, its surface freezing in the winter and being thawed or 
flooded in the summer. It can also be drained suddenly by opening of a crevasse in its 
bed. If the water of a deep lake drains out while the surface is frozen, an ice-roofed 
chamber is left; when such a roof collapses a subsidence feature (an "ice doline " ) is 
left. 

Snow swamps. When melt water ponds in depressions where permeable snow 
overlies the impermeable ice layer, a water-logged mass of slush results. Snow 
swamps are commonly several feet deep. A snow swamp is an obstacle to surface 
travel, and in certain lighting conditions it may be undetectable from the air (or even 
from the ground). 

Glacier tables. A glacier table is a column of ice topped by a large boulder. It 
forms because the boulder prot;ects the ice beneath it from ablation, while the surround
ing ice is melted down. TJ:1e same effect is obtained when a tent or hut is set up on a 
rapidly ablating surface. 

Dirt cones (sand cones, gravel cones). Dirt cones appear to be steep conical 
piles of dirt standing on the glacier surface; they are actually cones of ice with a cover
ing of sandy or gravelly material. They form by the same process as glacier tables, 
i. e., the debris (which must be a fairly thick pocket) protects the ice beneath it from 
ablation while the surrounding ice is lowered by melting. The conical shape results 
from sliding of the dirt as the center becomes elevated. They are commonly up to 
10ft high, but giant cones 100 ft high occur on some glacier s. 

Cryoconite holes (dust wells). While a thick cover of soil or rock protects the ice 
beneath from melting, a light scattering of dust or gravel accelerates melting by its 
capacity to absorb solar radiation. A pocket of dust, pebbles, or organic matter ab
sorbs radiation ~nd melts down a water -filled hole in the ice. The dirt stops sinking 
when it reaches a depth where it is effectively shielded from radiation. Hole diameters 
are comrponly from a few inches to a foot, and maximum depths are around 2 ft. When 
the mel~ water in a cryoconite hole refreezes it forms quite clear ice (in contrast to 
bubbly glacier ice), with a central vertical column of bubbles and radiating bubble 
chains. 

Penitents (Nieves penitentes). Penitents are ablation features found on cold dry 
snowfields subject to intense sunshine. They consist of slender conical pillars of snow 
in close array, and their heights range from a few inches (micro-penitents) to 10 ft or 
more. They incline so that they point in the direction of maximum radiation, and de
velop from differential ablation. A scattering of dust helps to initiate penitent forma
tion. The name sterns from a fancied resemblance to hooded penitent monks. 

Hummocks. Hummocks are ablation features which sometimes occur on glacier 
ice. They can be steep and closely spaced, constituting an obstacle to vehicle travel. 
Though formed chiefly by differential absorption of radiation, melt streams may aid 
the surface dis section. 

Crumbly ice. The cohesion between crystals of surface glacier ice may be lost 
(usually in cold sunny weather) as a result of preferential melting at the crystal bounda
ries, where impurities are concentrated. The loose crystals are frequently columnar. 
indicating recrystallization before melting. 
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Figure II-Sa. Melt streams on the ice cap surface in south-west Greenland. 
(CRREL photo) 

Figure II-Sb. Hwnmocks on the surface of a Spitsbergen glacier. 
Lines of hummocks follow foliation planes, and some dissection 

is apparently due to melfl water flow. 
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Figure II-6a. Snow swamp in south-west Greenland. (CRREL photo) 

Figure II-6b. Cryoconite holes. (Photo by V. Schytt) 
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Figure II-7. Basal moraine in Antarctic glacier ice. 

Moraines~:~ Moraine is glacier-transported debris. Surface moraine usually forms 
in distinct longitudinal strips along the glacier edges, where loose rock falls and col
lects {lateral moraines}. When two separate valley glaciers unite,their adjacent lateral 
moraines become a medial moraine. Moraine is also collected beneath the surface 
wherever ice shears over the rock {walls or bed}, and when separate glaciers unite in 
a compound system this material can become lodged inside the ice mass of the main 
stream. Moraine forms characteristic deposits of unsorted angular material after it 
is dumped by the ice. 

"Flow lines" {longitudinal septa, longitudinal foliation}. The surface of ice which is 
flowing under lateral confinement often displays longitudinal stripes which follow the 
flow direction. On investigation the ice of these stripes proves to be struct'urally differ
ent from the ice of the main mass, apparently due to shear deformation on more or less 
vertical planes. 

Crevasses. Crevasses are surface cracks {commonly as much as 100 ft deep} 
which open when the ice is subjected to tensile or shear strains. They are indicative of 
a flow condition in which the ice is tending to stretch, and they form at right angles to 
the directions of tensile strains {see Chapter V}. 

Arc-shaped banding {arcuate foliation}. In the ablation area of a valley glacier, trans-
v er s e, arc-shaped bands are often seen on the ice surface. These are flow structures 

made visible by differences of hubble content and crystal orientation. They give a visual 
impression of transverse distribution of velocity, i. e., flow in the center is faster than 
at the edges. 

~:~ Moraine studie s have yielded a wealth of information on glacial geology. 
For a detailed discus sion of moraines, see Flint, ref. 13. 
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Ogives. Ogives are a special kind of transverse arc-shaped band, concave on the 
upstream side, appearing as alternating light and dark bands, with or without associ
ated surface undulations. They form at the 'bases of certain ice falls by some periodic 
process (several mechanisms have been suggested21

). 

Sastrugi. Sastrugi are sharp-edged, w ind- sculptured surface irregularities which 
form by erosion and re-deposition where the snow is cold and dry. They are aligned 
with their long axes in the direction of the wind w hich formed them; on ice caps this is 
usually the prevailing katabatic w ind, which tends to flow down the line of steepest 
surface slope. 

Snow dunes. Snow dunes form when snow falls in strong wind conditiops. They 
have a rounded whaleback shape and are much larg e r than sastrugi. Their long axes 
are aligned in the direction of the snow- bearing wind which laid them down; this is 
generally a cyclonic wind. 

Ripples, barchans, terracing, pocking. A variety of surface irregularities may be 
formed by wind on a dry snow surface. Ripples, which are transverse to the wind di
rection, are laid down in gentle winds. This is true to a lesser extent of the crescentic 
snow barchans. The rugosities described by such terms as "terracing" and "pocking " 
usually result from deflation of a crusted snow surface. 

Area and thickness of existing glaciers 

Area. The areas of present-day individual glaciers range from less than 1 km2 

for small snow beds to almost 13, 000, 000 krn2 for the Antarctic Ice Sheet. The range 
therefore covers about seven orders of magnitude. 

Snow beds, cirque glaciers, and similar small ice bodies generally have areas 
between 1 and 10 krn2

• Minor valley glaciers, such as those of the Alps, are approxi
mately 10 to 100 krn2

, while major valley glaciers and most ice caps have areas from 
about 100 km2 to more than 1, 000 km2 • The biggest Arctic ice caps, excluding Green
land, are of the order of 10, 000 krn2 in area. From snow beds to big ice caps there is 
a continuous grading of sizes, but the major ice sheets are in a class apart, with the 
Greenland one (1,700, 000 krn2

) roughly two orders of magnitude larger than its nearest 
rival. At the top of the range the Antarctic Ice Sheet is nearly an order of magnitude 
bigger than the Greenland Ice Sheet. 

Thickness. The thickness of glacier ice runs from almost zero, for marginal ice, 
up to about 4300 m for the deepest parts of the Antarctic Ice Sheet. If the smallest 
glaciers are excluded, average thicknesses for complete glacier systems range through 
about one order of magnitude, from 200 m or so for minor valley glaciers to 2300 m 
for the Antarctic Ice Sheet. Typical thicknes ses for valley glaciers are from 200 to 
600 m, and sizable ice caps might perhaps be 700 or 800 m deep. The Greenland Ice 
Sheet has an average thicknes s of about 1500 m and the Antarctic Ice Sheet about 
2300 m. 

Figures 8-13 give a number of ice depth profiles for various kinds of glaciers. 

World distribution of glaciers 

Table~ II--I gives some statistics on the geographical distribution of glaciers. It can 
be seen from this table that most of the world's glacier ice is in the Antarctic, the Ice 
sheet and its surrounding islands accounting for 85% of the world total glacier area and 
91 % of the world total glacier volume. 

Most of the remaining ice is in Greenland, which has 12% of the total glacier area 
and 8% of the total glacier volume. Other glacier -covered parts of the earth combine 
to provide only 3% of the total area, and 1 % of the total volume, of glacier ice in the 
world. 

Outside of Greenland and Antarctica, the Arctic islands and Iceland carry more 
than half of the remaining glacier ice. Continental Asia has extensive glaciers, and 
continental North America has quite an abundance. The glaciers of continental Europe, 
which are such famous attractions, make an almost insignificant contribution. 
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Table 'II-I. World distribution of glaciers. 

(Based on estimates and assessments by Bauer;,6 Crary~ Donn, et al.l~ 
FlintP Novikov~8 Thorarins son; 2 and other s) 

Region 

Antarctica & Sub-Antarctic 
• Islands 

Greenland 

Arctic Islands & Iceland 

Continental Asia 

Continental North America 

South America 

Continental Europe 

New Zealand, Africa, New 
Guinea 

Glacier area 
(Millions of 

sq km) 

13 

1.8 

0.3 

O. 1 

0.08 

0.03 

0.01 

0.001 

Percentage of 
world total 

glacier area 

85% 

12% 

3% 

Estimated ice Percentage of 
volume (Mil- world total 
lions of cu krn) ice volume 

29 91% 

2.6 8% 

0.2 1% 

The area of the earth's surface covered by present-day glaciers represents about 
10% of the total land surface. 

Glacier ice is a significant item in the worlds's water budget, repre senting an 
amount of water roughly equal to that contained in all the lakes, rivers and aquifers 
(Table.II-II). Glacier ice and fresh waters each contribute about 2% of the world total 
water volume, the remaining 96% being sea water (atmospheric water is negligible). 

Table II-II. Comparison of water volumes in 
oceans, glaciers, rivers and lakes. 

Item 

Oceans and seas16 

Glaciers (equivalent water volume) 

Rivers, lakes and ground water16 

Atmosphere 

Percentage of world's 
total water volume 

96% 

2% 

2% 

negligible 
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CHAPTER Ill. DEPOSITION AND ACCUMULATION OF SNOW 

General 

When precipitation falls in the form of rain, the rain falls directly onto the sur
face below it, but this is not neces sarily true of falling snow, which can be carried 
horizontally for long distances by wind, both during and after the original snowfall. 

If snow falls when the weather is calm, flakes settle gently to the ground and col.,. 
lect in a loose fluffy mass of low-density snow. Later, when the wind begins to blow, 
loose snow is picked up and carried along as a stream of particles concentrated near 
the ground, and as a higher "blizzard cloud" in which particles are borne aloft by tur
bulent eddies of the wind. The blown snow is subsequently re-deposited, where and 
when the wind loses its carrying capacity. The re-deposited snow is firm and dense 
compared to snow laid down in wind-free conditions, and its surface is characterized 
by drifts, dunes, and sastrugi resulting from turbulent deposition. 

Snow which is actually precipitated from clouds during windy conditions cannot fall 
directly to the ground; it is carried along by the wind. When the concentration of snow 
suspended in the air becomes greater than the carrying capacity of the wind, some 
deposition occurs, although snow particles may still migrate along the surface. 

After a windy period the surface snow stabilizes by "age-hardening", a sublimation 
process which develops bonds between adjacent snow grains. An age-hardened surface 
is not easily disturbed by subsequent winds blowing over it, although it is still subject 
to evaporation. 

The initial properties of surface snow are determined by the weather conditions 
prevailing during it.s deposition. The initial density depends on the size of the snow 
crystals, and on the amount of wind-working the snow particles and the surface have 
received. The density of snow which has been lying for several months can also be 
correlated with mean air temperature during the period, since the rate at which the 
snow settles, or densifies under its own weight, is influenced by temperature. 

On most glaciers snowfall is usually accompanied by wind, and conventional pre
cipitation gages are quite useless f2r measuring local precipitation. The alternative 
is to measure the net accumulation'" of snow on the surface, by observations on stakes 
or by inspection of the snow strata revealed in pit walls or drill cores. On flat open 
snowfields, the snow blown away from one locality may be replaced by an equal amount 
from upwind; in this case the net accumulation gives a good approximation to the pre
cipitation. In general, though, snow is swept away from the area in which it fell and 
is replaced unequally with snow from upwind areas. Accumulation represents the 
following balance: 

Net accumulation = precipitation + snow blown in + condensation (frost) 

- snow blown away - evaporation. 

For most glaciological studies, net accumulation has greater immediate signifi
cance than precipitation, but precipitation can be estimated from the net accumulation if 
measurements of the transport of blowing snow are made. The condensation and evapo
ration are often small balancing quantities, so that these terms can usually be neglected. 

Mechanic s of drifting snow 

There are two principal snow transport mechanisms: Turbulent suspension (when 
particle settlement under gravity is balanced by upward eddies), and saltation (when 
particles bound along the surface impelled by the wind shear there)~' 15 Turbulent sus
pension accounts for high blizzard clouds, which move large quantities of snow and 

* Net accumulation on a glacier is the annual surplus of snow in the accumulation area; 
total accumulation is the total quantity of snow falling onto the entire glacier in one 
year. 
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Figure III-l a. Smooth, soft snow laid down in 
wind-free conditions. (Photo by V. Schytt) 

Figure III-l b. Patches of sharp-edged sastrugi and discontinuous 
"pavements" of pocked hard snow. 
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Figure III-l c. Oblique aerial view of longitudinal snow dune s 
on the Greenland Ice Cap. The dune orientations indicate at 

least two major wind directions. 

Figure III-Id. Barchan formed on the snow surfa·ce in northern Greenland. 
(Photo by C. Benson) 

45 
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form big snowdrifts behind surface obstacle s. Saltation create s sheets and streamer s 
of densely concentrated particles which blow along within a few inches of the ground. 
When strong winds blow over loose snow, turbulent suspension and saltation are both 
active, but in light winds saltation can take place alone. 

The rate of snow transport (mass flow per unit time) at any given height above the 
surface is doubly dependent upon wind velocity: the drift concentration (concentration 
of snow in air) is determined by wind speed, and the velocity of flow is directly related 
to wind speed. Snow transport depends not only on wind speed, however; it depends 
also on the available supply of loose snow. A moderate wind blowing over a dense, 
age -hardened snow surface will not generate much drifting, but if it blows over soft 
fluffy snow it will raise a high drift cloud. If new precipitation is falling there may be 
too much snow for the wind to carry, and deposition will occur. In this connection it 
is convenient to introduce a concept of " saturation" : If a snow-bearing wind is under
saturated it is capable 'of picking up loose snow (eroding), but if it is over-saturated it 
will deposit snow. 

The theory of steady turbulent suspension is based on a vertical equilibrium condi
tion for a snow partic~e subject to upward turbulence and downward gravity force: 7 , 10 

(A) an wn + - - = 0 
p az (1) 

where w = particle fall velocity, n = drift concentration (mas s of snow per unit mas s 
of air) at height z, p = air density (assumed constant), A = coefficient of exchange at 
height~. -

Moderate and strong winds over snowfields appear to have a vertical distribution 
of velocity confirming to a logarithmic profile with small roughness parameters, so 
that 

(2) 

and 

(3) 

where v is velocity at height z, u,:< is the shear velocity (pu,:<z = the boundary layer 
shear Stress), k is von Karman's constant (0.4), and Zo is the roughness length 
(in general, zo« z). 

Thus eq 1 has the solution 

( 4) 

where.!:. is a fixed reference height. 

Substituting for u,~ (from eq 2) in the logarithmic form of eq 4 and using the 
roughness height Zo (where the wind velocity is zero, according to eq 2) as reference 
level gives 

showing that, at any given height, a straight line relationship between log nand .!. 
v 

is to be expected provided n does not change app. reciably with wind conditions 
Zo 

(which is an observed fact). 

(5) 
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Field measurements of snow transport and wind profiles give results which appear 
to be in agreement with the theory.7 

The rate of snow transport at a given level, 3" is rather a complicated function 
of wind speed, since 

q = vn 

Integration over a layer leads to an analytical expression for the snow transport which 
is a combination of power and exponential functions, and analysis of field observations 
over a limited range of wind velocities supports this result. It is interesting to note 
(W. Budd, personal communication) that as the wind becomes very strong the snow 
transport ends up being a linear function of wind velocity, since turbulence then has 
produced an almost even distribution of snow throughout the drift layer. 

The foregoing*can be summarized as follows: 

The amount of snow carried by a wind is determined by the abundance of 
available loose snow, and by the wind characteristics. Theory and experiment lead to 
the following conclusions on the effect of wind speed:7 

(a) Drift density, n p (g/m3 ) varies with height above the surface according 
to a power law for a given wind strength. 

(b) Drift density at a given height is an exponential function of the reciprocal 
of wind velocity at that height. . 

(c) The rate of snow transport in a given horizontal layer is an exponential 
function of the wind velocity at a fixed reference level (say 10 m, the standard ane
mometer height) for moderate and strong winds; when the wind becomes very strong 
(the standard of reference is provided by the particle fall velocity), the dependence of 
drift transport on wind velocity asymptotically approaches a linear relation. 

Size of drift particles 

The size of drift snow particles has received relatively little attention, although a 
number of writers mention " average" particle sizes around O. 1 mm~' 8, 10, 14 When a 
predominant particle size is given, it is not always stated whether that size refers to 
the most numerolloS particles, or to the particles which mak,e the greatest contribution 
to the total mass. Figure III-2, which is adapted from a study of 4000 drift particles 
by Lister~ shows that particles in the size range 0.06-0. 1 mm occur most frequently, 
but particles in the size range 0.1-0.2 mm make the biggest contribution to the total 
mass. 

Lister's study was made at Southice, Antarctica, but the size distributions are 
probably typical for most of Antarctica and Greenland. When fresh precipitation is 
contributing to the blowing snow, some larger unfragmented snow crystals may well be 
present; typical sizes for various kinds of snow crystals are given in Chapter 1. 

Blowing snow and surface relief 

A snow surface which has been modified by blowing snow exhibits a characteristic 
micro-relief. During heavy blizzards caused by the precipitation and wind of a cyclonic 
storm, snow is usually deposited in the form of elongated dunes, which have a rounded 
"whaleback" profile and their long axes parallel to the wind direction. The formation 
of discrete longitudinal dunes instead of a continuous deposit seems to indicate a trans
verse instability in deposits laid down by strong winds {cf. Bagnold's study of sand 
dune~~.. Katabatic winds, which re-distribute surface snow laid down earlier, tend to 
form a more sharply sculptured surface. The sharp-edged sastrugi formed in katabatic 
winds are much smaller than whaleback dunes, but their long axes are also aligned 
along the wind direction. Light winds will produce transverse ripples, which usually 
are only stable at low wind speeds, changing to longitudinal features if wind velocity 
increases. Crescent-shaped barchans also form on the snow. 

When flying over the snowfields of a windy region, one may notice two or more 
well-defined wind directions indicated by the surface micro-relief. Longitudinal whale- _ 
back dunes, commonly about 100 ft long and 10-30 ft wide, point the direction of the 

* These findings may be modified in the light of new data. 
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Figure III 2. Grading diagrams showing frequency of occurrence of the vari
ous particle sizes in Antarctic drift snow, by number and weight fractions. 

(Adapted from Lister, ref. 9) 

main snow-bearing (cyclonic) winds, while the smaller sastrugi (a few feet long and a 
foot or so wide) give local directions of katabatic winds. Katabatic winds are gravity 
winds resulting from temperature inversions over the snow surface, and they follow the 
steepest surface slopes (with some deviation due to the Coriolis force). The sastrugi 
they produce therefore indicate general direction of surface slope. 

The heights of sastrugi can be correlated with the speeds of the winds which formed 
them, but the additional influence of initial surface roughness confuses the problem. In 
moderately windy areas sastrugi are commonly 6 in. to 1 ft high (trough to crest); in 
very windy places heights up to 2 ft are common. The giant sastrugi (up to 6 ft high) 
found in parts of Antarctica are usually due to erosion of, or deposition behind, whale
back dunes. 

During the formation of sastrugi, while the snow particles are still unbonded, they 
migrate slowly along in the wind direction. After a period of age-hardening, however, 
they become resistant to disturbance by later winds (Fig. 1II-3). 

Initial properties of surface snow 

Most mechanical, thermal and electrical properties of dry snow can be related to 
density, temperature and grain structure of the snow. Since these three parameters 
are easy to measure, they provide a convenient means of describing snow and offer the 
possibility of predicting a range of physical properties. Physical properties are dis
cussed in detail elsewhere,z 13 · but the influence of meteorological factors on the charac
ter of surface snow is outlined here. 
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Figure III-4. Effect of wind speed on 
the density of newly deposited snow. 

(After Kotlyakov, ref 8) 

If snow falls in cold, wind-free conditions, the initia.l density of snow on the sur
face is small - around O. I g / cm3 • As long as there is no wind, density variations 
arise chiefly from differences in the size and shape of the snow crystals, small simple 
crystals (formed at low temperatures) packing more closely than larger stellar crystals 
(more common at higher temperatur e s). 

Wind- blown snow, however, packs down to higher densities as a result of crystal 
fragmentation and agitation of the surface, and initial densities in exces s of O. 4 g / cm3 

can be realized. The effect of wind speed on initial densify has not received much 
study, but Figure III-4 shows the general increase of density with wind speed found by 
Kotlyakov8 in Antarctica. Some of the scatter in this plot can probably be attributed 
to temperature effect, which does not appear to have been isolated from the wind effect. 

Surface snow gradually settles under its own weight, the rate of settlement being 
dependent on temperature. Since the temperature of snow near the surface corresponds 
closely to air temperature over long periods, a correlation between mean annual air 
temperature and average density of a one-year surface accumulation might be expected. 
Figure IIl-5 shows such a plot from data gathered in Antarctica; wind effects have not 
been removed. 14 ,16 

The bearing str ength, or I'hardne s s II, of a snow surface depends upon grain struc
ture as well as upon density and temperature. When snow is first laid down it is a 
cohesionless mass of grains, but ice bonds soon form between adjacent grains and 
" age-harden" the surface. The rate of sublimation (the process which produces bonds) 
is controlled largely by temperature and by the abundance of very fine particles in the 
snow, but substantial hardening usually occurs in the first two weeks after deposition, 
even at quite low temperatures. 

Snow accumulation 

Snow accumulation shows broad regional variations which are dependent upon 
general locations relative to tracks of low pressure systems, distance from the sea, 
surface elevations, and prevailing surface winds. It also varies on a local scale where 
abrupt changes of elevation occur, or where topographic irregularities influence drift
ing and deposition. On wind-swept snowfields there is variation on an even smaller 
scale due to the irregularity and discontinuity of deposition and erosion within small 
areas; this effect is shown up well by old vehicle tracks, which disappear intermit
tently beneath new dunes and sastrugi. 
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ref. 14) 

Local climatological conditions govern the type of snow accumulating in any given 
area. On high-altitude polar snowfields melting never occur s and the deposited snow 
stays dry; on slightly warmer snowfields, where some melting takes place in summer, 
water percolates from the surface into the lying snow to form dispersed pipe-s, layers 
and lenses of ice; at lower elevations, where appreciable melting occurs, water soaks 
the entire accumulation layer for the year to produce iced firn~ To allow comparison 
of accumulation quantities in areas with differing types of snow, accumulation is ex
pressed in terms of its equivalent amount of water, i. e., the snow quantity (snow depth) 
is multiplied by the average specific gravity for the layer to give the water equivalent. 

Seasonal weather changes alter the condition of falling and lying snow through the 
year, producing stratification in the snow mas s and permitting the net accumulation of 
past years to be measured by examination of vertical sections revealed in pit walls or 
in drill cores.. On some snowfields the . annual snow layers are quite obvious; on moun
tain glaciers, for example,. there may be distinct dust layers marking each summer 
surface. On the other hand, the cold dry snowfields of Greenland and Antarctica do not 
display a simple stratification, particularly in windy areas, and careful studies of 
grain structures and measurable physical properties are needed to interpret the profiles. 
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CHAPTER IV. SNOW METAMORPHISM AND ICE FORMATION 

Transformation of snow to ice 

Soon after new snow is deposited on the surface of a glacier it loses its original 
crystalline form, either by a dry metamorphic process or by melting. If laid down in 
wind-free conditions the initial density may be low - about O. 1 g/cm3 

- but this density 
increases as a result of wind-packing, settlement under gravity, melt water percolation, 
or a combination of these things. 

As time goes by, the snow is buried by later falls and it densifies under the weight of 
the snow above, with gradual grain growth proceeding. At fir st the densification of dry 
snow involves rearrangement of the snow grains in a way that permits closer packing; but 
after this process has reached its limit the grains themselves, and the bonds between 
them, have to change shape to achieve higher densities.l1 Eventually the air spaces be
tween the individual grains of the cellular snow mass close off to form separate bubbles, 
changing the material from a permeable to an impermeable one. 

Once the air spaces cease to be interconnecting and the material becomes imperme
able it is known as ice instead of snow. Its density goes on increasing, however, as the 
snow above continues to build up. The densification, or compression, of the deeply 
buried glacier ice goes on largely at the expense of air bubble volume; the bubbles are 
squeezed ever smaller, and the pressure inside them consequently increases. 

The stress condition deep within the ice mass is essentially hydrostatic, and the 
crystals appear to remain randomly oriented in this state.IO Where the ice undergoes 
shear deformation, however, the crystals become re-oriented to permit glide along their 
basal planes~ 8 

In areas where appreciable melting takes place, water soaks into the snow and ·turns 
it into dense impermeable ice while it is still close to the surface. This " wet" transfor
mation to ice is much more direct and rapid than the "dry" process, and it tends to pro
duce ice which is comparatively bubble-free. 

Change of properties with depth 

Two types of property variation beneath the surface can be distinguished: cyclic 
variations producing the seasonal stratification, and progressive variation with increasing 
depth. The first reflects recurring changes of deposition conditions, the second results 
from steady compression under ever-increasing overburden and from gradual changes of 
grain and crystal structure. 

Stratification in dry polar snow is illustrated by Figure IV -1, which shows fluctu
ations of grain texture and density in snow close to the surface at Byrd Station, Antarctica. 
The character of each layer is determined by the weather conditions prevailing during its 
deposition and by the influence of ensuing weather conditions on the metamorphic processes. 
In areas where the snow surface is exposed to melt conditions in summer, the stratifica
tion is generally more obvious, and gross features can be photographed from the wall of 
'a pit. 

Density increase with depth is somewhat erratic at shallow depths, but overall the 
depth-density curve shows a regular form, with the rate of increase rapid in the upper 
layers but becoming more gradual as the density of solid ice is approached asymptotically 
at depth. Figure IV -2 gives some depth-density curves for sites in Greenland and 
Antarctica. 

Grain structure and crystal form* change as a result of material transfer processes 
and mechanical deformation under pressure. In general, appreciable grain growth takes 
place near the surface (say in the first 2 meters), where temperature changes and con
vective air mo;vements are felt most strongly. In the deeper snow no grain growth is 
apparent, buf 'crystal size increases with depth~ 0 In Figure IV -3 photomicrographs of 

):~ A grain is a coherent particle which may consist of more than one crystal. 
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a. 10 meters (X4). b. 35 meters (X4). 

c. 65 meters (Xl). d. 193 meters (Xl). e. 306 meters (Xl). 

Figure IV -3. Photomicrographs showing the changes of snow and ice 
structure with depth at Byrd Station, Antarctica. Change of density 
with depth is shown in Figure IV -2. (Photomicrographs by A. J. Gow) 
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snow and ice seen in thin section show 
changes of structure with depth. 
The gradual disappearance of fine 
grains and angular corner s, and the 
development of intergranular bonds, 
can be seen (see also Fig • ..IV - 5, 6); the 
reduction of pore space culminating 
in the formation of impermeable ice 
is also illustrated. 

Permeability, which is related to 
porosity (or density) in snow decreases 
with depth, as shown in Figure IV -7, a 
plot of air permeability and porosity 
against depth. Air permeability is also 
affected by the grain structure of the 
snow, and in the upper layers the effect 
of decreasing porosity is offset to some 
extent by depletion of fine particle sand 
the smoothing and rounding of larger 
grains as metamorphism proceeds.2 3 

The attainment of zero permeability 
marks the transition from snow to ic e. 

Mechanical properties change in 
accordance with the changes of density 
and grain structure. Elastic and visco
plastic prop.erties (e. g. strength and 
deformation resistance) improve with 
depth, changes being rapid in the upper 
la yer s and tending towards a fixed limit 
after the snow-ice transition. Thermal 
and electrical properties follow the 
same trend.l 6 

Types of metamorphism 

Bader5 distinguishes four types of 
metamorphic processes contributing to 
the transformation of snow to ice. They 
are (a) destructive metamorphism, 
(b) constructive metamorphism, (c) melt 
metamorphism, (d) pressure metamor
phism. These are briefly described 
below. 

Destructive metamorphism~:' is the disappearance of crystalline form in dry snow. 
Soon after snow is deposited in cold dry conditions, the original crystal shapes, e. g. , 
star forms, are lost by sublimation and surface diffusion, and an aggregate of rounded 
or sub-angular particles results. The whole process can be regarded as a reduction of 
specific surface and corresponding decrease of surface free energy. 

Constructive metamorphism~:' in dry snow is a process of grain growth depending 
chiefly on the transfer of material by evaporation and condensation. It is accelerated 
when vapor transfer is aided by convective air flow in the pores of the snow. Vigorous 
grain growth of this kind in snow of fairly low density « O. 4 g/cm3 ) leads to the forma
tion of a distinctive coarse-grained snow with low cohesion, known as "depth hoar'l or 
"Schwimmschnee" . 

~:, It is questionable whether these two processes should be separated, since both 
involve molecular migration. 
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Figure IV -5. Thin section of snow show
ing the bonds formed between adjacent 
grains after 6 days of "age-hardening" at 
a temperature of -3C. (Photomicrograph 

b~ D. Kuroiwa, ref. 12) 

Figure IV - 6. Development of a bond between two spheres of ice in ice - saturated 
air at a temperature of -5C. (a) shows the initial stage, (b) was taken after 

33 minutes, and (c) was taken after 64 minutes. 
(Photomicrographs by D. Kuroiwa, ref. 12) 
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Melt metamorphism covers the changes resulting from rise of temperature to the 
melting point and percolation of surface melt water. In "warm" snow the crystals be
corne rounded and are covered by a water film; surface tension effects tend to make 
water ·accumulate at intergrain contacts, leading to formation of strong bonds and com
posite grains on re ~-:,.freezing. Melt~water percolation is an irregular process, and the 
water tends to re-freeze in pipes, l~yers and lenses, which are generally discontinuous. 
Melt-water retention in "warm" snow varies with the capillarity of the snow, surface 
s10pes, and the presence of impermeable layers. Melt metamorphism produces rapid 
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increase of density towards the ice condition, both by plentiful material transfer and by 
acceleration of mechanical densification consequent upon the structural weakening at 
high temperature. 

Pressure metamorphism is a term used to describe the mechanical densification 
of snow by steady compression, or compaction. It is particularly important in the 
absence of melting, which is the,usual s'ituation on high polar ice caps. The primary 
settlement, or densification, of dry snow is achieved by rearrangement of the individu
al grains to permit closer packing, but there is a limit to the density which can be 
reached in this way. MaximUlll densities reached by grain packing appear to be in the 
range 0.50-0.55 g/ cm3 • Further densification proceeds by actual deformation of the 
grains and their bonds, with sublimation and surface diffusion processes also playing 
a part~,ll The progressive reduction of pore space and specific surface finally leads to 
sealing-off of the pores to form closed bubbles; this happens when the density reaches 
0 .. 80-0.83 g/ cm3

, corresponding to depths between about 40 and 150 m. Further com
pression of the irnpermeable ice squeezes-in the bu;bbles and builds up the pressure 
inside them. 
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The mechanics of snow densification 

In its transition from surface snow 
to glacier ice, a dry snow layer is sub
jected to compressive creep >:~ under 
ever -incr easing load. Its horizontal 
continuity means that there is effective 
lateral restraint, and for the first few 
years, when it is near the surface, it 
is exposed to temperature cycles which 
accelerate the deformation. 

If we had the time and patience, 
the densification process could be simu
lated experimentally by placing a sample 
of surface snow in a v ertical open-end 
cylinder (with smooth walls), allowing 
it to settle under its own weight for the 
first year, and thereafter adding to the 
top of it a lead disk, equivalent in 
weight to one year ' s accumulation, 
every year. During any per i od when 
the weight on it is constant, the rate of 
densification would tend to fall off be
cause deformation res i stance increases 
with increasing density. The annual 
addition of more load, however, revives 
the settlement rate. 

Depth-density curves g i ve, in effect,) 
a complete record of this compres sive 
creep process by showing the snow layers 
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at successive stages of deformation. Bader2 , 3, 4 has studied the densification problem 
in detail and has derived expres 'sions relating depth, density, load, accumulation rate, 
and time, thus permitting depth-density profiles to be analyzed and yielding data on 
characteristic parameter s which can be applied to various glaciological problems. 
Bader's theory is outlined below for the case where accumulation rate is assumed to be 
constant over a long period, i. e., the rate of load application is invariant with time. 

The overburden pressure on any snow layer is equal to the weight of snow above it, 
which can be expressed as the weight of overlying layers or as the amount of snow 
accumulation since i t was itself at the surface: 

(J" = Shy dh = At (1) 

o 
where cr is overburden pressure, y is unit weight (density) of snow, h is depth of the 
layer, t the time since it was at the surface, and A is the snow accumulation rate 
(independent of time). 

It follows that 

y = :~ and dh = A 
dt y 

Now, because the snow is densifying, its downward velocity with respect to the surface, 

dh . d . 
dt' IS ecreaslng. The rate at which this velocity decreases with depth gives a 

"specific velocity of densification",~. Thus, 

* Fine-grained snow normally settles continuously, but under certain conditions layers 
of coarse depth-hoar resist deformation for a time and then suddenly collapse, causing 
the "firn quakes" sometimes reported by polar travelers. 
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= ~ (dh) = ~ . ~ =.:.!. ~ 
v dh \Cit . y? dh Y dt' ( 2) 

In the upper layers of the ice cap, where stresses are small (0- < 1 kg/cm?), defor
mation is apparently governed by Newtonian viscous shear, i. e. 

,; T 
£ = .- = -v 

211 
(3) 

where £ is strain rate, T is shear stress, and 11 is a viscosity coefficient (strongly de
pendent on density). Bader postulates, in the absence of data on the relationship between 
vertical and lateral stress components, that shear stress can be expressed as 

T = 0-y. 
1 

where yl IS the density of hard impermeable ice. 
From eq 2, 3, and 4 

A ~ 1 ~ _ Yi - Y 0-

-v = 7 dh - Y dt -~ . 2" . 

Substituting 0- = At from eq 1, the following are given by eq 5 

t = 2 JYi . 7\ 

dh = 2 i" . d y. 
Y'/,- (y. - y) t 

1 

( 4) 

(5) 

( 6) 

(7) 

Integrating eq 7 after substitution for t from eq 6 gives an expression for h in terms 
of A, . y, Yi and". To replace the density-dependent viscosity coeffi'cient 11, Bader 
chooses 

(8) 

and to allow for the acceleration of settlement caused by annual temperature cycles 

about the mean value he incorporates a factor (1 - k e myo e -my). The equation of the 
depth-density curve for the upper layers then becomes 

h = ",JcAy. 
1 

(9) 

While this equation is somewhat ponderous it can be handled by a computer; for 
the range of densities 0.36 < Y < 0.60 (g/cm3 ) the value of y(Yi - y) is fairly constant 
and some simplification is possible. 

In the deeper layers, where the stress condition tends towards hydrostatic, the 
assumption of Newtonian viscous deformation is not valid, and a hyperbolic sine rela
tionship is adopted instead. Bader makes further assumptions to bridge the gaps in 
existing knowledge and, by a process of substitution similar to that outlined above and 
by integration, obtains another equation for the depth density curve, allowing a better 
fit to the data. The equation is even more ungainly than eq 9 (to which it reduces for 
small values of y), but it can be programmed for a computer. 



Figure IV -9. Depth-density relations for Site 2, Greenland, and Wilkes satellite 
station, Antarctica. The curves are calculated from Bader I s theory of densification. 

(After Bader, ref. 5) 
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Bubbles in glacier ice 

At the transition from snow to ice the bubbles, immediately after being sealed-off .. 
have irregular tubular shapes, and they are randomly oriented. 15,11 They are gener
ally located along the intersecting edges of adjacent grains or crystals. They subse
quently become more rounded by sustained hydrostatic pressure and by internal surface 
diffusion of molecules. In newly formed ice most of the bubbles are in the size range 
0.1-1. 0 mm; in older, deeper ice, however, they are compressed to smaller sizes 
and bubbles originally formed at grain and crystal boundaries become absorbed into 
the inside of crystals as a result of recrystallization and growth. 

When ice is subj ected to shear deformation the bubbles become drawn out into 
elongated tubular shapes. These tubular bubbles, each of which may consist of several 
of the original bubbles run together, are parallel, and their orientation corresponds 
with the direction of shear deformation. The effect is seen in deforming shelf ice and 
in the basal layers of non-melting land glaciers. 

The concentration of air bubbles in glacier ice affects its color: bubbly polar ice 
appears whi te in reflected light,. while layers of relatively bubble-free melt-water ice 
show a blue color... Melt-water ice which has been rendered almost entirely bubble-free 
by repeated freeze-thaw cycles often appears to be black when seen in large masses; 
the incident light is absorbed instead of being scattered and reflected as it is in bubbly 
ice. 
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Bubble content also affects the strength and deforITlation resistance of glacier ice. 
Bubbly ice flows ITlore easily than the denser clear ice, and it fractures ITlore readily, 
particularly when the air in the bubbles is under high pressure. 

When the bubbles first seal off, the air inside theITl is at the atITlospheric pressure 
of the site, although the ice around theITl is subject to an overburden load of perhaps 
3 or 4 atITlospheres.1 5 For this reason bubble pressure is less than the hydrostatic 
pressure of the ice just below the transition level, but deep down in the ice bubble 
pressure gradually "catches up " with the hydrostatic pressure. The,re is, of course, 
a siITlple relation between porosity of the ice and bubble pressure, the product of 
pressure and voluITle reITlaining constant if the teITlperature does not change (Boyle's 
Law). It has been found that appreciable variations of pres sure can exist between dif
ferent individual bubbles froITl the saITle layer;19 this can probably be attributed to pre
ferred directions of inter- and intra-crystalline deforITlation, and to the fact that all 
bubbles do not close off siITlultaneously. 

There is virtually no diffusion of gas froITl bubbles in glacier ice, so that air 
saITlples are preserved for very long periods. 19 Careful analysis of the gases in glacier 
bubbles has perITlitted studies of the cOITlposition of ancient air to be ITlade. 
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CHAPTER V. GLACIER FLOW 

General facts 

The movement of glaciers has intrigued philosophers and scientists for over a cen
tury, but it is only in the last decade that a firm quantitative theory of glacier flow has 
appeared. In the mid-nineteenth century it was not understood how an apparently solid 
mass of ice could flow, but many of the facts of glacier movement had been closely ob
served in the Alps, as is shown by Mark Twain's attempt to travel by glacier in Switzer
land:~:~ 

"I marched the expedition down the steep and tedious mule -path and took up as 
good a position as I could upon the middle of the glacier - because Baedeker said the 
middle part travels the fastest. As a measure of economy, however, I put some of the 
heavier baggage on the shoreward parts, to go as slow freight". 

After camping overnight waiting for the glacier to start, it was suspe.cted that it 
might be aground and leaking, and finally the book was again consulted: 

"Presently Baedeker was found again, and I hunted eagerly for the time-table. 
There was none. The book simply said the glacier was moving all the time. This was 
satisfactory, so I shut up the book and chose a good position to view the scenery as we 
passed along. I stood there some time enjoying the trip, but at last it occurred to me 
that we did not seem to be gaining any on the scenery. I soon found a sentence which 
threw a dazzling light on the matter. It said, 'The Gorner Glacier travels at an average 
rate of a little less than an inch a day'. I made a small calculation: I inch a day, say 
30 feet a year; estimated distance to Zermatt, 3 I / 18 miles. Time required to go by 
glacier, a little over five hundred years~ I said to myself, 'I can walk it quicker - and 
before I will patronize such a fraud as this, I will do it~ '" 

Since that time glaciers have been closely studied in all parts of the world, and their 
speeds have been measured both on the surface and within the ice mass. At any cross
section of a valley glacier, surface velocity is greatest in the center as a result of shear 
resistance along the edges. Figure V -1 gives an example of velocity distribution along 
a transverse section. 

Velocity varies along the length of a valley glacier, with shape, size and slope of 
the channel affecting speed (somewhat like a river). At a particular place it also varies 
with time. As the ice descends it is thinned by melting and its flow properties are 
changed by temperature rise; these factors also affect the longitudinal distribution of 
velocity. Figures V -2 and V -3 give longitudinal and transverse velocity distributions on 
the surfaces of valley glacier s. 

In a valley glacier which terminates on land, velocity tends to increase with distance 
down-glacier in the accumulation zone, and further down still, in the ablation zone, it 
tends to decrease with distance. The condition where ice velocity increases with distance, 
and the ice is tending to thin, is referred to as 'extending flow'. The opposite situation, 
where velocity decreases with distance, is called 'compressive flow' (see Fig. V-5). 
Extending flow is often indicated by the presence of crevasses. 

The distribution of velocity through a vertical section also. must be considered. 
Figures V - 6-10 show velocities measured at various depths in boreholes, and it can be 
seen that the ice moves fastest at the surface, differential movement resulting from 
shearing of the ice mass over the rock bed. The movement observed at the surface usually 
represents the sum of two s eparatemechanisms: shear deformation of the ice its elf and 
slip of the ice over its bed. This is shown schematically in Figure V-II. 

Many small valley glaciers move with surface velocities of only a few inches per day, 
while larger valley g-iaciersin mountain regions may have velocities of a few feet per day. 
In general the most rapid glaciers are the giant outflow glaciers of the Greenland ice 
sheet, which travel tens of feet per day. The big ice streams and valley glaciers of the 
Antarctic ice sheet are not so swift, partly due to the lower temperatures which keep the 
ice "stiffer". Table V -I gives a general impression of glacier speeds in various parts of 
the world. 

* "Innocents Abroad" by Mark Twain 
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Figure V -1. Distribution of surface velocity across a section of the Fedchenko 
Glacier in the Pamir. The distribution of surface velocity acros s a glacier de
pends on the stress and temperature fields in the ice; in general, narrow glaciers 
exhibit U -shaped or parabolic patterns, while very wide glaciers tend to have the 
shear concentrated near the edges, with fairly uniform velocities across the cen-

tral section. (After Souslov and Nozdryukhin, ref. 34) 
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In the preceding paragraphs, transverse, longitudinal, and vertical distribution 
of velocity in a glacier has been described, but no discussion has been made so far of 
variations of velocity with time, for a given point. Be.cause of fluctuations in rates of 
accumulation and ablation, or temperature changes in the ice, ice velocity and the rate 
of discharge vary in a rather complex manner. A sudden increase of accumulation at 
the head of a glacier, for example, will cause a "wave" of increased discharge to travel 
down the glacier at a higher speed than the glacier itself is moving. These traveling
wave phenomena are believed to account for a number of previously unexplained features 
of glacier behavior, such as sudden advances and retreats of snouts, irregula'r changes 
of ice thickness, and certain types of transverse pressure waves. The theory of travel
ing waves, or "kinematic waves" is discussed later. 
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Figure V -2. Isotachytes (lines of equal velocity) showing distribution of 
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Figure V-II. Schematic illustration of the 
two flow components - sliding of the ice 
mas s on the rock bed, and internal shear
ing of the ice mass. (After Sharp, ref. 32) 
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Figure V-12. Ice subjected to a given stress 
behaves as a visco-elastic material, whose 
response to loading can be illustrated by the 
spring and dashpot analog shown above (com-
bination of Maxwell and Voigt rheological 

units in series). 

The numbered stages of the strain 
time curve (creep curve) correspond to 
the action of the analog as follows: 

Stage 1 - On application of load, instan
taneous elastic response occurs (spring A 
extends or compresses). 
Stage 2 - Creep begins, and the "delayed 
elastic" response occurs (dashpot D slides, 
but comes to a stop as spring C extends or 
compresses; dashpot B slides at a steady 
rate). 
Stage 3 - Creep, or quasi-viscous flow, 
proceeds at a steady rate (dashpot B slides, 
A, C & D are immobile) 
Stage 4 - On removal of load, instantaneous 
elastic recovery occurs (spring A unloads). 
Stage 5 - Relaxation of the "delayed elastic" 
component of strain occurs (spring C re-
laxes, but return is damped by dashpot D). 
Stage 6 - The permanent strain resulting 
from creep up to time t.; (The amount of 
travel which occurred "Tn dashpot B. ) 
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Table V -1. Surface velocities on glaciers. 
(Com.piled from. m.any sources) 

Greenland 

Thule Ram.p, N.- W. Greenland 
Nunatarssuaq ice cliff, N. W. Greenland 

Blue Ice Valley, N. W. Greenland 

Rink Glacier, W. Greenland 
Jakobshavn Glacier, W. Greenland 
Karajak Glacier, W. Greenland 
Upernavik Glacier, W. Greenland 
ltivdliarssuk Glacier, W. Greenland 
Sigssortartoq Glacier, W. Greenland 
Torssukatak Glacier, W. Greenland 
Kanigigdleq Glacier, W. Greenland 
Um.iam.ako Glacier, W. Greenland 
Eqip' Serm.ia, W. Greenland 
Fro'ya Glacier, E. Greenland 

Sefstr~m.s Glacier, N. E. Greenland 

Terre Adelie coast 
MacRobertson Land coast 
Cape Folger 

Antarctica 

Dover s Glacier, MacRobertson Land 
Hoseason Glacier, MacRobertson Land 
Jelbart Glacier (west tongue), MacRobertson 

Land 
J elbart Glacier (east tongue), MacRobertson 

Land 
Taylor Glacier, MacRobertson Land 
Helen Glacier, Queen Mary Land 
Denm.an Glacier, Queen Mary Land 
Scott Glacier, Queen Mary Land 
Reed Glacier, Queen Mary Land 
Obruchev Glacier, Queen Mary Land 
Apfel Glacier, Queen Mary Land 
Mirny, Queen Mary Land 
Gaussberg, Kaiser Wilhelm. II Land 
Vanderford Glacier, Wilkes Land 
Glacier de Zelee, Terre Adelie 
Glacier de llAstrolabe 

Skelton Glacier 
Maudheim. Ice Shelf, Dronning Maud Land 
Ross Ice Shelf, Ross Dependency 
Russell East Glacier, Trinity Peninsula 
Victory Glacier, Trinity Peninsula 
Depot Glacier, Trinity Peninsula 

Fourteenth of July Glacier 
Blom.strandbreen 
Kongsbreen (north section) 
Kongsbreen (south section) 

Spitsbergen 

Type of 
flow 

Sheet flow 
Sheet flow 

Sheet flow 

Outflow glacier 
Outflow glacier 
Outflow glacier 
Outflow glacier 
Outflow glacier 
Outflow glacier 
Outflow glacier 
Outflow glacier 
Outflow glacier 
Outflow glacier 
Sm.all independ
ent glacier 
Valley glacier 

Sheet flow 
Sheet flow 
Sheet flow 
Ice stream. 
Ice stream. 

Ice stream. 

Ice stream. 
Ice stream. 
Ice stream. 
Ice stream. 
Ice stream. 
Ice stream. 
Ice stream. 
Ice stream. 
Ice stream. 
Ice stream. 
Ice stream. 
Ice stream. 
Ice stream. 

Ice stream. 
Shelf m.ovem.ent 
Shelf m.ovem.ent 
Valley glacier 
Valley glacier 
Valley glacier 

Valley glacier 
Valley glacier 
Valley glacier 
Valley glacier 

Approx. m.easured 
velocity 

-l--i in/ day 
i in/ day 

-l- in/ day 

88 ft/ day 
66 ft/ day 
59 ft/ day 
59 ft/ day 
46 ft/ day 
37 ft/ day 
26 ft/ day 
16 ft/ day 
13 ft/day 
10 ft/ day 

3 ft/ day 
1 ft/ day 

3 in/ day 
2 in/ day 
6 in/ day 
7 ft/ day 
3 ft/day 

3 ft/ day 

1 ft/ day 
1 ft/day 
5 itlday 
9 ft/day 
4 ftl day 
4 ftl day 
3 ftl day 
3 ft/day 
2 ft/ day 
1 ftl day 
6 ft/ day 
3 ftlday 

4i ft/day 
1 ft/ day 
3 ft/ day 

3-4 ft/day 
21 in/ day 
10 in/ day 

3 ft/ day 

3 - 6 in/ day 
7 in/day 

17 in/day 
6 in/day 
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Table V -1. (Cont'd) Surface velocities on glaciers. 

Taku Glacier 
Yakatag Glacier 
Kennicott Glacier 
Lemon Creek Glacier 
Eldridge Glacier 

Alaska 

Arctic and Sub-arctic islands 

Highway Glacier, Baffin Island 
Weyprecht Glacier, Jan Mayen 
Kjerulfbreen, Jan Mayen 
Hoffell Glacier, Iceland 
Morsarjokull, Iceland 
Svinafellsj okull, Iceland 
Skaftafellsjokull, Iceland 

Sc and ina via 

Karsa Glacier, Swedish Lapland 
Styggedal Glacier, Jotunheim, Norway 

Aletsch Glacier 
Unteraar Glacier 
Upper Grindelwald Glacier 
Mont Collon Glacier 
Vernagtferner 
Hintereisferner 
Guslarferner 
Pasterze Glacier 
Rhone Glacier 
Glacier des Bossons 

Dzhilky-augan-'dhiran, Caucasus 
Shkhel'dy Glacier, Cauc3.sus 
Bashkara Glacier, Caucasus 
Devdorak Glacier, Caucasus 
Fedchenko Glacier, Pamir 
Constitution Glacier, Tien Shan 
Shokal ' skiy Glacier, Novaya Zemlya 

Tasman Glacier 
Franz Josef Glacier 

Salmon Glacier, British Columbia 
Saskatchewan Glacier, Alberta 
Blue Glacier, Washington 

Baudissin Glacier, Heard Island 
Hamberg Glacier, South Georgia 

European Alps 

U.S.S.R. 

New Zealand 

Canada & U. S. A. 

Sub-Antarctic 

Karakorum, Kashmir 

Baltoro Glacier 
Kuthiah Glacier 

Approx. measured 
velocity 

2 ft/ day 
1 ft/ day 

1-2 in/day 
2-5 in/ day 

9-18 in/day 

7 in/ day 
10 in/ day 

8 in/ day 
3 - 6 ft/ day 

11 in/day 
16 in/ day 
14 in/day 

3 in/ day 
3 in/day 

4-20 in/ day 
3-10 in/day 
4-18 in/ day 

6 in/ day 
1 in/ day 
4 in/ day 
1 in/ day 
6 in/ day 
2 ft/ day 
3 ft/ day 

3 in/ day 
5 in/ day 
3 in/ day 

1-4 in/ day 
10-30 in/ day 

1 in/ day 
1 in/ day 

16 in/ day 
5 - 6 ft/ day 

1-8 in/ day 
8 in/ day 

10 in/ day 

1 ft/ day 
up to 7 ft/ day 

9 in/ day 
9 -24 in/ day 
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Flow properties of ice 

Early theories of glacier flow were based on the assuITlption that ice behaves as a 
Newtonian fluid, in which strain rate is proportional to the applied stress. Coefficients 
of viscosity were deduced and quantitativ e theory was developed by use of the Navier
Stokes equations. SOITle glacier features, however, could not be explained by purely 
viscous flow. 

More recently, glacier ITloveITlent was analyzed on the assuITlption that ice is per
fectly plastic, L e., that it has a sharply defined yield point. This perITlitted adoption 
of established plasticity theory and ITlore realistic considerations were possible. 
Although this theory was a big iITlproveITlent on previous ideas it was not fully acceptable, 
since it has been shown that ice continuously deforITls under the sITlallest stresses 
(below the forITlerly assuITled yield stress) and cannot, therefore, be ideally plastic. 

Current theory has been developed froITl that evolved for the ideal plastic case, the 
earlier treatITlent being adapted to conforITl with a non-linear visco-plastic flow law for 
ice. 

Laboratory creep tests have been ITlade on speciITlens of polycrystalline ice, and 
creep curves siITlilar to those obtained froITl ITletals have been drawn. It is seen froITl 
the scheITlatic curve of Figure V-12 that ice is a visco-elastic ITlaterial which on being sub
jected to load has an iITlITlediate elastic deforITlation, followed by a "delayed elasticiti' 
stage where strain rate decelerates, and eventually by a stage of creep at a steady rate. 
UltiITlately, deforITlation ITlay enter the tertiary creep stage, where the strain rate ac
celerates to the point of destruction. If the load is reITloved at any stage of the creep 
process the sITlall elastic fraction of the total strain is recovered iITlITlediately, and the 
part of the strain due to "delayed elasticity" is slowly relaxed, but a residual deforITla-
tion froITl viscous flow reITlains. ' 

If a cold rOOITl is available (large refrigerator, cold store, unheated shed in sub
freezing weather), the creep behavior of ice can be illustrated by a siITlple experiITlent. 
A neatly squared ice cube is placed on a firITl table and a heavy block, e. g., a 5-lb 
weight, is carefully laid on top of it. An engineer's dial gage claITlped to a retort stand 
is ITlade to bear on the weight with its piston cOITlpressed, so that the dial unwinds as 
the ice is cOITlpressed by the weight. With dial readings plotted as ordinate and tiITle as 
abcissa, a curve of the forITl described above will be obtained. The slope of the straight 
"secondary creep" Fortion of the curve gives the creep rate (the ITliniITlUITl strain rate) 
which is of ITlost significance in probleITls concerning sustained loading. 

If the siz"e of the weight is varied, the creep rate changes. More refined laboratory 
experiITlents, in which saITlples are subj ected to cOITlpres sion, tension, or shear, lead to 
relationships between strain rate and stress. The ITlost frequently used expression is a 
siITlple (but not physically rigorous) power law: 4 , 10, 11 

y 

where y = strain rate 

T = shear stress 

k = constant for a given teITlperature and ice type 

n = an exponent, assuITled constant for a liITlited range of stress, 
but actually stress-dependent. 

( 1 ) 

As long as the stresses are less than about 1 kg/cITlG (15 psi), the value of the expo
nent n is approxiITlately equal to 1, i. e., the ice behaves like a Newtonian viscous fluid. 
Withstresses above 1 kg/cITl2 this ceases to be true, and n takes on higher values 
(Fig.V-13). ExperiITlents using stresses in the range 2-15 kg/cITl2 show that the power n 
ranges froITl 2.5 to 4.5 for these greater loadings, and for this reason the rheological
behavior of ice is terITled visco-plastic (for a Newtonian viscous fluid the value of n would 
be 1; for a perfectly plastic ITlaterial .:: would be infinite). 
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Figure V -"13. Schematic relationships between stress and strain rate for polycrys
talline ice. The figures illustrate how ice apparently changes from a viscous ma
terial at "fow stresses, to a plastic material at high stresses, thus demanding change 
of the exponent in a power flow law. On the upper figure a Newtonian fluid would be 
represented by a sloping straight -line pas sing through the origin, and an ideal plastic 

would be represented by a straight line parallel to the strain rate axis. 
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A power law in which the exponent is stress -dependent is inelegant and inconvenient .. 
and attempts have been made to establish other flow laws. The most promising alterna
tive is a hyperbolic sine relationship of the form: 4 ,5 

y = A sinh E:o) (2) 

where A and To are constants for a given ice type at a given temperature. The experi
ments of Butkovich and Landauer (1959) at relatively high stresses gave results favoring 
the power law rather than the hyperbolic sine law, but their later (1960) work on creep 
at low stresses reversed this finding. 

Going back to the simple experiment with the weight on an ice cube, it can be shown 
that the creep rate changes if the temperature of the cold room is changed, the ice de
forming more rapidly at high temperatures than it does at lower temperatures. The 
temperature effect can .be described by an exponential equation:10 , 11 

where 

(3 ) 

B= constant for a given stress 

R = the gas constant = 1. 985 cal/mole °C(OK) 

Q = the activation energy of ice (the best experimental values for glacier ice 
seem to be around 16, 000 cal/mole) 

T = absolute temperature (OK). 

This expression cannot be applied when temperatures are close to the melting point, 
as it takes no account of the physical changes occurring near and at that temperature. 
Below about -5C, however, it appears to be satisfactory. 

So far no attempt has been made to describe the ice which is being deformed, although 
experiments show that the character of the ice (bubble content, "dirt" content, crystal 
orientation) influences its rate of deformation at any given stres s and temperature. 

If ice samples with strongly preferred crystal orientation (c-axes parallel) are 
sheared in an apparatus , of the type seen in Figure ' V-l4, it is to be expected that deforma .... 
tion will be more rapid with the c-axes perpendicular to the shear direction than with 
them parallel to the shear direction.Z9 ,33 This i s mainly because the basal planes of the 
hexagonal ice crystals are the only glide, or cleavage, planes in a Illass of polycrystalline 
ice. A corollary to this is the development of preferred crystal orientation in ice which 
is sheared over a long period. As a mass of ice is stressed, the crystal lattices are 
distorted, and recrystallization takes place, lightly stressed crystals growing at the 
expense of their Illore highly stressed neighbors. The lightly stressed crystals are those 
oriented most favorably for glide along basal planes, and thus there is a gradual reori
entation until Illost of the crystals have their basal planes parallel to the direction of 
flow. If samples are taken from ice at the base of a glacier, where shear stresses are 
greatest, it is found that the crystals have a strongly preferred orientation, the c-axes 
being perpendicular to the plane of shear ( i. e., perpendicular to the glacier bed). 

Inclusions of rock particles (e. g., Illoraine) in ice affect the rate of deformation. 
Moderate concentrations of "dirt" appear to increase the mobility of the ice and allow it 
to deform faster. However, there must be a limit to this effect, and when the dirt con
centration is very high the Illixture of ice and rock will be "stiffer" than pure ice (the 
mixture would, of course, then be called frozen soil rather than "dirty ice"). 

The air bubbles in ice from very cold glaciers also permit that ice to deform more 
easily than solid, bubble-free ice. 

Stresses and velocities 

The deformation of a large ice mas s depends on the rheological properties of the ice, 
the shape and dimensions of the ice mass, the nature of the bed, and the temperature 
distribution. In general, the surface motion of a glacier is the result of two separate 
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movements: differential shear within the ice, and sliding of the ice over its bed. In 
thick polar ice sheets, differential motion between succeeding "horizontal" layers in 
the ice is small, most of the movement taking place by shear concentrated in a rela
tively thin basal layer, and by sliding on the bed (if the base temperature is close to 
the pres sure melting point). Thinner and warmer glaciers are subj ect to appreciable 
internal shear throughout their entire depth, but sliding over the bed is probably 
responsible for much of the gross movement. 

In recent years much has been done to clarify thinking on the distributions of stress 
and velocity in glaciers by theoretical analysis of stress fields and application of a flow 
law to obtain velocity fields. These treatments (primarily due to Nye, with substantial 
contributions by Weertrnan) have been applied to greatly simplified (generally two
dimensional) models, but nevertheless they yield relationships which reveal the signifi
cance of the various factors quantitatively. The derivation and solutions need not be 
given here, but the general approach is briefly outlined. 19 ,Zl 

At a general point in the ice mass, expressions for the components of stress and 
strain rate are set up, it being postulated that the ratios of strain rate components 
depend only on th~ ratios of deviator stress~:~ components. The flow law is introduced 
by relating "effective shear stress" and "effective strain rate" which are defined in 
terms of deviator stres s and strain rate components. Equations for plane strain are 
developed, and particular solutions for stress and velocity distributions in ' simple methods 
are derived by introducing appropriate boundary conditions. In addition to the simplifi
cations inherent in the models, it is as sumed that the flow law is known at every point 
(implying a complete knowledge of temperature and ice property distributions), that hydro
static pres sure has no effect on the flow law, and that the material is isotropic and 
incompres sible. 

The basis of Nye I s theory of flow by ice deformation19 ,Zl (as distinct from sliding 
motion) can be outlined concisely if tensor notation is used: 

At a general point in the ice, the equations of slow, non-accelerating flow are 

aCT .. 
-2L + pg. = 0 ax. 1 

( 4) 

J 

and the strain rate components are, from standard theory: 

~
au . au .) 

~ =.!. __ 1_+~. 
ij 2 ax. ax. 

J 1 

(5) 

Strain rate is assumed to depend only on deviator stress, which has components 

I - 1 5 CT ij - CTij - 3" ij CTkk 
( 6) 

and, in the isotropic incompressible material, it is postulated that ratios of strain rate 
components depend only on the ratios of deviator stress components, so that 

~ . . = A. CT! .• 
IJ IJ 

( 7) 

Effective shear stress and effective strain rate are defined by Nye in terms of second 
invariants, as 

~:~Deviator stress, crl - 01 - t (01 .+ <T'Z + CT3) 

Effective shear stress, 7" = ~t (en CTZ + CTZ CT~ + CTlen) 

Effective strain rate, ~ = ~ t (E! h + h l3 + E3 Ed where 01, <T'Z, CT3 
stress components, El' EZ, and E3 are principal strain components, 
indicates a deviator. 

are principal 
and the prime 
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7 = ~1. IE'. (J.'. 
l 1J 1J 

E = ~ 1. ~ .. Eo .• 
2 1J 1J 
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and they are related by a general flow law 

~ = f (7) .. 

In the above, 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

i, j = 1, 2, 3 and the summation convention for repeated suffixes is used. 

x. = coordinate system directions. 
J 

0" .. = stress components. 
1J 

E.. = strain rate components. 
1J 
u. = velocity components in directions x .. 

1 1 

O"~. = deviator stres s components. 
1J 

0.. = 1 if i = j, = 0 if i #- j., 
1J 
A = a scalar factor. 

p = ice density. 

g. = components of gravitational acceleration. 
1 

The dot convention indicates differentiation with time. 

Particular solutions have been derived for a uniformly thick slab, of infinite lateral 
extent, resting on a rough inclined plane, for an ice shelf floating on the sea, and for 
two-dimensional models of idealized ice caps. It is necessary to make secondary assump
tions when deriving particular solutions, and so the solutions mentioned above are not 
quoted here in view of the qualification required. The original references should be 
studied for details 

U sing simpler methods, Bader l derives a relationship for bed shear stress in the 
case of ice (not necessarily of uniform thickness) lying on an inclined plane. 

Figure V -15 is a vertical section through a homogeneous ice mas s in a plane parallel 
to the direction of flow. It is assumed that motion is parallel to the bed, and that at 
every point in the mass there is a hydrostatic stress corresponding to the weight of ice 
overburden. The vertical element in Figure V -15 is in motion at constant velocity under 
the action of the forces shown. Resolving in a direction parallel to the bed for the con
dition of no acceleration, and neglecting second order small quantities, gives 

where 

7 = pgh cos2 j3 tan a (11) 

7 = bed shear stress 

p = ice density (assumed constant) 

h = ice depth (measured vertically) 

a = ice surface slope (usually small, so that tan a l:::: a) 

i3 = bed slope (when small, cos i3 ~ 1). 

If the glacier bed is horizontal, the shear stres s becomes 

7 = pgh tan a. 

Some "wide" -glaciers, e. g., the Greenland ice sheet, have surface profiles which 
are approximately parabolic. In such cases, the surface slope is proportional to the 
reciprocal of ice depth~, and the bed shear stress is 

7 = apg cos2 i3 
where a is a constant. Thus, if the bed slope is constant the shear stress is also 
constant. 
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STAtU:SS 
STEEL ICE 
MOJNTNG 
PLATES 

Figure V -14. Apparatus for making shear 
tests on ice specimens in the laboratory. 
(After Butkovich and Landauer, ref. 4:) 
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Figure V-IS. Vertic-al section through a homogeneous ice mass in a plane paral
lel to the direction of flow. Forces producing motion - Bader's analysis. 

~ After Bader, ref. I) 
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The surface profile of East Antarctica appears to approximate an elliptic, rather 
than a parabolic, arc. In this case, therefore, differentiation of the shape equation to 
obtain slope, followed by substitution into eq 11, giv es a linear relationship between 
bed stress and horizontal distance: 

T = bxpg cosz f3 
where b is a constant and x is the distance from the end of the glacier. If bed slope is 
constant there is a linear decrease of shear stress with distance from the glacier front. 

The bed shear stress controls the rate at whi ch a glacier slides over its bed, and 
in the case of a thick polar ice sheet, where shear deformation of the ice is thought to 
be concentrated in a very thin basal layer, it governs the total movement. Weertman39 

and Nye zz have considered the theory of bed slip and its implications, working with an 
expres sion for sliding velocity of the form 

v = C T
m 

where v = sliding velocity (constant with depth in the glacier) 

T = bed shear stress 

m = a constant 

C = a constant (probably dependent on bed roughness and ice temperature). 

(12 ) 

Weertman39 explains the ability of ice to 'slide' over a bed studded with abrupt pro
tuberances by invoki ng a combination of pressure melting and creep acceleration by 
str e s s concentration. 

Flow and surface relief 

Another application for bed stress equations is in the consideration of surface relief 
details on ice sheets. In Antarctica and Greenland, the apparently featureless expanses 
of the inland ice prove on closer acquaintance to have quite noticeable relief, which takes 
the form of rolling undulations or " terraces". Some of the more prominent "ice domes " 
are very obviously caused by ice disturbances over submerged hills, but where the ice 
is several thousand feet thick it is not clear whether minor surface perturbations can be 
caused by bed relief, particularly when the surface undulations are abrupt (a few kilo
meters or so between hilltops). However, it seems unlikely that they are caused by 
snowdrifting or other accumulation anomalies, even though these agencies may modify 
the undulations. 

It can be reasoned that the degree to which bed topography influences ice surface 
relief depends upon the ratio p/h, where.E. is the hei ght of a subglacial obstruction and .!: 
is the ice depth. As p/h approaches 1, the form of the ice surface will undoubtedly be 
affected (e. g., nunatak areas), but as p/h tends to infinity the surface ceases to be 
affected (a 10 ft high rock projection would not noticeably disturb aID, 000 ft thick ice 
sheet). NyeZZ , Z 4 presents the expression 

~a. .E. a ~ 1.4 h 

where a. is surface slope, and ~a. is the change of surface slope. U sing more simple 
theory, in which h is inversely proportional to a. if bed stress is assumed constant 
across the obstruction, Burgoin, Robin, and the writer have nlade quantitative corre
lations between surface and bed reliefs for parts of Greenland and Antarctica. 

Kinenlatic waves 

The final topic to be discus sed before leaving flow theory is the propagation of 
kinenlatic waves, i. e., disturbances which travel down a glacier faster than the ice 
nla s sis nloving. 

In basic glacier theory, steady-state conditions are assunled; the rates of aCCUnlU
lation and ablation and the ice tenlperatures do not change with tinle, and therefore ice 
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depth, velocity, and thus discharge, stay constant at any given cross-section. In nature, 
however, the glacier-controlling conditions do vary with time; there are seasonal 
changes, irregular year-to-year changes, and long-term variations due to climatic 
change. As a result, there are surges in the flow of a glacier, and "kinematic waves" 
of increased flow rate (but not necessarily visibly increased thickness) travel down it 
more rapidly than the ice itself is travelling. A similar phenomenon occurs in rivers: 
if a raft were launched in the headwaters at the same time as heavy runoff increased 
the flow there, the increased flow rate would be felt at a point far downstream before 
the raft had drifted down that far. 

The theory of kinematic waves on glaciers was investigated in 1895 by de Marchi 6 

and in 1907 by Finsterwalder,8 but it was not until the phenomenon was rediscovered in 
1958 by Nye 2 5,26 and Weertman41 that glaciologists generally were made aware of it. 
Nye has since studied several facets of unsteady glacier flow by this theory, bringing to 
light many interesting features and possibilities. 

The basic condition of continuity for flow of a stream of ice is 

eQ + as = aB 
ax at 

(14) 

wher~ Q(x, t) is the flow rate (volume"/unit time) at a point distance ~ down the glacier 
and at time.,!; S( t) is the corresponding cross-sectiol).al area; B(x, t) the correspond
ing surface brea~th; a(x, t) the average accumulation rate (ice thickness gained per unit 
time - negative value indicates ablation). ,For the steady state, when accumulation rate 
and glacier profile do not vary with time, eq 14 is simply 

dQo - ao Bo dx -

the 10 I suffixes denoting steady state conditions. 

When the steady flow is disturbed by a change of accumulation, an expression 
relating the perturbations~:~ (suffix Ill) can be obtai ned from eq 14: 

aQ1 + aS1 = (aB) 
ax at 1 

since Q = Q o + Q1, S = So + SI' aB = ao Bo + (aBh " 

(15 ) 

It will be convenient to work with ice thickness h rather than cross-sectional area 
S, so B1 is neglected and S1 = Bo hI' This is reasonable for confined flow, since a 
small height change will not affect the stream width greatly. Equation 15 then becomes 

aQl + B ahl - B h -- 0 -- - 0 l' ax at (16) 

It is then as sumed that Q at a point x is a function of ice .thicknes q h and surface 
slope a.. Since Q is the product of cross-=sectional area S and average cross-section 
velocity U, this Implies that both Sand U are functions of h, and that U is ~lso a function 
of a.. S is a function of h if the stream width is constant (S-cx:h), and also if ' the cross
sectionmaintains geometrical similarity, e.g., if it is triangular (S cx:h2 ). U is a func
tion of h and a. if the earlier discussion on stress and velocity is accepted, and if bed 
slope is constant; this follows from the conclusion that both sliding and shearing compo
nents of velocity depend on bed shear stress, which can be expressed in terms of hand 
a... If, then, Q is a function of h and a., the following relationship holds for small dlsturb
ances from the steady state: -

(17) 

Equations 16 and 17 are the basic equations of the kinematic wave theory. 

* Perturbation - incremental change from the steady state. 
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Equation 17 can be rewritten, 

Q I = Co hI - Do ~aa~) 
by putting 

- GaQ) D -Co - --, 0-
ah 0 

(aQ) , and _ ahl = UI 
\"au 0 ax 

if the concentration is defined as 'quantity per unit distance'. 

The velocity of a kinematic wave at point x is proportional to co' and the diffusion 
coefficient at ~ is proportional to Do. By makmg secondary assumptions, the basic 
equations 16 and 17 ,can be solved for particular cases, such as valley glaciers of given 
channel properties or ice sheets of the Greenland and Antarctic type. Suitable vari
ations of accumulation rate a can be made to simulate annual fluctuations, climatic 
change, or other related effects. The solutions finally give kinematic wave velocities, 
rates of wave diffusion, response lag and stability of the glacier end. 

Solutions obtained by Nye28 indicate that kinematic waves produced by seasonal or 
secular changes in accumulation rate travel down the glacier at 2 to 5 times the average 
ice velocity U. The characteristic response times of typical valley glaciers are calcu
lated to be between 3 and 30 years, and the response time of the Antarctic ice sheet as 
a whole to be about 5,000 years. When long-period climatic changes occur, it is found 
that the upper regions of a valley glacier tend to respond in phase with the climate, 
thicknes s becoming greatest when accumulation rate is at a maximum. In the lower 
portions of a valley glacier, however, there are both direct responses and delayed 
responses caused by arrival of kinematic waves, and the net effect on the extent and 
thickness of the snout will depend on the interaction between the two. The Antarctic ice 
sheet shows an appreciable response lag for long-period changes, maximum thickness 
being reached about one-quarter period after accumulation rate reaches a maximum 
(a 250 year lag for aI, 000 year climatic cycle). 

The stability of a disturbed glacier changes along its length; in sections where the 
velocity of a kinematic wave increases with distance, the glacier is stable, but where 
kinematic wave velocity declines with distance, the glacier is unstable, as the wave be
comes a shockwave in principle. Since kinematic wave velocity is approximately pro
portional to average ice velocity, kinematic waves increase their speed with distance 
down glacier in regions of compressive flow. Thus, regions of compressive flow tend 
to be stable, while regions of extending flow are unstable. 

Crevasses 

Since the earliest days of glacier travel, crevasses have been a serious menace, 
and even with modern equipment they are still the major hazard for vehicles on explor
atory ice sheet journeys. When concealed by snow bridges they are very difficult to 
detect, and the first indication of their presence is often break-through by a vehicle. 

Crevasses are deep narrow fissures which form on glacier surfaces when tensile 
or shear strains are relieved by fracture. They are from a few inches to tens of feet 
wide (occasionally even wider) and may extend for many miles across the surface. The 
width decreases with depth and usually reduces to zero within 120 feet of the surface. 

There are two common patterns in crevasse areas. The first is a series of paral
lel crevasses, often fairly equidistant, and the second consists of two intersecting 
systerns of parallel crevasses. <:::revasse patterns are governed by local flow character
istics, and highly complex systems can develop in mountainous areas. 

In ablation a-reas, crevasses remain open and can be clearly seen, but in accumula
tion areas they frequently become bridged over and concealed by wind- blown snow, which 
builds out cornices until the gap is covered. In ablation areas where melting occurs, 
water drains into crevasses, re-freezing on the walls and sometimes completely filling 
the crevasse with clear ice. 
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Since crevas ses are flow feature s, their formation can be studied by application 
of the stress field theory outlined above. Nye19 has examined the case of transverse 
crevas se formation by longitudinal strains in a simple glacier model. The model, 
shown in Figure\ly -16 is a uniformly thick slab of ice resting on a rough slope, and the 
stre~s field in a vertical plane parallel to the flow direction is consid€red. The longi
tudinal stress in the direction of flow, o"x' governs the formation of transverse crevas
ses, and for a general point in the plane (x, y) the solution of the basic equations gives 

(18) 

where 0" = pgy cos n ~ hydrostatic pressure (head of ice + air pressure) 
y 

7 = pgy sin n ~ (hydrostatic pressure) x (sinn) 
xy 

7 :;' the !!effective shear stress!! (defined earlier), a measure of the octa
hedral shea~ stress. 

p = mean ice density above the element. 

Thus o"x is composed of two terms, a compressive stress O"y and another stress which 
can be either tensile or compressive depending on whether the square root is positive 
or negative. The positive root (tensile) corresponds to extending flow in a glacier, 
while the negative root represents compressive flow. These two conditions are analo
gous respectively to the Rankine active and passive states in soil mechanics. 

If the varia~io~ of densi~y with depth is neg,lected, O"y and 7 xy incre~s~ linearly with 
depth. The var1atlon of 7 w1th depth 1S determlned by the flow law and 1t 1S such that 
the magnitude of the square root term in o"x becomes smaller relative to O"y with increas
ing depth, i. e., as the depth increases o"x - O"y (hydrostatic). Hence, o"x can be tensile 
only in the upper layers, where O"y is relatively small, and so crevasses can form only 
near the surface. The maximum depth to which tensile stresses can occur is given by 
the condition, o"x = 0, i. e. , 

or, 
Z7 

(19) y = 
P"g ~l + 3 sinz n 

In the simple model taken here, the maximum tensile stress which can be developed 
is at the surface, where 

O"X = Z1. 
70 is given by the flow law already referred to (eq 1), 

1 
viz. 

Since crevas ses in ice are fractures which occur when the ice is !'pulled!', it is 
interesting to inquire into the magnitudes of stresses and strain rates which produce 
them. Laboratory tests on small specimens show that ice subjected to sustained tensile 
loads up to 10 kg/cmz can flow without fracturing. " Expressed in another way, strain 
rates up to 10- 5 sec-1 can be sustained._ In glaciers, however, observations show that 
crevasses frequently occur when strain rates approach 10-9 sec-I. The stresses corres
ponding to strain rates of this order are around 1 kg/ cmz at temperatures down to -ZOC, 
and this stress is much smaller than the !'ultimate tensile strength!! found by standard 
laboratory tests. It seems, therefore, that a large mass of glacier ice ruptures more 
readily than a small laboratory specimen. This can probably be attributed to imperfec
tions and stress concentrations produced by thermal cracking, inclusions, and 
irregularities. 
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Figure V-16. Stresses onan element in a uniformly thick 
slab of ice resting on a rough slope - Nye' s analysis of 
transve rse crevas se formation. (After Nye, ref. 19) 
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For a marginal zone in N. W. Greenland and for the Saskatchewan Glacier, CanadaJ 
it has been suggested that crevasses occur when a critical tensile strain rate of 1 % 
per year (3.2 x 10-10 sec- l ) is reached.1S , 17 A critical strain rate of this magnitude may 
be applicable to most glaciers, although crevasses might be expected to occur at smaller 
strain rates on very cold glaciers, since the stress/ strain rate relationship is affected 
by temperature (see eq 3 above). 

The formation of thermal cracks in glacier ice must also depend on the rate of 
straining. Slow cooling allows the ice to contract at a slow rate, and no cracking occur s. 
When the surface cools rapidly, however, rapid contraction develops high stresses and 
cracks appear. In periods of rapid cooling, with little wind, the noise produced by 
cracking can be quite alarming. It can also hinder seismic work when cracking sounds 
are picked up by the geophones. 

When crevasses form, intercrevasse blocks are relieved of extending stress and 
the overall tensile strain is taken up by crevasse widening. As a result, the overall 
strain rate can be related to crevas se spacing and opening rate at the surface by the 
expression17 

where 

w = E s x 

W J crevasse widening rate 

= overall strain rate in the direction of flow 

s = distance between consecutive crevasses at y = O. 

( 20) 

Observations show that there is a linear decrease of opening rate with depth. 

Expressions for the maximum depth of crevasses have been derived, using a con
dition similar to eq 19. These expressions may require slight modification, since 
crevasse depth will depend to some extent on the relative magnitudes of widening rate 
and wall deformation under residual hydrostatic pressure in intercrevasse blocks. 

The complexity and diversity of natural conditions produces an almost infinite 
variety of crevasse combinations, many of which defy theoretical analysis, but neverthe
less an acquaintance with the theoretical mechanics for a simple model is an aid to the 
understanding of complicated local systems. 
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CHAPTER VI. WASTAGE OF GLACIER ICE. 

In the previous chapters accumulation, metamorphism, and movement of glacier 
ice were discussed; we now turn to a consideration of how ice is lost from glaciers. 

Ice can be removed from a glacier in the solid, liquid, and vapor phases by the 
following processes: iceberg calving and blowing s'now (solid), surface and subglacial 
melting (liquid), and evaporation, either directly from ice or from melt water (vapor). 

The relative effectiveness of each process will vary from glacier to glacier, and 
from place to place on a single glacier. Where a swiftly moving glacier debouches 
into the sea, iceberg calving may remove far more material than any other process, 
but at the snout of a glacier which terminates on land in the temperate regions, surface 
melting will almost certainly predominate. At high altitudes on polar glaciers, the only 
local loss processes are evaporation and deflation (wind erosion of the snow). 

Iceberg calving 

Glacier ice flowing down to the sea reaches the coast in a variety of forms, and for 
convenience we distinguish here three different types of flowing ice which produce ice
bergs. They are: 

(a) Ice streams - distinct streams of relativ ely fast-moving ice, with or 
without lateral boundaries of visible rock. 

(b) Ice shelves - extensive areas of floating ice fed by flow from the land and 
by local snow accumulation. 

(c) Ice sheet edge - the undifferentiated edge of a land- based ice sheet, which 
flows down to the sea over a very wide frontage at more or les s uniform low speed. 

Ice streams produce almost all the icebergs of the northern hemisphere, and make 
a large contribution to the berg production of Antarctica. The kind of icebergs formed 
range from relatively small fragments, which break off from different parts of the snout 
at frequent intervals, to bergs many square miles in area, produced when a large part 
of the floating glacier tongue parts from the parent mas s. Local conditions govern the 
details of the calving proce s s. The valley glacier s of Alaska and Spits ber gen, which 
flow into constricted fjords, generally crumble into small pieces (which should probably 
be called "bergy bits" rather than bergs) at their termini.* Some of the big Antarctic 
outflow glacier s, on the other hand, push long floating tongues out into the ocean, and 
when these finally split off under tidal action they become large bergs. 

Ice shelves are almost exclusively Antarctic features. The major ones, ' e. g., the 
Ross, Filchner, Amery, Shackleton, are vigorously active, the twofold nourishment 
(inflow and accumulation) leading to quite rapid horizontal motion towards the ice front 
(the unrestrained seaward edge). The wide frontage of free-floating ice permits enor
mous flat-topped bergs, commonly hundreds of square miles in area, to break loose. 
Ice shelves are the principal source of Antarctic bergs. 

Along much of the Antarctic coastline the inland ice meets the sea directly, without 
being channeled into ice streams and without intervening ice shelves. The rate of flow 
of the ice along these stretches is usually very slow but, because of the wide frontages 
involved, the total contribution to the overall berg production is significant. At anyone 
place, though, major calving is infrequent. 

To estimate the rate of discharge of a glacier, the area of a vertical cross-section 
near the snout is multiplied by the mean velocity at that section: 

where 

m=yAV 

m is the rate of discharge (mass per unit time) 
y is the mean ice density 

A is the area of the cross-section 
V is the mean velocity of the ice. 

The mean ice density y may vary from about 0.84 g/ cm3 for shelf ice to about 0.91 
for relatively bubble-free "warm" ice. 

~:~ Similar attrition of the terminal ice cliffs occurs on most coastal glaciers, but is 
ne~ligible compared to calving of giant bergs. 
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The cros s - sectional area of a confined valley glacier can be calculated if depth 
soundings are available, otherwise it is obtained from an inspired guess. When a very 
wide glacier front is being studied, the average depth is multiplied by the surface width. 
If the ice is free-floating (ice shelf or floating glacier tongue) the depth may be esti
mated from buoyancy considerations. When this procedure is followed, it should be 
remembered that oceanic melting and lateral spreading have thinned the ice at the sea
ward extremity. 

The average flow velocity V is usually estimated from measured surface velocity.· 
In thick ice (> 500 m deep) it isusually permissible to assume the surface velocity as an 
average for the entire depth. In thin ice, however, some reduction of the surface ve
locity should be made to compensate for internal shear (see Chapter V). 

Wind- blown snow 

Considerable quantities of snow can be carried off glaciers by the wind, and in some 
areas wind transport is very significant. The effect is often strongly marked where 
katabatic winds flow down steep slopes or funnel through valleys. 

Some typical mass transport rates for the Antarctic coast, and height distributions 
for different wind conditions, are shown in Figure VI-I. The total mass transport of 
snow through a vertical strip, of unit width, perpendicular to the wind direction is given 
by the product of drift concentration and wind velocity integrated through the height of 
the strip, from ground level up to the top of the drift cloud:~:c 

Q = S H v . n . p dz 

o 

where Q is snow transport (g / cm- sec), v is wind velocity at height z (cm/ sec), n is 
drift concentration at height z (non-dimensional), p is air density (g 7 cm3 ) and H is the 
height of the top of the drift cloud (cm). -

Total transport is difficult to estimate on the basis of shallow surface observations 
in view of the uncertainty regarding vertical extent of the drift cloud and distribution of 
wind velocity with height. From studies made in Antarctica, however, it appears that 
strong blizzard winds (say about 60 mph or 25 m/ sec) can carry snow at rates up to 
100 g/cm-sec. Excessively high winds, such as those of Terre Ad~lie, can move snow 
much more rapidly than this. Figure VI-2 gives rates of snow transport as a function 
of wind speed for Wilkes Station, a moderately windy place on the coast of East Antarc
tica. 

Surface melting and evaporation (ablation) 

Melting and evaporation at the surface is usually termed ablation, although there 
are some who use the word to mean removal of ice by any process. 

Melting is the principal wastage proces s for all glacier s which terminate on land; 
melt water is channeled into definite drainage courses and runs off directly, either by 
flow along the surface or by passage through subglacial channels. Where surface slopes 
are gentle, particularly on high snowfields, melt water may be unable to escape by direct 
runoff and in such cases refreezing occurs, either in the snow pack or in surface de
pressions. Evaporation from a glacier surface may be either evaporation from melt 
water or direct evaporation from the solid snow or ice. When melting, followed by 
runoff, is occurring evaporation is relatively unimportant; since evaporation can take 
place at any altitude and any time of year, however, it may be a significant loss process. 

Melting and evaporation are dependent upon, and in turn influence, the heat balance 
at the glacier surface. The main items enteri_ng into this heat balance are: (a) transfer 
by convection and conduction, (b) the net shor~-wave radiation, (c) the net long-wave 
radiation, (d) the intake or output of latent heat as melting, freezing, evaporation, or 
condensation takes place. Rainfall may also be an important heat source, even though 
amounting to only a few inches a year. Figure VI-5 gives the heat balance items and the 
factors controlling them. An understanding of these things explains the variations of 
ablation which occur seasonally and diurnally, and the variations with latitude, altitude, 
and general location. 

* See also Chapter III 
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Figure VI- 2. Rate of snow transport 
related to the wind velocity at a height 
of 10 In. (After Dingle and Radok, ref. 4) 
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The sources of heat for ablation can be put under three headings: convection, con
densation and radiation. The relative importance of each will vary with time and from 
place to place, but their overall contributions to the ablation process can be compared 
for different glaciers, as is done in Table I. Although not immediately evident from the 
table, radiation usually becomes relatively more important with increasing altitude and 
with increasing distance from the sea ("cold and sunny" weather). Convective heating 
becomes more irnportant in areas where high air temperatures are experienced. 

An important factor governing the balance of short-wave radiation is the albedo of 
the surface, which expresses the ratio of reflected radiation to incident radiation. Al
bedo is actually the reflectance of the snow or ice, which is a function of radiation wave
length, integrated between the somewhat arbitrary limits which define the "short-wave" 
band (about 0.3 jJ. to 4 jJ. for common measuring instruments). Only smooth fresh snow 
acts as a diffuse reflector; old and crusted snow, and ice, give some specular reflection, 
and surfaces commonly have directional irregularities such as sastrugi, dunes, and 
'radiation pits. Albedo therefore varies with the elevation and azimuth of the sun when 
the sky is clear. The most significant factors which control albedo, however, are those 
which affect the condition or color of the surface - grain form, free water content, 
solid impurities. Clean;- 'non-melting snow on high polar snowfields commonly has maxi
mum albedo values in the range 0.85 to 0.9, while clean but old snow has average values 
from 0.7 to 0.8. Albedos for clean, dryice vary with the bubble content, with average 
values up to about 0.7. When wet and dirty, ' snow and i-ce may have values in the range 
0.2 to 0.4. 

Th.e drastic acceleration of ablation with lowering of the albedo can easily be demon
strated by scattering dark-colored dust over the snow on a sunny day. The rate of 
ablation near a gravel road on the ice ramp at Tuto, Greenland was doubled by the effect 
of dust blown off the road. 

Having discussed in general terms some of the factors affecting ab~ation, we can 
express the heat balance of an ice surface, which is the essence of the problem, in the 
form of an equation. It should be noted that the amount of ice melted or frozen corre
sponds directly to a quantity of heat. Similarly, evaporation and condensation repr.esent 
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heat loss or gain. The heat balance at an ice surface can be stated as follows :>:~ 

ql + qz + q3 + q4 + qs + q6 + q7 = 0 
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ql is the net heat flow into the ice in unit time due to short-wave radiation. It is 
the incoming short-wave solar radiation (direct and diffuse) minus the reflected short
wave radiation, which is given by multiplying the incoming radiation by (1 - 13), where 
13 is the albedo of the surface. Short-wave radiation can be measured directly, or it 
can be estimated from standard charts when the date, latitude, altitude, cloud cover, 
and surface albedo are known. 

qz is th.e net rate of. heat flow into the ice due to long-wave radiation. It is the in
coming long-wave radiation, which depends mainly on cloud amount and cloud tempera
ture, minus the outgoing long-wave radiation, which depends on the temperature of the 
ice surface. Since snow and ice behave as a "black body" for long-wave radiation, the 
outgoing can be expressed as (J" ~4, where (J" is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (0.826 x 
10- 4 ly min- 1 deg- 4) and T is absolute temperature of the surface. The net heat flow due 
to long-wave radiation is-usually negative (net outflow), although it can be positive with 
a cover of clouds which are warmer than the ice. 

q3 is the net rate of flow of sensible heat due to convection. Heat is carried into, 
or away from, t.he surface as a result of vertical exchange of air caused by turbulence. 
The heat flow depends on the density and specific heat of the air, on the temperature 
gradient above the ice, and on the coefficient of eddy conductivity, which itself varies 
with wind speed and surface roughne s s. 

q4 is the rate of flow of latent heat connected with evaporation (negative sign) or 
condensation (positive sign). The vertical exchange of water vapor over the ice is analo
gous to the convective transfer of sensible heat. It depends on air density, the humidity 
(vapor pressure) gradient, and the coefficient of eddy diffusion for water vapor, which 
is often assumed to equal the coefficient of eddy conductivity mentioned above. The rate 
of mass transfer by evaporation multiplied by the latent heat of vaporization gives the 
evaporative heat flow. 

qs is the rate of heat flow to or from the surface by conduction through the ice. It 
depends upon the temperature distribution within the ice and on the thermal conducticity 
of the ice. During winter, heat flows from the ice to the surface, while in spring and 
summer heat flows from the surface into the ice, conduction ceasing when the subsurface 
layers become isothermal at the melting point. 

q6 is the rate of supply of sensible heat by precipitation. It is given by the product 
of specific heat, precipitation rate (in mass units), and temperature difference between 
the precipitation and the ice surface. 

q7 is heat flow corresponding to melting (negative sign) or freezing (positive sign) 
at the surface. The flow of available heat can be equated to the mass of ice melted mul
tiplied by the latent heat of fusion. In an ablation study the heat available for melting 
can be regarded as the surplus of the surface heat budget. 

Subglacial melting 

Subglacial melting can occur at the ice-rock interface beneath land glaciers, or at 
the ice-sea interface below floating ice shelves. Because these zones are virtually in
accessible, very little observational evidence on melting rates is available. 

The amount of subglacial melting beneath land glaciers can be calculated with some 
confidence when the vertical distribution of temperature in the glacier is known, since 
the flow of heat from the earth I s interior is fairly constant. In regions where the geo
thermal flux is about average, 1. e., 1. 65 x 10- 6 cal/cmz-sec for continents, subglacial 
melting must be slight, since the heat available is only enough to melt about 7 mm of 
ice per year.t In volcanic areas, however, subglacial melting may be locally intense. 

The water flowing out from beneath the snouts of mountain glacier s should not be 
equated with subglacial melting; much of this is surface melt water which has found its 
way down cracks and sink holes to the base of the glacier. 
* Molecular conduction in the air is neglected here 
t Although small in itself, this basal melt water may lead indirectly to h:igh ice losses, 

as it will greatly facilitate sliding of the glacier on its bed. 
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Table VI-I.. Relative contributions of convection, condensation, 
and radiation to ablation. 

(After Ahlmann, ref. 1; Orvig, ref. 14; 
Lister & Taylor, ref. 11) 
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The intensity of melting at the base of ice shelves is not so easy to predict, and the 
question of this basal melting is one of the outstanding unsolved. problems of Antarctic 
glaciology. In the absence of direct observations, inferences have been drawn from the 
forms of vertical temperature profiles and from considerations of mass flux, but both 
data and. interpretive theory are inadequate for definite conclusions to be arrived at. It 
is generally agreed that melting does occu.r, and that melting rates are significant near 
the ice front. Actual rates, and their relation to distance from the open ocean~are 
unknown. 



Figure VI- 6. Annual global radiation received at the earth's surface - generalized distri
bution. Numbers on the isolines give kilo-langleys per year. (After Landsberg, ref. 18) 
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Figure VI-7. Empirical correlation between ablation and air temperature. 
Ablation quantity is plotted against a summation of above-freezing air tem
peratures. The sum of above-freezing temperatures for the whole ablation 
season is sometimes used to define a "thawing index". This approach to 
ablation studies may be expected to yield reasonable results at sites where 
convective heating is important, but it is not suitable for sites where radi-

ation predominates. (After Nobles, ref. 13) 
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CHAPTER VII. MASS ECONOMY AND GLACIER FLUCTUATIONS 

Surplus and deficit 

Mass economy studies on glaciers aim at quantitative determination of the ice 
incom-e (accumulation) and the ice expenditure (wastage), and hence the state of balance. 
A surplus of accumulation over wastage (a "positive balance !') implies that the total ice 
volume is increasing and the glacier expanding. A deficit ("negative balance") indicates 
decreasing ice volume and shrinking of the glacier. 

The various factors which influence total accumulation and total wastage have 
already been discussed; in estimating the mass balance, however, it is frequently only 
possible to measure net accumulation and net wastage. The balance between net accumu
lation and net wastagestill gives the magnitude of the surplus or deficit, but additional 
,data on gain and loss processes permit a more searching appraisal of the glacier's 
economy. 

A simple case to consider is an independent mountain glacier which terminates on 
land, for here the mass balance is determined essentially by the' relation of net accumu
lation to net ablation. If a network of stakes were planted on such a glacier so as to 
give a representative sampling of surface gains and losses, it would be found after one 
year that the stakes below the annual snowline show net lowering of the surface, and 
stakes above the annual snowline show net increase of snow cover. By suitable summa
tion of losses and gains over the areas of the ablation and accumulation zones the mass 
balance would be arrived at. 

In the example above, no information on flow of the glacier is required to arrive at , 
a mass balance, but this becomes necessary when a glacier which calves into the sea is 
~onsidered. If we look at an independent valley glacier which flows down into a fjord, 
accumulation and ablation enter the balance as before, but there is also ice los s at the 
terminus to be taken into account. This loss can be estimated by calculating the dis
charge of ice at the snout, i. e., the mean velocity multiplied by the mean ice thickness 
and frontal width. 

In the case of a major ice sheet such as the Antarctic ice sheet, there are three net 
loss processes to be balanced against the net accumulation: iceberg production, surface 
melting and evaporation in zones of net ablation, and oceanic melting beneath ice shelves 
and floating glacier tongues. The sheer size of the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets 
makes mas s balance studies extremely difficult, since not even mas sive international 
efforts such as the IGY give a representative sampling of the economy of the whole ice 
mass. 

Mas s turnover 

Balancing net gains against net losses shows whether the glacIer is gaining or losing 
substance; the general activity of the economy is also of interest. To express the vigor 
of a glacier the term "mass turnover" is introduced here. * It is intended to describe the 
rate at which glacial processes operate, and an indicator of mass turnover might be the 
total accumulation (or total wastage) divided by the total glacier mass (mass = volume x 
average ice density). 

A glacier with a low mass turnover is one which maintains a balance with small 
accumulation and small losses; the Antarctic ice sheet is a thrifty glacier of this kind, 
since its accumulation per unit of residual mass is very small. A glacier with a high 
mass turnover balances large accumulations agaiz:st heavy losses; vigorously active gla
ciers of this kind often exist on coastal mountains, e. g., Vatnajokull in Iceland, or the 
west-coast glaciers of New Zealand. 

* Sharp15 and Flint7 use tne term "metabolism" in a similar sense. 
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The mass budgets of Antarctica and G i eenland 

The prime targets for mass economy investigations are the ice sheets of Antarc
tica and Greenland, since there are far-reaching implications if these big glaciers have 
unbalanced budgets. Even after years of study, however, the available information is 
scanty and susceptible to diverse interpretations, so that few generally agreed conclu
sions have been reached. The best that can be done here is to outline mass budgets 
which give a reasonable impression of the magnitude of quantities involved, drawing on 
the more credible of published studies, and deliberately compromising between them. 

Antarctica 

The Antarctic mass economy has received considerable attention in recent years, 
but some of the estimates have to he discounted because of improper application of data, 
extrapolations not in accordance with geographical facts, or manipulation of the budget 
to fit foregone conclusions. The following figures, which are presented only for illus
tration, lie within the ranges of values established by modern investigators.S ,9,10,1Z,13,14,17,1S 

Net gains 

Accumulation "'-I 20 x 1 0 1 7 g / yr ~:, ,..., 

Net wastage 

Iceberg production 12 x 1017 g/yr 
Oceanic melting 

,...., 
2 1017 g/yr ,...., x 

Net ablation 1 x 1017 g/yr 

Other deEletions 

Blown snow ,...., 
1 x 1017 g/yr '" 

Evaporation from 
accumulation zone 

,...., 
O. 5 x 1017 g / yr. '" 

Comparison of net accumulation with net wastage shows an annual surplus of 
5 x 1017 g; this is a huge surplus compared to the total budget (23%), but such a conclu
sion seems inescapable when analyzing available data (some published studies show 
larger surpluses - up to twice this amount). 

The items listed under "other depletions" represent snow lost from the surface 
before net accumulation is measured, so that by adding them to the net accumulation a 
value is obtai ned for total (gross) accumulation, or precipitation. This value is nearly 
22 x 1017 g/yr. --

Greenland 

The various mass economy estimates for Greenland lead to different conclusions 
regarding the state of balance. For the present purpose of illustration, a simplified 
budget is drawn up on the basis of the two most recent studies (by Benson5 and by Bader3). 

Net gains 

Ac cum ula tion ~ 5. 5 x 1017 g / yr 

Net wastage 

Net ablation ~ 2.5 X 1017 g/yr 
Iceberg production ~ 2.2 x 1017 g/yr. 

These figures indicate an appreciable surplus of 0.8 x 1017 g/yr, a value lying be
tween the 3% surplus of Benson and the 19-43% surplus of Bader. 

Glacier fluctuations 

Fluctuations of the area and thickness of a glacier can often be followed or deduced 
from direct observations on the margins where ice meets rock. Old maps, sketches, or 

~:~ 1017 g = 1. 1 x 1011 short tons = 110 billion short tons = 100 km3 of water. 
This accumulation over a total area of about 13 x 106 kmz. 
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photographs can be compared with the i r modern equivalents; rock boundaries can be 
inspected for evidence of recession such as abandoned moraines, and scraped, vege
tation-free surfaces. 

These fluctuations can be linked with changes in the mass economy, but the rela
tion between mass balance and glacier extent, is, in general, not a simple and direct 
one. A very small mountain glacier might be expected to respond promptly to a 
changed regime: sudden increase in accumulation would cause expansion; sudden in
crease of ablation would cause retreat. The expansion or recession would be self
l imiting, since expansion exposes more ice to wastage processes and recession with
draws ice from wastage zones. On a very long valley glacier, it is not to be expected 
that the snO:\.lt would respond immeniately to sudden changes of alimentation far up in 
the accumulation area, since the effects of these changes have somehow to be trans
mitted to the snout. This raises another complication, since the disturbance in the 
accumulation area may well change again during the period in which the lower part of 
the glacier is responding, and thereby complex interacting responses may be set up. 

Glacier surges have lo'ng been recognized, and reasonable qualitative explanations, 
invoking ideas of delayed response, "inertia", and bed peculiarities, have been put 
forward from time to time. The inherent unsteadines s of flow and of glacier dimensions 
received mathematical attention more than half a century ago, but it is only recently 
that decisive theoretical studies of unsteady motion have been applied. The basis of 
this theory has already been outlined in Chapter V (under kinematic wave theory). 

The margins of the Antarctic ice sheet appear to be stationary or in slow retreat, 
and nowhere is there evidence of a general advance of the ice fringes}4 This is not, 
however, considered to be incompatible with the strongly positive mass balance shown 
by mass economy studies, since an appreciable time lag is to be expected before the 
periphery responds to build-up in the interior. In Greenland the edges of the ice sheet 
are receding quite rapidly in many areas, although again the more recent mass balance 
studies give no indication of any strong negative balance. If any reliance can be placed 
in mass balance data, then the inland ice in both Antarctica and Greenland should be 
building up at the present time, although no advance of the ice margins is yet apparent. 

Effects of climatic changes 

The popular notion that all glacier s expand if the climate gets colder, and recede if 
the climate gets warmer, is completely unjustified as a generalizati"on. Change of a 
climatic parameter will affect the regime of a given glacier according to the relative 
importance of the mass economy items which it controls. 

Consider a long valley glacier which has an extensive ablation area and terminates 
on land. Such a glacier could well be expected to expand under colder air temperatures 
and shrink under warmer temperatures if no other climatic elements changed, as surface 
heating of the ice by convection has a strong effect on the mass balance. However, 
climatic parameters rarely change singly, and in a real case it would be necessary to 
inquire whether the change of air temperature was accompanied by a change in cloudines s 
(affecting the radiation balance) or increased precipitation (i. e., accumulation). 

Now consider a portion of the Antarctic ice sheet, where ablation is almost negligible 
and most of the ice is lost by iceberg calving. A small increase of air temperature would 
have virtually no effect on ice wastage: it would do little to enhance the already-slight 
ablation, since radiation is the rnain factor there, and it would have to be sustained over 
a very long time period to affect ice outflow (by raising the temperature of the basal ice). 
Ii the higher air temperature was acco-rnpanied by increased precipitation (the warmer air 
having more moisture to deposit as snow), the net effect might be to move the mass 
balance in a positive direction, i. e., increase the total ice volume. 

These two examples are extreme cases, but differing responses to climatic change 
can occur in the same glacier region. The advances and retreats of adjacent glaciers in 
a mountain region may not be synchronous, and this can often be traced to different dis
tributions of . . accumulation and ablation areas with altitude, or different directional 
exposures (to wind and sun). In the southern Andes, for example, glaciers on the dry 
eastern side of the range have shrunk more rapidly in recent time than those on the 
wetter western slope.16 
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CHAPTER VIII. TEMPERATURES IN GLACIERS. 
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ICE TEMPERATURE (Oe ) 

When asked the naive question 
" How cold is a glacier?", the glaci
ologist finds himself hard-pressed 
to answer without going into lengthy 
explanations about the effects of 
location and climate, shape and di
mensions, position and time, and 
so on. It is almost equally difficult 
to attempt a technical discussion of 
glacier temperatures in very general 
terms. 

When glacier temperatures are 
measured in the field, it is found 
that they vary with position on the 
glacier and with depth in the ice. 
The ice temperature at shallow 
depths depends very largely on the 
surface heat balance, which is con
trolled by local climate and by the 
condition and exposure of the surface 
(see Chapter VI). Since air temp
eratures generally fall with increas
ing altitude, glacier s become colder 
at higher altitudes. The distribution 
of temperature through the thickness 
of a glacier, however, is also affect
ed by geothermal heat flow from 
beneath and by heat liberated when 
the ice shears and slides. The verti
cal temperature profile is further 
complicated by time -dependent 
changes of temperature at the surface 
caused by the glacier's movernent 
downhill or by climatic change. 

There is, of course, an upper 

Figure VIII-I. Temperature profiles in the 
upper layers of an ice shelf for various times 
of year. (From data by Schytt, ref. 22) 

limit to the temperature of a glacier: 
the temperature of the ice at any point can never exceed the pressure melting temper
ature. When ice is in this thermal condition there can be no heat conduction through it, 
since there is no temperature gradient, and therefore the temperature problem is quite 
distinct from the case where the ice is colder than the pressure melting point. A section 
of a glacier where the bulk of the ice is at the pres sure melting point is often referred to 
as "warm" or· "temperate", while sections where temperatures through the bulk of the 
ice are bel"ow the pressure melting point are called "cold" or "polar". Some glaciolo
gists classify entire glaciers as "warm" or "cold'l, but this is not good; many glaciers 
are "warm" in the lower (ablation) areas, and "cold" in the higher (accumulation) areas. 

Temperatures at shallow depths 

The snow and ice close to the surface of a glacier respond to cyclic fluctuations of 
surface temperature; the depth to which the fluctuations are felt depends on the period of 
the change and the thermal conductivity of the ice. In cold, dry areas free from melting, 
day-to-day temperature changes can be detected to depths of 2 or 3 feet, while annual 
temperature changes are noticeable to no more than 50 ft. The amplitude of a tempera
ture cycle decreases with increasing depth below the surface, and there is a progressive 
time lag with depth. 
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Figure VIII-2: Annual temperature waves at various depths in the upper 
layers of c;n Ice shelf. Same data as those appearing in Figure VIII-I. 
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Figure VIII-3. Range of annual tempera
ture. waves plotted against depth. The 
exponential curve shows the attenuation 
of the waves drawn in Figure VIII-2. At 
10m depth the annual fluctuation of tem-

perature is about IC. (From data by 
Schytt, ref. 22) 
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Figure VIII-4. Times of occurrence of maximum 
and minimum temperatures at various depths ih 
the snow, from the data of Figure VIII-2. The 
slopes of the lines give the rate at which a temper
ature wave travels into the snow, and from this 
speed of penetration the effective thermal diffusiv
ity of the snow can easily be cal·culated (see text). 
These lines show a rate of penetration of about 
1. 6 m per month. (From data by Schytt, ref. 22) 
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Figure VIII-2 shows annual temperature waves at depths of 1, 2, 4, and 8 m for a 
point on an Antarctic ice shelf.Z.Z. The attenuation of the wave with depth is clearly seen: 
at 1 m depth there is a te:mperature range of about 16C, while at 8 m depth the wave 
range is less than 2C. In Figure VIII-3 temperature range is plotted against depth. The 
amplitude attenuation with depth means that, at depths below 10m, the temperature is 
close to the mean annual temperature throughout the year. Thus it is possible, in a 
cold snow area, to obtain the mean annual temperature of the snow (which is very close 
to the mean annual temperature of the air above) simply by drilling a hole and measur
ing the temperature at 10-15 m depth. The time lag also shows clearly in Figure VIII- 2: 
at 1 In depth the highest temperature occurs at the end of January, shortly after the 
warmest period of summer, but at 8 m depth the maximum temperature is not reached 
until the month of June, which is mid-winter in Antarctica. This also gives the avera,ge 
rate at which a temperature wave travels into snow of this density and type - about 
5 cm/day (or 2 in. /day) (Fig. VIII-4). 

The effects of surface temperature change can be studied analytically by making 
the assumption that the ice is a semi-infinite solid with horizontal temperature gradi
ents which are negligible compared to the vertical temperature gradients, and then 
applying the linear conduction equation from standard theory.6 The basic heat conduc
tion equation is 

(1) 

where 
8 = temperature 
x = depth 
a = thermal diffusivity (a = K where K is thermal conductivity, p is density, 

pc 
and ~ is specific heat) 

t = time. 

This has to be solved for the case where the surface temperature is a harmonic 
function of time, and so an expression for the surface temperature is required. In an 
actual problem the observed surface temperature fluctuation, e. g., the annual meas
ured surface temperature wave, would be represented by a suitable combination of 
Fourier components, but for illustration- a simple sine wave can be used here: 

9 0' t = 9 + Ao sin (2 'TT n t) ( 2 ) 
m 

where 80, t = surface temperature at time..! 
8m = mean temperature (around which the fluctuations occur) 
Ao = amplitude of the surface temperature wave 

n = frequency of the temperature wave. 

The solution of eq I for this condition is 

_xJ'TTn . ~ 
8
x

, t = 8
m 

+ Ao e a Sln (2'TTnt - x~o:). (3) 

Details of the solution are given in standard texts. 

Equation 3 is a sine wave equation similar to eq 2, but in it the wave amplitude is 

reduced by a factor e -xJ-rr;, and the wave at time..! lags behind the surface wave by an 

angle of xJ -rr;' radians. Thus, at depth ~ below the surface the wave amplitude and 

the lag are given by 
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Amplitude, A = Ao e x 

-x !-: 

Time lag, At = 2!n . xJTr: = x 
2 ~1l'na 

and the temperature wave travels into the ice with an apparent velocity 

Velocity, V = 2 ~1l'na . 
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From the above relationships it is possible to obtain values for the effective 
thermal diffusivity or conductivity from suitable field temperature data. Alternatively, 
if the thermal conductivity is calculated independently, surface temperature data can 
be used to predict the effects at depth. For most practical purposes the thermal con
ductivity of high-density dry snow (density> 0.35 g/cm3 ) is given by the Kondrat'eva 
equation18 

whe re 

K = 0.0085 pZ 

K = thermal conductivitr (cal/cm-sec-C) 
p = snow density (g/cm ) 

and the thermal diffusivity a is defined as 

_ K 
a -~ 

where .£ is specific heat of the snow", O. 5. 

While the above expressions give good values for homogeneous snow samples, the 
effective conductivity of a thick snow layer under natur~l conditions may be affected by 
the presence of buried ice crusts, or depth hoar layers."< 

The penetration of surface temperature changes into warm ice does not follow the 
same pattern. Although air temperature above the ice ranges from below-freezing 
winter minimums to above-freezing summer maximUIlls, ice temperature can rise 
only to a maximum of OCt Temperature records in warm ice for a complete year 
are not readily available from the literature, but the general form of the time-tem
perature curves can be deduced. 

In the height of summer, when air temperatures are above freezing, the ice stays 
at a constant temperature of OCt In the autumn, when daily mean temperatures drop 
below freezing point, the winter "cold wave" begins to penetrate the ice, and the tem
peratur e at, say, 2 m depth starts to fall below OC three weeks or so after the mean 
surface temperature drops below freezing. The cold wave in the ice lags behind the 
surface change, and the amplitude is attenuated with increasing depth. In spring the 
ice warms up again, the temperature at 2 m reaching OC again two or three weeks after 
the surface has come to the melting point. 

Figure VIII ,. 7 shows tempe,rature changes in permeable firn, where the form of the 
wint,er cold wave is modified by melt-water percolation from the surface. During the 
summer the firn stays at the melting point. In the autumn, daily mean air temperatures 
drop below freezing, and the snow surface temperature drops below freezing after a 
delay period, caused by absorption of latent heat as .the free water in the surface snow 
~reezes. The presence of dispersed free water in the pores of the snow also slows down 
the rate at which temperature falls at any given shallow depth. In the summer, the sur
face again melts and water percolate~ into the permeable snow, accelerating the rate of 

>:< In this chapter convective heat transfer by flow of air in the pores of the snow is 
neglected. Actually there is some motion of the interstitial air in the upper lay~rs 
when surface pressure changes occur. 
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Figure VIII-7. Annual temperature changes in snow subj ect to 
summer melting at the surfac e and infiltration of melt water. 

(From data by Chizhov, ref. 7) 

temperature rise at shallow depths. The temperature waves in Figure VIII-7 are progres
sively attenuated through the period shown, because of snow accumulation on the sur-
face. In situations where melting is strong and thick layers and lenses of ice develop 
in the snow the temperature changes are more complicated. 

Temperature variations with altitude and latitude 

In parts of a glacier where the ice is thick and the upper layers are cold (non
melting), the temperature measured 10 to 15 m below the surface gives a good approxi
mation to the mean annual surface temperature. This surface temperature depends 
upon solar radiation, which varies with latitude, and upon convection, which is 
influenced by movement of air over the surface. 

In Greenland and Antarctica, measurement of " lO-meter temperatures ' l in bore
holes and pits has yielded a mass of data on the distribution of mean annual surface 
temperatures, and it has been possible to draw isotherms for mean annual surface 
temperature, even though very few places have received year-round meteorological 
study. Figures VIII-8 and -9 show these isotherms. 

Inspection of Figures VIII-8 and -9 shows that mean annual temperatures are 
strongly dependent on surface altitude, and that they are only slowly affected by 
changes of latitude. In Figures VIII-lO and -11, mean annual temperature is plotted 
against surface altitude for various parts of Greenland and Antarctica. From these 
it can be shown (by isolating regional peculiarities and latitude effects) that the tem
perature lapse rate is about lci 1 00 m in regions where katabatic winds predominate. 
This agrees with the dry adiabatic lapse rate. Regions ' exposed to maritime influence 
and to uplifting of cyclonic air masses appear to have smaller lapse rates; Langwayl3 
mentions lapse rates of about O. 6cI 100 m in parts of north Greenland, and Schytt ' s 
curve for Dronning Maud Landzz (Fig. VIII-II) shows a similar lapse rate below 
1000 m. Both regions are subject to influx of maritime air; the lapse rates are close 
to that of the standard atmosphere. West Antarctica, which is subject to more 
cyclonic penetration than East Antarctica, appears to have generally smaller altitude 
lapse rates. 

The effect of latitude on temperature i8 deduced by comparing temperatures for 
points which are at the same altitude but at different latitudes. For both Greenland and 
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Figure VIII-9. Mean annual surface temperatures 
on the Antarctic ice sheet. (After Rubin, ref. 21) 
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Figure VIII-II. Mean annual temperature (10-15 m temperature) plotted against 
surface elevation for the Antarctic ice sheet. (Refs. 4, 5, 14, 15, 17, and 22) 

Antarctica it is found that t~mperature changes with latitude at a rate of roughly lC 
per degree of latitude. In Figure VIII-II the curves are noticeably influenced by the 
latitude effect at altitudes above 2500 m, since there is only a very small surface 
gradient on the ice sheet at these elevations. 

Temperatures deep within the ice 

On low-altitude glaciers of the temperate and sub-polar regions, the ice below the 
level of seasonal temperature variation (say below 15 m or 50 ft) is usually almost iso
thermal at the pressure melting point. If the ice is at pressure melting point throughout, 
there is a very slight temperature gradient of about -0.065 ci 100 m depth, correspond
ing to the melting point depression by increasing overburden pressure (0.0075 C per 
atmosphere of pressure). Since there can be no conduction through ice which is at the 
melting point, virtually all the heat supplied to the surface of the glacier {by radiation, 
convection, and condensation} and to the base of th~ glacier (geothermal flux) is used 
in melting ice. The geothermal heat flow is very , small, averaging about 1. 2 x 10- 6 

call cmz- sec, or enough heat to melt 5 mm of ice per year. 

On cold glaciers and ice shelves, the ice below the level of seasonal variations is 
frequently found to have a "positive" temperature gradient, i. e., the temperature in
creases with depth from the mean annual surface temperature at 15 m, up to a maxi
mum value {often the pressure melting temperature} at the glacier bed. In Figures 
VIII-12 and -13 some temperature profiles ary shown for glaciers and ice shelves 
which have stable positive gradients. In the case of glaciers which have basal tempera
tures below the pressure melting point, and positive thermal gradients, heat can be 
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Figure VIII-12. Two tell1perature pro
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with depth (positive tell1perature gradi
ent). (After Bogoslovski, ref. 4, and 

Tsykin, ref. 25) 
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Figure VIII-13. Temperature profiles 
in Antarctic ice shelves. The temper

ature gradients here are positive. 
(After Bender and Gow, ref. 2, and 

Schytt, ref. 22) 

conducted up through the ice. If the base is at the ll1elting point, however, heat supplied 
to the base goes into ll1elting ice. At the base of an ice shelf the tell1perature is at the 
ll1elting point, but the all10unt of ll1elting taking place still cannot be calculated with con
fidence. 

The two types of tell1perature distribution ll1entioned so far, the isotherll1al "warll1" 
ice and the "positive" gradient, are plainly stable situations, but a third type not yet 
described is 1l10re puzzling. It has been found froll1 rrieasurell1ents in deep boreholes on 
the Gre.enland and Antarctic ice sheets (Fig. VIII-l4) that tell1perature frequently de
crease~ with increasing depth, i. e., there is a negative tell1perature gradient, and this 
seell1S sOll1ewhat curious at first sight, since a negative gradient cannot exist as a steady
state condition in a sill1ple static situation. A negative gradient could be developed, 
however, if surface tell1perature increased with till1e. 

Surface tell1perature on an ice sheet can increase with till1e in two ways: by general 
secular warll1ing over a region as a result of clill1atic change, or by 1l10vell1ent of a given 
vertical colull1n of ice froll1 a colder to a warll1er local area. The second process should 
be explained 1l10re fully, since it is not ill1ll1ediately obvious. 

As was seen above, the ll1ean annual tell1perature on the surface of an ice sheet 
varies chiefly with elevation, so that as ice 1l10ves outward and downward, each succeed
ing snow layer deposited above a particular vertical colull1n is laid down at a higher mean 
temperature than the previous one. Theu)."elative magnitudes of velocity, slope, lapse 
rate, accumulation rate and thermal dif~usivity are such that small negative gradients are 
formed by this process over much of Greenland and Antarctica. The effect was first 
recognized and described quantitatively by Robin,ZQ who derived a sill1ple expression for 
the gradient by geometrical reasoning, assuming that conduction could be neglected: 
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Temperature gradient, 

d8_-¢X.V 
dx - v 

( 4) 

where ¢ = surface slope, X. = vertical 
lapse rate of mean annual temperature, 
V = horizontal ice surface velocity, 
v = downward velocity of a given layer 
relative to the surface (which corre
sponds to rate of snow accumulation 
near the surface). 

Radok19 gave the problem a more 
rigorous treatment by regarding the 
ic e sheet as a semi-infinite solid and 
taking a system of co-ordinates which 
moves at the same horizontal speed as 
the ice , so that the equation for verti
cal linear conduction at depth x and 
time t becomes: -

where a. = thermal diffusivity, 8 = 
temperature, v = vertical velocity of 
a given ice layer relative to the sur
face. Horizontal temperature gradi
ents in the ice are quite uniform, and 
th~ryfore do not enter into consider
abort 

(5 ) 

An appropriate solution was found by adapting a result obtained by Benfield while 
studying a similar geological problem. This solution, which has been called the Ben
field-Radok equation, gives transient temperature gradients and is rather complex, 
but it reduces to a very siITIple asymptotic form as t - 00. T~is steady- state form is 
identical to Robin l s relationship ( eq 4). Figure VIII-15, from new work by Jenssen and 
Radok, shows graphically the lengths of time neces sary for transient gradients to reach 
the limiting asymptotic gradient for various snow accumulation rates. 

For real ice sheets and ice shelves of finite thickness the Benfield-Radok equation 
is not applicable when the complete temperature distribution through the ice is con
sidered, and an exact solution of equation 5 for appropriate boundary conditions is 
hardly feasible in view of the complexity. Jenssen and Radok1Z have therefore put 
equation 5 into finite difference form and solved it ~umerically with the aid of a digital 
computer for particular models . . Taking into account variation of vertical velocity and 
thermal diffusivity with depth, the finite difference form of equation 5 is: 

(
8 ,-28 + 8 ) [f -a. .\ ] (8 - 8 ) (8 - 8 ) U

x 
x+l tJ.;,t x-l,t + \_x~ x-Ij _Vx . x+i~tx x-l,t = x'~+tl x,t .(6) 

The surface temperature change can take any form, i . . e., both climatic warming and 
the downhill flow of ice cal! be considered. Results obtained so far suggest that surface 
warming by downhill flowismore iITIportant than climatic change in establishing the 
negative gradients observed in Greenland and Antarctica. 
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Figure VIII-IS. Three -dimensional diagram showing how transient temperature 
gradients change with time after initiation of movement and conduction in an ice 
mass which is originally isothermal. "R" is the ratio of actual temperature 
gradient (for given depth and accumulation rate) to the asymptotic gradient. "Z" 
is depth below surface in meters. "V" is accumulation rate, the the V-axis is 
intended to be perpendicular to the plane of the paper. (Jenssen and Radok, to 

be published) 
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The problems of temperature distribution deep within the ice should become 
more tractable when data from the new super-deep boreholes become available. 

Temperatures in the vicinity of a crevas se 

Figure VIII-16 shows how the temperature field is distorted near a crevas se. 
The temperature difference between a snow bridge o v er a crevasse and the surrounding 
snow is the basis of a technique for mapping crevasses by infrared photography from an 
airplane. 
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CHAPTER IX. PAST GLACIATIONS. 

Evidence of past glaciations 

By observing the behavior of existing glaciers it can be seen that they leave their 
marks upon the landscape in unmistakable fashion, and, if present-day glaciers were 
suddenly to melt away and disappear, clear evidence of their previous existence would 
remain. It is from characteristic erosion forms and from characteristic deposits that 
the extent of former glaciers has been deduced, revealing that more than one-quarter 
of the earth's surface bears marks of glaciation. Some typical indicators of past gla
ciation are listed below. 

Valley profiles. A valley formerly occupied by a glacier tends to have a U - shaped 
cross-section, in contrast to the various V -shapes more typical of river valleys cut 
solely by water action.~:~ The longitudinal profiles of glacial valleys are sometimes 
stepped, and lakes may form in basins left on the "steps". 

Hanging valleys. Some tributary glaciers leave valleys which have their floors con
siderably higher than the floor of the main valley at the place where the two join. After 
deglaciation, mouths of the tributary glaciers are high up the side of the main valley, 
and waterfalls form. ~:~ 

Truncated spurs (faceted spurs). Glaciers tend to follow pre-existing valley sys
tems, but modify the original forms by ice erosion. One of these modifications is a 
squaring-off of spurs separating adjacent tributary valleys as a result of the main gla
cier broadening its valley. 

Fjords. Recession of coastal valley glaciers has left long narrow tidewater inlets 
in some regions (e. g., the west coast of Norway, the coasts of Greenland, the south
western coast of South Island, New Zealand). Fjords are frequently steep-sided and the 
water is relatively deep. 

Cirques (corries, cwrns). Mountain glaciers frequently erode the mountainside at 
their heads, producing steep-sided, bowl-shaped depressions. Deep hollows scooped ou! 
of the mountainside byice in this form are called cirques (French), corries (Scottish), 
or cwms (Welsh). Small lakes often form in the basin at the bottom of the cirque; they 
are usually known as tarns. 

Alpine sculpture. Glacier erosion and frost action produce the characteristic 
sharply cut topography of an alpine region. As the cirques of adjacent glaciers develop, 
the ridge separating them becomes narrow and steep- sided, eventually reaching the 
sharp-edged form known as an arete. Cirques eating back from opposite sides of a 
ridge break through to leave a jagged gap referred to as a col. The effect of erosion at 
the headwalls of cirques all around a mountain is to steepen and sharpen the peak into 
the characteristic "horn" shape. 

Striations (striae) and roches mouton~es.. The exposed rock of glaciated terrain 
often shows evidence of scraping and smoothing by rock embedded in moving ice. Rock 
surfaces may bear long scratches, or striations, where they have been scraped by ice
borne rock fragments. These striations indicate the direction of motion of the former 
glacier. Hummocks of outcropping rock maybe smoothed into a rounded shape, with 
the former upstream side having gentle slopes and the downstream side remaining 
abrupt. These are known as roches mouton~es. 

Crag-and-tail. Where hard and soft rocks occur together, bosses of the harder 
material are left protruding after the glacier has eroded preferentially. A wedge of 
moraine material is deposited in the lee of the boss, or crag, and the resulting feature 
is calle,d a crag-and-tail. 

~:~ Both U - shaped valleys and hanging valleys can be formed in other ways, but glacially 
sculptured ones are almost unmistakable when all the evidence is considered. 
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Figure IX-I. Sketch illustrating some glacial land 
forms:' A - valley glacier; B - ground moraine, or 
till plain; C - kettles and karnes; D - eskers; E
drumlins; F - terminal moraine, or end moraine; 
G - glaciated rock outc rop s; H - outwash plain. 

(From EM 1110-1-377, CRREL) 

Figure IX-2. Glaciated mountain landscape. The main valley 
has the characteristic U -shaped cross-section, and hanging 

valleys are discernible to the sides. 
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Till. Areas once covered by glaciers bear deposits of material in which the rocks 
and soil particles are not well sorted, and a wide range of grain sizes, from fine clay 
particles to large boulders, can occur. This is till. Boulder clay is one form of till; 
other kinds may be predominantly stony, with a low fines content. 

Moraines. When glaciers recede, their moraines remain to become part of the new 
_topography, lateral moraines forming stony ridges along the edges of valleys, and termi
nal moraines becoming transverse ridges {which sometimes dam the valley to form a 
lake}. Most of an area previously covered by an ice sheet is covered by ground moraine 
of till. 

Eskers and kames. Glacial streams deposit coarse sediments of sand and gravel, 
producing gravelly ridges known as eskers {often resembling sinuous railroad embank
ments about 50 ft high}. These mark the courses of former subglacial streams. Similar 
deposits along the edges of a glacial valley are called kame terraces. Gravelly mounds 
formed by deposition from moraine pockets, or where melt streams debouched from the 
ice, are called kames. Eskers are valuable sources of non-frost-susceptible soils for 
construction. 

Drumlins. Drumlins are streamlined whaleback mounds, usually of hard till, de
posited by moving ice and nearly always present in large numbers, giving a "basket-of
eggs" topography. The long axis is parallel to the direction of ice flow, and the upstream 
end has steeper slopes than the downstream end. They are commonly about a mile long 
and a quarter of a mile wide, with heights from 50 to 100 ft. Small swamps commonly 
occur among them. Some drumlins may be rock-cored, {'rock drumlins '} and some are 
loess-covered. 

Kettle holes. Stagnant ice mas ses or detached ice blocks can become covered by 
moraine and other detritus. When the ice masses melt, bowl-shaped depressions called 
kettles, or kettle holes, are formed. They are commonly up to half a mile across and 
20 to 30 ft deep. Kettles are commonly associated with kames in a very irregular topog
raphy on a small scale. They are often found as scenic lakes and some have become 
swamps from aquatic plant growth. 

Erratic boulders. Erratic boulders, or erratics, are large rock fragments lying 
free on the surface at a considerable distance from the bedrock in which they originated. 
Their presence can be explained only by invoking transport by glacier ice. 

~oulder trains {indicator fans}. Erratics of a given rock type can sometimes be 
traced back to a definite source of origin along a sinuous trail of deposition. These trails 
of identifiable rocks mark out a flow path of the former glacier, and they are known as 
boulder trains or indicator fans. 

Varved clays. Varved deposits are laminated sediments which show regular periodic 
variations of particle size, usually an annual alternation. The coarser and thicker {silty} 
varves are laid down in lakes from vigorously flowing water in the melt season, and the 
fine (clay), thinner layers are deposited during the winter period, when runoff is greatly 
reduced. Each cycle gives a thickness of about t in. Varves can be counted like tree 
rings to give rates and datings. Varved clays are best developed in glaciated areas, al
though rhythmic alternation of sedimentation does occur in recent alluvium in any area. 
However, glacial varved deposits are much more consolidated and extensive in area and 
there should be no mistake in identification. 

Outwash sediments. Outwash sediments are stratified deposits of water- borne ma
teriallaid down by melt streams near the margins of glaciers. They range in grain size 
fTorn small boulders down through gravels to sand, the grain size generally decreasing 
with distance downstream in any given layer. They provide excellent sources for con
struction rnaterials {fill and concrete aggregates}. 

Loess. Loess is a uniform fine-grained soil {clayey silt with fine sand} laid down 
by the wind after transport frorn an arid area. Dried-up lake beds, vegetation-free 
outwash, and till exposed by retreating glaciers provide sources of loose fine-grained 
rnaterial, while glacier winds are capable of transporting dusty sand. Extensive loess 
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Figure IX-3 . . Valley glaciers flowing into. the sea on the coast of Greenland. Note 
the long narrow fjords t formed at a time when the glaciers were more extensive. 

deposits exist in North America and Eurasia in regions south of the great Pleistocene 
ice sheets. The material blankets the topography. 

Lakes and swamps. Continental glaciation leaves unmistakable e v idence in the 
disruption of the normal drainage system, shown by innumerable lakes and swamps 
from the Great Lakes to thousands of small ones in North America and Northern Europe. 

Supplementing the direct geological indicator s of glaciation are data relating to 
climatic change from biological sources. In addition, there is evidence which can be 
used to establish a chronology. Among the dating techniques available are botanical 
methods, such as tree ring, lichen and pollen analyses, archaeological correlations 
{for fairly recent events}, physical methods based on the decay of radioactive isotopes, 
and geologic deduction from fossils, stratigraphic succession, erosion, and sedimenta
tion (e. g., varve chronology). 
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Figur e IX- 4 . Mt. Tasman and Mt. Cook, New Zealand, exhibit 
typical alpine sculpture, with sharp peaks~ knife-edged ridges~ 

and b owl-shaped cirques fro m which glaciers flow. 

'Figur e IX- S. Ice-scraped rock of the Canadian Shield in the 
region east of Yellowknife. (From ACFEL Tech. Rpt. 41) 
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Sequence and extent of past glaciations 

Three major glacial epochs are recognized by geologists: the Pleistocene, occupy
ing the past million year s of the earth's history, the Permian/ Carboniferous, which 
occurred roughly 230 million years ago, and the late Precambrian, which was perhaps 
500 million years ago. Of these, the Pleistocene has been most intensively studied. 

During the Pleistocene epoch there occurred four well-defined glacial maxima, at 
which times large ice sheets occupied the north and south polar regions, and extensive 
mountain glacier systems existed in the temperate zones and even in tropical regions. 
These glacial periods were separated by interglacial stages, in which climatic condi
tions were les s conducive to glacier growth. 

In North America the four main glacial stages are termed the Wisconsin, the 
Illinoian, the Kansan, and the Nebraskan. Corresponding stages in Europe are known 
as the Wurm, Riss, Mindel, and Gunz glacials. 

Many attempts have been made to derive a Pleistocene chronology, but the various 
estimates are not in good agreement. Recent studies, such as analyses of cores from 
marine sediments, tend to shorten earlier age estimates, which had spread the Pleisto
cene glaciations over a total period of about one million years. 

The last period of extensive glaciation probably culminated some 15,000-20, 000 
years ago, eventually declining about 10,000 years ago with a rapid retreat of the ice. 
Following the general recession of glaciers came a period during which temperatures 
are believed to have been higher than those prevailing today. This warm period, the 
Climatic Optimum, ran from perhaps 5000-2000 B. C. There followed a moderate re
advance of glaciers (the "Little Ice Age"), maximum extensions being reached in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Since the middle of the nineteenth century, most 
glaciers have been receding, although there have been a few advances from time to 
time. The past one hundred years of general glacier retreat is too short a time to de
cide whether the present situation represents the onset of another major recession; 
direct and indirect evidence of glacier fluctuations in recent centuries show clearly 
that minor, short-period variations are superimposed on the long-term trends. 

The ice front advanced and retreated so that it is often impossible to determine 
how many glacial and interglacial periods actually occurred in a given region. 

It is estimated that at the last glacial maximum over 15, 000, 000 square miles of 
the earth's surface were covered by glacier ice, an area equivalent to about 28% of the 
present land surface. The ice sheets of Antarctica and Greenland were more extensive 
than now, and major ,ice sheets, up to 10,000 ft thick, lay on North Americ~ and 
northern Europe. Smaller ice sheets overlay Iceland, Spitsbergen and Franz Josef Land, 
and mountain glaciation was extensive in Siberia, the Himalayas, the Caucasus, the 
Alps and Pyrenees, the Andes, and in New Zealand. Mountain glaciers existed in the 
high mountains of Japan, Hawaii, East Africa, New Guinea, and Tasmania. 

Canada and the northern U. S. were covered by the Laurentide Ice Sheet, which 
extended from the eastern seaboard across the continent to uni~ with the glacier complex 
lying over the western mountains. From the Arctic Ocean in the north, it ran down as 
far south as New York City, Cincinnati, and St. Louis (leaving behind the valuable sand 
and gravel deposits lacking in the south). Large parts of Alaska apparently remained 
unglaciated. 

Causes of ice ages 

To the question "What causes ice ages?" there is a direct answer: "Nobody knows". 
There is no shortage of hypotheses, however, for since the mid-nineteenth century the 
problem has intrigued reputable scientists from many disciplines, in addition to a 
variety of unconventional theorists. 

The numerous suggestions advanced can be grouped basically under the following 
headings, although individual theories tend to combine elements from several groups. 
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(From various sources) 

Solar luminosity. Since the sun is the prime energy source for terrestrial proc
esses, fluctuations in intensity and type of solar radiation may be expected to influence 
climate. Changes due to variation of the rate of internal energy release, and to inter
ception of inter stellar hydrogen clouds have been considered. Fluctuations of intensity 
of the ultraviolet band of the solar spectrum have also been cited. 

Orbital distl,lrbance. The earth's orbit is subj ect to periodic variations, which 
affect the distribution of solar radiation received at the earth's surface. This should 
influence climate. 

Atmospheric absorption and reflection. The radiation balance at the earth's surface 
will be affected by changes in the constituents of the atmosphere {where radiation is 
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selectively absorbed and reflected). Variations in the amount of water vapor, carbon 
dioxide, ozone, volcanic dust, and cosmic dust have been put forward to explain cli
matic change. 

Polar displacement and continental drift. Climatic disturbance would result from 
displacement of land masses relative to the geographic poles. Movement of the entire 
earth's crust relative to the axis of spin, and rearrangement of the continents have 
been put forward as causes of climatic change. 

Continental uplift. High land stimulates the conditions of low temperature and 
high precipitation which favor glacier growth. The waxing-and-waning of ice sheets 
has been attributed to uplift and depression of continental land masses, and the attend
ant climatic disturbances. 

Oceanic factors. The oceans exert a strong influence on glacier regime by supply
ing the water for snowfall and by their thermal effects. Redir ection of warm and cold 
currents, rise and fall of sea level, and covering of seas by ice have been adduced in 
the discus sion of major glacier fluctuations. 

Any hypothesis brought forward must be tested against the known facts of geology 
and biology pertinent to climatic change and ice inundation. None of the above suggestions, 
nor the ingenious combinat"ions of them, fully satisfy the tests. Some are quantitatively 
inadequate, some fail to satisfy established periodicity and chronology, while others do 
not allow for synchronous glaciation in both hemispheres • . Of currently popular hypoth
eses!, one of the more convincingly presented is Flint's solar-topographic concept, which 
envisages a combination of major uplift of highlands and solar variation as the cause of 
glacial fluctuation.4 Another idea which has attracted considerable interest in recent 
years is that of Ewing and Donn.3 They postulate a combination of polar displacement 
and ocean change to explain Arctic events, but do not treat the Antarctic problem. 

Final solution of the problem must await new facts and fresh insight; in the mean
time it remains an entertaining topic for the exponents of unconventional science. 
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CHAPTER X. SEA ICE.~:~ 

Ever since "congealed seas" astonished Pytheas and his fellow v oyagers from the 
Mediterranean in the 4th century B. C., sea ice has exerted a powerful influence on 
life and trade in the North, closing important ports in the winter, blocking transpolar 
navigation, and restricting access to many Arctic coasts. In spite of this, surprising
ly little organized research has -been devoted to details of the behavior and properties 
of sea ice. 

General behavior 

Each winter the sea freezes along the coasts of eastern and nort~ern Canada, 
Alaska, northern USSR, Greenland, and in the Baltic, and even the Caspian and Black 
Seas. Freezing occurs around all the shores of the Antarctic continent, and along the 
coasts of the Kamchatka Peninsula and parts of Hokkaido, Japan. Detailed records of 
ice distribution are now available in a .number of sea ice atlases. 

Coastal ice formations are relatively stable, since bays and headlands provide 
shelter and anchorage, but farther out to sea the ice tends to break up and disperse 
repeatedly under the action of wind and waves. Sheltered and indented coasts favor 
stable ice growth, whereas steady growth is inhibited in places subject to severe storms, 
persistent winds, strong or warm currents, or outflow from rivers. 

Freeze-up occurs in autumn or early winter, and unbroken ice thickens gradually 
through the winter and early spring. With the return of strong, prolonged sunshine in 
spring, heat loss from the ice surface ceases and growth ends. With higher air tem
peratures and stronger solar radiation, heat flow through the ice is reversed and the 
decay process begins, with ablation on the surface and melting at the base of the . ice. 
Finally the ice weakened by melting breaks up under the action of wind or swell, and 
discrete slabs (floes) drift out as pack ice. 

Pack ice drifts with wind and current until dispersed in the open ocean or trapped 
in some constricted area. The ice which moved freely out to warmer seas soon breaks 
up and melts away, but floes which are unable to escape are eventually frozen together 
again in a matrix of new ice. In simple situations the old floes form flat mosaics ce
mented by new ice, but quite commonly horizontal pressure builds up in certain zones, 
and the floes are thrust over each other to form rafted ice (sometimes described by the 
apt term "tombstone country"). In other cases the floes buckle and break under hori
zontal thrust, forming pressure ridges. 

A thin sheet of newly formed ice is quite flexible, and can sometimes be seen 
rippling in response to ocean waves and swells beneath. Under the action of horizontal 
force, e. g., the effect of wind shear, thin new ice may overthrust, broad fingers of ice 
driving alternately over and under the ice of the resisting section, displaying a charac
teristic "square-wave" pattern when viewed from above.9, 16 All sea ice which is not 
grounded rises and falls with the tides. Where sea ice abuts the land, belts of undis
turbed ice are formed as a result of repeated shearing and thrusting of the floating ice. 
Simple cracking may occur out on the flat expanses of the fast ice as a result of ther
mal expansion and contraction. Compared with fresh ice such cracks are rare. Even 
thick fast ice will rise and fall over short time periods when ocean swells penetrate 
from the outer limit of the ice; an engineer's level set up on shore and sighted onto a 
rod held on the ice sometimes shows these relatively high frequency oscillations super
imposed on the tidal motion. 

~:( A comprehensive and detailed treatment of sea ice will be 
published separately in this series. 
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Drift of pack ice in the Arctic basin is governed by surface currents, which follow 
a general clockwise circulation in the area between Siberia and the north coasts of 
Alaska, Canada, and Greenland. 14 On the fringes of the main clockwise circulation are 
a number of smaller counterclockwise eddies Wig. X-2). Inflow of Atlantic water is 
primarily from the eastern Atlantic in the vicinity of Norway. Outflow to the Atlantic 
is mainly on the western side, largely from the East Greenland current. Because the 
Arctic basin is largeiy landlocked, only a small proportion of the pack ice escapes. 
Old ice which has been repeatedly refrozen and rafted is typical of the region. 

At the end of winter, say i n the months of March and April, the entire Arctic basin 
is ice-covered with the exception of leads caused by wind stresses. Average ice margins 
extend across the Bering Strait, from Labrador to West Greenland, and from the southern 
tip of Greenland over to West Spitsbergen. Part of the coast of southwest Greenland and 
all of the coasts of Iceland are substantially ice-free. From West Spitsbergen the edge 
of the ice runs southeast to meet the Russian coast in the White Sea area, northern 
Norway and Finland being outside the ice- bound region.14 

In the Antarctic the situation is quite different, since the polar continent is surround
ed by open ocean. Surface currents near the coast move in a general counterclockwise 
direction along the coastlines, i. e., from east to west.14 The pack ice is not confined, 
and so it tends to spiral northwards, away from the continent and into warmer seas. 
There are, of course, local departures from this general trend, one notable example 
being the concentration of ice in the Weddell Sea, where circumpolar drift is blocked by 
the Antarctic Peninsula. 

At the end of winter, say in the month of September, the belt of sea ice surrounding 
Antarctica is very wide. In some sectors ice extends as far as 1000 miles out from the 
coast. During the summer much of this ice drifts away and disappear s. By March the 
belt of pack ice is no wider than about 100 miles along much of the coast of East Ant
arctica. Ice is more extensive around West Antarctica, however, the great embayments 
of the Ross and Weddell Seas accounting for much of the total. 
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Figure X-2. General circulation of surface waters in the Arctic. 
(From ref. 14) 

Sea-ice terminology 

Many sea-ice terms were coined at a time when descriptions of different ice forms 
were largely a matter 0.£ personal preference, but with the growth of international 
communication a need for universally acceptable terminology has arisen. There are 
now available several widely circulated ice glos saries;l,Z z, z 3 but complete international 
agreement has not yet been reached. Many of the quaint terms traditionally listed 
can be omitted here, but a few definitions are helpful in reading the literature on sea 
ice. 

Bay ice is the name given to sea ice which has remained intact at its place of origin for 
more than one year. Having more than one winter's growth, it is thicker than annual 
ice, and it may have received additional nourishment from accumulation of snow on the 
surface. An arbitrary upper limit of thickness is placed at about 2 m above sea level; 
ice thicker than this is called an ice shelf (see Ch. II, p. 23). 
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--------- MEAN MINIMUM LIMIT OF SEA ICE (EARLY SEPTEMBER) 

Figure X-3. Mean maximuII?- and minimum limits of sea ice in the Arctic. 
(From ref. 14) 
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Brash ice is an accumulation of small fragments of floating ice. The fragments may be 
remnants of true sea ice or pieces of glacier ice. Two meters is set as the upper limit 
of size for 'fragments in this category. 

Fast ice is an inta.ct expanse of sea ice which remains anchored to land or to glacier ice. 
Fast ice usually breaks up in the summer; if it does not, the term bay ice is applicable. 

Floe. A floe, or ice floe, is a substantial piece of sea ice which is subject to drifting 
under the action of wind and current. It may be flat or hummocked. 
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Figure X-4. General circulation of surface water in the Antarctic. 
(From ref. l4) 

Frazil is an aggregation of fine spicular or platelike crystals floating on the surface of 
the sea. It marks the first stage of the freezing process. 

Hurnmocked ice consists of floes, and fragments of floes, piled up haphazardly by hori
zontal pressure. It may have been modified by melting and snow accum.ulation. 

Ice cover is the relative amount of sea ice present in a given area. It is estimated in 
eighths (formerly tenths) of the surface covered by ice. 

Ice edge. This is the boundary between sea ice and the open sea at any given tim.e and 
place. 

Ice field is the name given to an expanse of pack ice which extends beyond the limits of 
visibility. 

Lead (or lane). A lead is a navigable passage through pack ice. It I S considerably 
wider than a crack. 
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Figure X-5. Mean maximum and minimum limits of sea ice in the Antarctic. 
(From ref. 14) 
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Pack ice consists of numerous floes in appreciable concentration (say covering more 
than one-eighth of the visible sea' surface). The floes may be free-floating or jammed 
t.ightly together by wind or current. 

Pancake ice is an accumulation of soft, newly formed ice in which discrete pieces take 
on a circular shape and develop raised rims as a result of repeated collisions with their 
neighbors. 

Polynya. A polynya is a large area of open water surrounded by sea ice, which persists 
in the same position year after year. Polynyas may be maintained by outflow from a 
river, by persistent local winds, or by unusual currents. 
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Pool. A pool is any area of open water, surrounded by sea ice, of obviously limited 
extent (cf. "puddle"). 

Pressure ridges are strips of ice which have been forced into ridges and hummocks by 
horizontal thrusting. Shattered floes are up-ended and stacked one upon another along 
the ridges. 

Puddles are water-filled depressions on the surfaces of floes. The water comes from 
melted snow or surface ice and is often salt-free and potable. 

Rafted ice is ice which has been subj ected to moderate horizontal thrusting, resulting 
in floes overriding each other and stacking, while remaining more or less horizontal. 
The process is called rafting. 

Rotten ice is ice in an advanced state of decay by melting. It is soft and honeycombed 
as a result of preferential melting at the walls of brine pockets. 

Shore lead. This is a strip of open water separating the pack ice from the shore. It 
is often caused by offshore winds. 

Sludge is a surface concentration of frazil. It appears as a thick soupy layer of ice 
crystals and water. 

Tide cracks are the fractured shear zones at the junction between floating sea ice and 
immovable land or grounded ice. Repeated rise and fall of the sea ice, together with 
horizontal thrust, leaves ridges of di sturbed ice along the tide cracks. 

Ice formation 

When fresh water freezes, ice can form at the surface while the water beneath it is 
still at temperatures above the freezing point. This is because pure water reaches its 
maximum density at +4C, and expands on cooling below that temperature; therefore a 
stable thermal stratification is possible in fresh water cooled from the surface after 
general water temperatures have dropped to +4C. 

Sea water behaves differently: for salinities in excess of 24. 7%a~ (normal sea water 
is about 35%0), density increases as the temperature is lowered to the freezing point, 
and therefore water cooled at the surface tends to sink. This means that, unless surface 
cooling is extremely rapid, ice cannot form until the entire depth of water (or at least a 
great depth) is isothermal at the freezing pOint.t This is the main reason why sea water 
freezes later in the season than nearby freshwater lakes. 

When salinities are less than 24.7%0, density currents are not set up, as this water 
behaves in a similar manner to fresh water. This critical salinity of 24.7%0, which can 
be regarded as separating brackish water from true sea water, is the salinity at which 
the temperature of maximum density (the inversion temperature) coincides with the 
freezing temperature. Both inversion temperature and freezing temperature are ap
proximately linearly related to salinity, and when plotted these functions cross at 
24.7%0 salinity and-I. 3C (Fig. X-6). 

Surface waters of the polar seas commonly have salinities in the range 30-35%0, and 
freezing begins when the water temperature drops to -1.8 or -1. 9C. The first ice to 
appear is a surface layer of thin, delicate crystals which float freely, being unattached 
to their neighbors. They usually have a platelike shape, up to 2 cm or so across and 
les s than a millimeter thick, but spicular and dendritic forms also occur. These initial 
crystals consist of pure ice, i. e., they contain virtually no impuritIes. The salts re
jected during their freezing serve to concentrate the brine surrounding them. 

Agitation of the initial crystals (often called frazil) by wind and waves prevents a 
coherent ice cover from forming until an appreciable concentration of the crystals has 
been produced. With the onset of calm weather conditions, the frazil crystals, which 

~:~ %0 - parts per thousand, by total weight. 

t This statement is simplified for clarity. In nature the situation is complicated by 
effects of currents, turbulent exchange, and compressibility of the water. 
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a continuous ice cover. If swells continue to dis-
turb the ice it may break into roughly circular 
pieces, which bump against each other and de-
velop raised rims; this is known as pancake ice. 

As the frazil crystals freeze together, brine 
is trapped in the ice mass. The amount and 
concentration of brine caught this way, and hence 
the overall salinity of the ice, is dependent on 
the freezing rate: the more rapid the freeze, the 
greater the resulting salinity.s Ice frozen very 
rapidly may have up to 20%0 salinity, while ice 
frozen very slowly may have only 4%0. 

When the platelike frazil crystals are first 
formed they tend to float flat upon the surface, 
and since the principal optic axis, or c-axis, is 
perpendicular to the plane of the disk,-that axis 
is generally near the vertical.15 Subsequent 
jostling and matting forces some of the crystals 
together, so that their c-axes tilt toward the hori
zontal. Selective growth of crystals having near
horizontal c -axes results in eventual development 
of a preferred horizontal orientation. This has 
been attributed to anisotropic thermal conductivity 
and/ or to favored growth planes in the crystal 
lattice. 

o 10 20 30 
SALINITY 01.0 

Figure X- 6. Relationships 
between freezing temperature 
and salinity, and inversion 

temperature and salinity. 
(After Defant, ref. 5) 

The inclusions of brine and air in sea ice form discrete cells along selected planes 
within the crystals and at the crystal boundaries. The cells are usually elongated in a 
vertical direction. The brine inside a cell te~ds to preserve an equilibrium as temper
ature changes occur. If the temperature falls, some of the brine freezes at the edge of 
the pocket, until the salts rej ected by freezing ' raise the salinity of the residual brine 
to a point where it is in equilibrium with ice at that temperature. If the temperature 
rises, the converse process takes place. This effect permits brine to diffuse through 
ice subjected to a temperatl,lre gradient, since the brine cells are usually not in equi
librium. During winter the underside of sea ice, which remains at the freezing point, 
is warmer than the top surface, and brine migrates downwards, even though the ice is 
much colder than the freezing temperature of sea water. 

In addition to this freshening of the ice by brine diffusion along a temperature gradi
ent, gravity drainage of the brine occurs in summer when higher temperatures permit 
the brine cells to enlarge and interconnect. Ice which survives a summer thus may be
come almost completely fresh, particularly if melt water from surface snow drains 
through and flushes out the pockets. 

As the temperature of new sea ice falls, concentration of entrapped brine increases, 
and abrupt changes occur at certain temperatures owing to precipitation of salts. The 
main dissolved salts in sea water are sodium chloride, sodium sulphate, and magnesium 
chloride; when they are mixed in the ratios usual fqr sea water, freezing and cooling 
cause sodium sulphatedecahydrate (Naz S04' 10Hz 0) to precipitate at about -8C, and 
sodium chloride dihydrate (NaCl. 2Hz 0) at about -23C. _ This leads to sharp changes in 
physical properties of the ice at these temperatures.1 Tables of composition and brine 
volumes are available~9 

From the foregoing it will readily be understood that the physical properties of sea 
ice are profoundly influenced by temperature and salinity (Fig. X-7-ll). The strength 
of sea ice of a given thickness therefore depends very much on temperature and salinity, 
unlike lake ice, where the salinity factor is absent and temperature is of less impor
taI1:ce.19,ZO Thus, in considering such practical problems as bearing strength (for landing 
aircr~ft or running vehicles on ice) and ice breaking (for navigation), temperature and 
salinity are of paramount importance. For example, a sheet of sea ice 2 ft thick will be 
very much stronger during the cold winter period than a sheet of the same thickness in 
the height of summer. 
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Predicting time of initial freezing 

The practical problem of predi cting the date of first ice formation at a given local
ity is dealt with by estimating heat loss from the water surface, using air temperatures 
forecast from climatological records. In the ice potential method pioneered by Zubov,17 
the vertical distributions of temperature and salinity are obtained from ocean soundings, 
and heat transfer is analyzed using an appropriate model. From a knowledge of the total 
heat of a water column, the rate of heat transfer to the surface, and the rate of energy 
exchange between the water surface and the air, the date of first ice formation can be 
calculated. A simpler, more empirical technique is described by Rodhell • In this 
method, rate of heat loss from the sea is assumed proportional to the difference between 
air temperature and sea surface temperature, and freeze-up date is predicted by fore
casting air temperatures and making day-by-day calculations of heat loss until the water 
temperature is reduced to the freezing point. Records of previous years are used in 
trial solutions in order to determine the constant of the heat loss equation for a given 
locality. 

Sea-ice growth 

Once a coherent ice cover has formed, the rate of growth is governed by heat flow 
through the ice. This, in turn, depends upon the temperature gradient and the thermal 
conductivity of the ice. 

The temperature gradient (roughly speaking, the temperature difference between 
the upper and lower surfaces divided by the thickness) is influenced by several factors. 
The temperature of the upper surface is controlled by heat conduction through the ice, 
convective. heat transfer from the air above, the balance between incoming and outgoing 
radiation, and condensation or evaporation. The temperature of the lower surface is a 
constant "ice-bath" temperature of about -1. 9C; heat may be supplied by turbulent trans
fer from the water, however, reducing the demands on latent heat of fusion and hence 
retarding ice growth. A-s the ice thickens, of course, a given temperature difference 
across the ice will give a diminishing temperature gradient, leading to reduction of 
growth rate with time. 

To further complicate the matter, thermal conductivity of sea ice is · sensitive to both 
the temperature and salinity, since the response of the included brine cells to terripera
ture variations may cause release or absorption of latent heat throughout the thickness 
of the ice. 
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Figure X-12. Growth and decay of sea ice at a station in the Canadian Arctic. 
(Eureka, N. W. T.). (From records compiled by M. Bilello, ref. 3) 

Finally, snow cover upon the ice adds another complication: it is a layer with 
quite different thermal properties and with characteristics which alter the surface heat 
balance (higher albedo, affecting radiation; surface roughnes s, affecting convection; 
and low thermal conductivity). 

At the end of the nineteenth century the growth rate problem was analyzed mathe
matically with simplifying assumptions by Stefan, whose solution subsequently yielded 
the expre s sion: 

ht=A~ 

where h t is ice thickness at time t after freeze-over, A is a constant dependent on the 
physicai properties of the ice and- ~ 8 is a freezing index found by summing the daily 
average temperatures below freezing point from freeze-over to time t (temperatures 
being those of the ice surface). -

While this is a satisfactory solution for an ideal model, application to the prediction 
of sea-ice growth is restricted by the variability of thermal properties mentioned above, 
the simplifying assumptions, and the difficulty of determining true surface temperatures 
of the ice. Many attempts at refinement have been made, but the results have been of 
little practical value because of their cumbersome form, and because of the lack of de
tailed observational data. A preferred approach has been to relate ice thickness to 
accumulated sub-freezing air temperatures (lldegree-days of frost"), deriving a simple 
power law (y = axn) in which the coefficient and the exponent are found empirically. 
Some examples of published results are given below.'~' 3 

Assur (given for fresh-water ice, but held approximately true for sea ice) 

H = 1. 06 K "-/"$ 

Bilello (Canadian Arctic - no snow cover) 

h = 3. 55 ~ (Fig. X-14, curve A) 
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Figure X-13. Growth and decay of snow-free sea ice at a station on the coast of East Antarctica. 
(After M. Mellor, ref. 9) 
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Figure X-14. Summary of empirical relationships between ice thick
ness and accumulated degre'e-days of frost. (After Bilello, ref. 3) 

Graystone (Churchill, Canada - negligible snow cover) 

h = 1.53 (L:S)o. 59 (Fig. X-14, curve B) 

Lebedev (Russian Arctic - average snow cover) 

h = 1. 33 (L:S)O .58 (Fig. X-14, curve C) 

Zubov (Russian Arctic) 
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h Z + SOh = 8L:e (attelnpting to allow for heat capacity) (Fig. X-14, curve D) 

where: 

H = ice thickness (in. ) 
h == ice thickness (cm) 
S = summation of average daily freezing temperatures (Fahrenheit degree

days) - below 32F. 
L:S = summation of average daily freezing temperatures (degree-days) - below 

o C for Graystone, Le bedev, and Zubov; below ' -1. 8C (approximate freezing point of 
sea water) for Bilello. 

K = coefficient accounting for snow cover and local conditions, about 0.70-
0.75 for Arctic sea ice.z 

These expressions are only empirical relationships between air temperature and 
growth for definite areas; they are not universally applicable, and generally best repre
sent the growth of fairly thick sea ice. Initial growth rates usually do not conform to 
the equations. Bilello3 gives equations for the effect of snow cover. 

Coastlines in the Arctic and Antarctic accumulate from 3000 to 7000 Celsius degree
days of freezing exposure during the course of a winter, resulting in maximum ice thick
nesses of 1. 5 to 2.5 m (varying mainly with snow cover) for a single winter's growth. 
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Figure X-IS. Relationship between ice thicknes s and accumulated degree-days of 
frost, showing the influence of snow cover. rhe number s give snow cover in cm. 

(After Bilello, ref. 3) 

Melting and refreezing 

In most areas of the Arctic and Antarctic, growth of sea ice ceases in spring when 
solar radiation becomes strong. At this time, air temperatures may still be well below 
the melting point, but the ice surface is warmed by radiation and thus heat flow through 
the ice is greatly reduced. 

The effectiveness of solar radiation in warming the ice is strongly dependent on the 
albedo, or reflectivity, of the surface. When covered by clean snow the albedo may be · 
as high as 0.9, and thus only 10% of the incident radiation is absorbed. Snow-free ice, . 
however, commonly has an albedo of around O. 5, so that 50% of the incoming radiation 
can be absorbed. 

As the season advances, convective heating from the air becomes significant, and 
heat may also be supplied to the base of the ice by water circulation. 

Warming of the ice, even while temperatures generally are well below the normal 
freezing point of sea water, permits internal melting to take place, so that the tempera
ture- salinity equilibrium of the included brine cells maybe restored. The volume of 
liquid brine increases as the temperature rises, until eventually adjacent cells unite and 
the ice becomes permeable. This allows the brine to drain out by gravity, leaving the 
ice purer and more resistant to melting. 
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The rate of thinning has been related empirically with air temperature; Bilello 
and Karelin both suggest linear relationships between decrease of ice thickness and 
accumulated degree-days above a chosen datum temperature.3 

When ice survives for more than one year it continues to grow, but at an ever
decreasing rate until equilibrium between winter freezing and summer melting is 
achieved~7 Maximum thicknesses for floes of old ice are in the range 3-4 m. During 
summer the floe may thicken by accretion of fresh melt water at its base; relatively 
pure melt water from the surface percolates down through leads and holes, freezing 
at the underside. In winter saline ice freezes to the base of the ice. Eventually the 
ice becomes too thick to develop much temperature gradient; the annual temperature 
wave is greatly attenuated in the lower layers, and there is no further growth. 

Masses of sea ice which are much thicker than 4 m exist, but they are formed by 
floes being piled on top of each other by horizontal pres sure. 
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CHAPTER XI. GLACIOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES. 

The methods and equipment reviewed here are those commonly employed in what 
might be called "traditional glaciology", where field study of naturally occurring snow 
and ice masses is of most interest. The many varied and sophisticated techniques used 
in detailed laboratory studies of snow and ice as materials are not discussed. 

Observing snow crystals~6,Z9, 38,46 Simple field observations on the size and form of 
particles of falling or blowing snow can be made by catching snow on a card covered with 
millimeter -graduation graph paper and examining through a hand lens. More detailed 
study can be made with the aid of a microscope, the particles being caught and examined 
on glass slides. Photomicrographs can be made when a suitable camera and adapter are 
available. The forms of crystals can be preserved by making replicas. Formvar resin 
(polyvinyl formal resin dissolved in ethylene dichloride) is delicately spread over the 
snow crystals; it hardens into a sheet, which can then be stripped and stored. 

Measurin snow accumulation. Snow accumulation can be found by firmly planting long 
stakes usually of bamboo} and measuring the exposed length from time to time. Since 
the density of accumulating snow is variable, and lying snow settles with time, density 
measurements must be made so that accumulation can be reported in terms of mass or 
water equivalent.Z5 , 44, 45 To obtain representative values for an area, a network of stakes 
is required; on an open snowfield a large cross of stakes can be used, one line running 
at right angles to the wind direction and another along the wind direction. The spacing 
of stakes varies with the size of the area to be studied and the resources available. 

On permanent snowfields the glaciologist often measures only the annual surplus of 
accumulation, i. e., the amount of snow permanently added to the surface each year. If 
annual layering can be identified" the thickness of an annual layer multililied by its den
sity gives the required result in terms of mass or water equivalent.S ,6, 1,49 In some 
areas annual layering is obvious when a pit is dug to reveal a vertical profile, icy melt 
bands or dust-scattered laminas marking previous summer s.urfaces. In other places, 
particularly the cold interior parts of Greenland and Antarctica, interpretation is more 
difficult, and careful studies of grain structure and texture, density, and crust occurrence 
are demanded. Stratigraphy in a pit wall may be rendered more easily visible by brushing 
with a whisk broom, by applying dye sprays, by etching with smoky flames, or by viewing 
in light transmitted from a borehole behind the pit wall. When a site is to be occupied or 
revisited, identifiable reference horizons may be laid down with dyes or string lines. 

In some areas, layer thicknesses can be measured rapidly by correlating strati
graphy with penetrability. The instrument used is a Rammsonde, a spear -pointed rod 
which is driven vertically into the snow by repeated blows from a weight falling through 
a fixed height. Penetration resistance gives a measure of hardness at various depths:' 47 

Core drilling yields snow and ice samples which can be taken to the laboratory for 
study by more complex methods. Variations of mechanical properties with depth can be 
obtained, thin section photographs taken to show structural characteristics, and isotope 
analyses made. 

One interesting stable isotope technique is measurement of the ratio of oxygen iso
topes in snow from different layers.u , 4Z The ratio of the oxygen isotope with an atomic 
weight of 18 (018 ) to the common form having an atomic weight of 16 (016 ) varies in 
water precipitated in the atmosphere, and since the ratio is temperature-dependent (the 
concentration of 0 18 decreases as temperature falls) it gives a measure of relative tem
peratures for the periods of initial precipitation. Winter and summer snowfalls give 
different values for the 0 18 /016 ratio, and alternations of the ratio with depth allow 
annual layers to be recognized, although they are indistinguishable by eye. The ratio is 
measured in a mass spectrometer. The method indicates long-term temperature trends 
when applied to deep cores. Hydrogen also has a heavy stable isotope, deuterium, 
whicb -is present in ice. Again the concentration of the heavy isotope decreases with 
precipitation temperature, so that deuterium analysis can be applied in the same way as 
the oxygen isotope analysis. 

The decay rates of such natural radioactive isotopes as tritium can be used to esti
mate the age of deeply buried snow layers (for snow which fell prior to hydrogen bomb 
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Figure XI-I. Typical shallow test pit in snow. The pit is 
dug in undisturbed snow and or i ented so that the test wall 
is shaded from sunshine; spoil from the excavation is not 
piled above the test w all. (After Benson, refs. 5 and 6) 

Figure XI-2. Stratification in dry snow revealed by brushing the walls of 
a test pit. Annual layers have been identified. (After Benson, ref. 6) 
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Figure XI-3. Layout of an ice cap test site for deep pit studies. 
The pit is inclined at about 15° to the vertical, and staging is 
provided about every 15 ft on the ladder. A bucket-hauling track 
is left clear alongside the ladder. Working and storage space is 
provided by excavations in the surface snow. (After Camero n 

~~., ref. 53) 
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testing in 1954).1,30 The carbon-dating method (decay of the radioactive C 14 isotope in 
COz ) on entrapped air requires large volumes (amounting to tons in weight) of snow or 
ice, and therefore cannot be applied to cores, but it has been done with icebergs.4o 

For measuring snow accumulation in remote places a gamma radiation device has 
been developed.13 A radioactive source is placed at the surface and a detector is sus
pended a fixed distance above it. As snow accumulates over the source the intensity of 
radiation at the detector decreases. The information is telemetered to a control center, 
where it is interpreted in terms of mass of snow. 

Ablation measurem.ents. Lowering of a snow or ice surface by melting, evaporation, 
or wind deflation can be measured on stakes.Z5 To avoid having stakes displaced by 
melting during periods of high air temperatures or strong solar radiation, they are 
planted firmly in deep augered holes, so that only the tips project early in the season. 
Measurements on impermeable ice are straightforward, changes in exposed length giv
ing the ice loss (which is multiplied by ice density to give water equivalent). On a snow 
suriace, careful checks on the snow density must be made to account for melt-water in
filtration and snow settlement. 

Measurement of melt-water runoff involves stream gaging with suitable flow meters. 
This is laborious if many individual streams have to be gaged, and it is preferable to 
gage the major channels near the ice margin, using current meters, not pitometers, 
owing to extreme turbulence. 

Where only light winds prevail, detailed records o~ ablation rate can be obtained 
from ablatographs, which are similar to simple water level recorders. As the surface 
is lowered by ablation, a specially designed "float" actuates a stylus, which in turn 
marks a trace on a revolving (clockwork) drum. The recorder itself is fixed firmly on 
immovable supports sunk deep into the ice. 
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Temperature measurements. When snow and ice temperatures are measured in 
places giving d i rect access, e. g., in pits, trenches, and tunnels, either liquid-in-
glass or bimetal dial thermometers can be used. 6 ,46 Accurate measurements can be 
made with mercury-in-glass down to about -35C, and spirit-in-glass thermometers 
can be used to the lowest natural temperature s. Glas s thermometer s are fragile, and 
require metal casings for 'mechanical strength when pushed into snow. Bimetal dial 
thermometers are very conv enient and easy to read, but are generally less accurate 
than liquid thermometers. Instruments with sterns from 8 to 18 in. long are readily 
obtainable. Bimetal thermographs can be used for continuous recording of air tempera
ture in ice cavities; to obviate ink freeze-up problems, a trace can be scratched on a 
smoked drum by a dry stylus. 

Measurement of temperatures within a mass of snow or ice calls for remote-indi
cating instruments. Three main types are used. 

a. Thermocouples: these bimetallic junctions are made by connecting two 
dissimilar wires, commonly copper and constantan. Readings are made on a suitably 
calibrated potentiometer, using a junction immersed in an ice-water bath as reference. 
They are cheap and expendable, and therefore can be permanently frozen-in after in
stallation. 

b. Thermohms: these are temperature sensitive wire-wound resistances. 
Readings are made on a Wheatstone bridge calibrated to give temperatures, a standard 
resistance in the bridge circuit serving as reference. 

c. Thermistors: these are temperature sensitive semi-conductors, which are 
used in a bridge circuit in the same way as thermohms. They are capable of very high 
precision when used with suitable bridges and cables, but require careful individual 
calibration. 

All electrical thermometers can be used with recording potentiometers when con
tinuous records are required. 

Vertical temperature profiles are often measured in open boreholes, the temperature 
sensitive element hanging freely in air or in the drilling fluid. This is usually satis
factory, but the possibility of temperature disturbance should be anticipated where metal 
borehole casing is placed. 

When no electrical thermometers are available, borehole temperatures can be 
checked with liquid thermometers; the bulb is thermally insulated, and the thermometer 
read quickly on being raised to the surface after a lengthy "soaking" period. 

When readings are made near the surface of snow or ice, care is needed to ensure 
that the sensing element does not absorb radiation and thus give spurious readings. If 
readings are made from vertical strings of thermometers near the surface, the problem 
of a moving datum arises: thermometer s close beneath an ablation surface ablate out, 
those beneath an accumulation surface become buried more deeply. 

Drilling in ice. Hand drilling in ice can be very laborious if special tools are not 
used. Good equipment for hand-drilling 1 or 1 i in. diameter holes, and for core-drilling 
to extract a 3 in. diameter core, has been developed by CRREL, and this equipment 
can be obtained from commercial sources. 

The hand auger for drilling Ii in. holes is part of the sea ice thickness kit (Fig. XI-7). 
It consists of a stainles s steel auger 1 m long, with extension rods giving a total length 
of 3. 5 m. A wood brace is used for turning the auger, and fast coupling is, effected by 
spring-loaded button connectors. 

The hand coring auger consists of aIm long core barrel fitted with a special cut
ting head and having external auger flights. It is turned by means of either a wood 
brace or a T - bar. Extension rods are each 1 m long, and are coupled rapidly by special 
pins. The equipment can be used purely by hand to a depth of about 10 m (33 ft), and 
can core to about 30 m (100 ft) whe.n a hoisting tripod is used. Small motor attachments, 
s-qch as those used on post-hole diggers, have been used for turning the drill, although 
there is a danger of jamming at high rotational speeds. 
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Figure XI-4. CRREL (forTIlerly SIPRE) test kits. The iteTIls are, froTIl left to 
right: RaTIlTIlsonde kit (see Fig. XI- 5). 3 -in. ice coring auger kit (coTIlprising 
1 TIl long core barrel, coring head with reTIlovable bits, core barrel connectpr, 
brace and T-bar, extension rod adapters and connecting pins, spare cutting 
bits and sTIlall tools for reTIloving and · sharpening bits. The box containing 1 TIl 
long extension rods is not shown). Snow density kit (see Fig. XI- 6). Ice 
thickness kit (see Fig. XI-7). Salinity kit (coTIlprising four hydroTIleters cali
brated in salinity units at 15C, and covering the range 0-400/00; flotation cylin-

der with therTIloTIleter; teTIlperature correction chart). 

Figure XI-5. RaTIlTIlsonde kit, COTIlprlslng: I-TIl long spear-pointed sonde, witH 
shaft graduated in centiTIleter s; four l-TIl long graduated extension rods (3 CTIl 
diaTIl); two pierced cylindrical haTIlTIlers (1 and 3 kg weight); graduated guide rod. 

for haTIlTIler s (for TIlaxiTIluTIl drop of 50 CTIl). 
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Figure XI-6. Snow density kit. Contains: 1000-g capacity spring-weighing 
scale with rotatable dial; stainles s - steel snow-sampling tubes, 500 cm3 vol
ume, with rubber end caps; metal plate for trimming samples; cards with 
I-mm square graduation, laminated in plastic; 8-in. stern dial thermometers, 

with piercing rod. Some kits contain a Canadian hardness tester. 

I h " kn kit Items shown are: 1. lce chisel; 2. I-pint poly-FigureXI-7. cetlc ess • 
ethylene wash bottle; 3. Measuring tape with end rod; 4. Extension rods, 1 ~ ~nd 
t m long; 5. Rubber protective cap for auger; 6. Auger, 1 m long; 7. Retalmng 

pins; 8. Adapter; 9. Brace; 10. Canvas cover with carrying strap. 
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Figure XI-8. 3 -in. ice coring auger being used with a lifting tripod. 

Other types of augers have been developed for drilling to shallow depths by hand or 
by motor attachment. The augers used by ice fishermen might be mentioned, and the 
electric -powered auger s used in construction have been employed. 

For medium-depth drilling, say in the range 20-50 m, power augers have been 
used. Shot-holes for _seismic studies, and open holes for temperature measurements, 
have been .bored with portable flight augers on which feed, lift and rotation were hydrau
lic-powered. Sled-mounted drills with independent power units, and vehicle-mounted 
drills run from power take-offs have been employed on ice caps. 

Deep core drilling is specialized work requiring heavy equipment and experienced 
driller s .'~z. 31,33 The deepest holes drilled in Greenland and Antarctica so far {about 
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Figure XI-9. 
land Ice Cap. 

SNOW AND ICE ON THE EARTH 'S SURFACE 

Failing Model 1500 well-drilling rig coring in the Green
The rig is hous ed in a trench covered by a timber roof. 
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1400 ft deep) were made by core drilling with conventional rotary equipment~:~, using 
refrigerated compressed air as drilling fluid, and a controlled uniform rate of feed 
with the drill string in tension. Good core was recovered, but it is believed that core 
quality in deep ice could be improved in future operations by using cooled diesel fuel 
instead of compressed air. Borehole casing must be placed when penetrating the 
permeable snow mantle on an ice cap in order to retain the drilling fluid. Russian bor
ings in Antarctica have apparently been made by large augers, but few details are 
available. 

Experiments with thermal drilling have been made from time to time, and a number 
of small diameter holes have been sunk in glacier ice with hot-point devices, usually 
electrically heated. A new rig for very deep core drilling has been developed by CRREL 
using the melting principle, and it is hoped that it will be capable of penetrating the full 
thickness of a polar ice sheet. An annulus of ice is melted by an electrically heated 
ring, and melt water is drawn into a heated container while the core feeds into the core 
barrel. The drill is lowered down the hole on a load- bearing electrical cable, power 
being supplied at the surface. The hole is filled with a cold fluid to prevent closure. 
Advantages include good core quality, high rate of hoisting and lowering, cable replac
ing heavy drill steel, and transmission of power electrically rather than mechanically. 

One of the limitations of the thermal drill is its inability to penetrate rock-bearing 
ice layers, such as exist near the bed of a glacier. With this in mind, new equipment 
consisting of a self-contained electric -powered rotary drill is being modified at CRREL 
for use in ice. The entire coring unit, complete with electric motor and reaction de
vice, is to be lowered down the hole on a wire line, power being supplied from the 
surface. 

Measuring the density of snow and ice. Density is a useful index to a wide range of 
physical properties, particularly for snow. It is normally measured by weighing a 
known volume of snow or ice,46 but occasionally the weight is obtained indirectly by 
measuring the volume of melt water from a samplf;L 

In soft snow, open-ended sampling tubes can be driven into pit walls, the samples 
thus cut being trimmed to size with a spatula or by special cut-off plates in the tube. 
Samples are weighed on spring scales or a beam balance. A SIPRE (CRREL) snow kit 
facilitates this work; it contains many 500-cm3 sampling tubes (of uniform weight), with 
rubber sealing caps and a spring scale which can be zero- set to allow for the weight of 
an empty tube. Multiplication of the scale reading by a factor of 2 gives density. 

In very hard snow, or in ice, tubes cannot be driven. Instead, cylindrical cores 
are cut with the auger described above, or rectangular blocks are sawn out and dressed 
with the aid of a miter box. The core or block is carefully measured to give volume, 
and is then weighed. 

The volume of a small irregular piece of impermeable ice can be measured by dis
placement of a low-density cold liquid, such as cold kerosine, in a graduated vessel. 

Attempts have been made to measure density of snow and ice in-place from bore
holes. Back-scattering of neutrons and gamma radiation has been employed, but so far 
the accuracy and discrimination have been inadequate. 

Measuring surface movement on glaciers. Measurements of surface movement on 
glaciers are based on established surveying techniques, and for best results the work 
should be planned and executed by trained surveyor s. 

One simple method for measuring flow is the displacement of stakes planted along 
a line transverse to the general direction of flow. A transverse line is defined optically 
with a transit or a theodolite, set on exposed rock at the ice margin, either by sighting 
it on a fixed reference mark on the opposite side of the glacier, or by turning an angle 
from some other fixed object. Stakes are set on the line initially, and their displace
ment at subsequent dates is found by measuring from the stakes to the optical line with 
a tape. There are limits to sighting and signalling distance, so that for very long trans
verse cross-sections the line must be ranged forward by repeated set-ups of the theo
dolite. 

>:C A Failing Model 1500 well-drilling rig (military model 314) 
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Figure XI-IO. CRREL thermal drill for deep coring in ice. An annular heating 
element melts through the ice, and melt water is drawn into a storage chamber 

while core feeds into the core barrel. 

The position of stakes, not necessarily along a single line, and of natural marks 
such as boulders, can be checked from time to time by triangulation. This calls for 
sighting with a theodolite from two or more fixed stations whose coordinates are known. 
If the coordinates of the instrument stations are not already known, or cannot be deter
mined from existing triangulation systems, a base line must be measured. This method 
is more demanding in observation and data reduction than the simple method described 
above. 

Theodolite measurements give movement data for relatively few ' points on the ice; 
more detailed information on the distribution of flow velocities over the whole glacier 
surface can be obtained by photogrammetry.12, 17,18,52 Ground phototheodolites have 
been used effectively to study flow features on small glaciers, but repeated air photo
grammetry is more potent for large and relatively inaccessible glaciers. When photo
graphic runs are flown over snow and ice, great care must be exercised in selecting 
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suitable lighting conditions a nd e xposure, so that surface texture appears on the prints. 
MoveITlents of both natural surface ITlarks and artificial targets can be checked froITl 
photographs; absolute and relative ITlov eITlents can be found if the survey is tied to 
fixed rock control points, but only relative ITlotion can be ITleasured if there is no fixed 
reference. SOITle plotting can be done by "hand l l ITlethods,28 but ITlore detailed work can 
be done with the aid of plotting ITlachines. Air photograITlITletry cannot be undertaken 
without the aid of trained specialists. 

On the unbroken expanses of an ice cap or ice shelf, where no rock is visible, the 
only ITlethod available for checking absolute ITloveITlent is repeated astrofixing. This is 
not a very good ITlethod for slowly ITloving ice, as ITlany years ITlust elapse before ITlove
ITlent exceeds the probable error in deterITlination of position (unless expensive and tiITle
consuITling repetitive deterITlinations with special instruITlents are ITlade). MeasureITlents 
of relative ITlotion can be ITlade by laying out a network of ITlarkers and checking their 
positions froITl tiITle to tiITle by triangulation, working froITl ITleasured baselines. 

Linear distances can now be ITleasured rapidly and accurately with electronic de
vices, and trilateration is therefore becoITling feasible for ITleasuring both absolute and 
relative ITloveITlents over large areas. The telluroITleter, a device which transITlits a 
ITlicro-wave signal and receives it after return froITl a reITlote unit, ITleasures distances 
of 50 ITliles or ITlore with high precision. Other devices, the geodiITleter and the Electro
tape, serve a siITlilar purpose, the geodiITle ter being particularly suited for short lines 
of a few ITliles in length. 

Measuring subsurface ITloveITlents and strains. To find the vertical distribution of 
velocity in a glacier, observations on the deflection of a borehole are ITlade. A deep 
borehole is repeatedly surveyed for ITlagnitude and direction of inclination at various 
depths, using a directional inclinoITleter. InclinoITleter s of the type us ed for geophysical 
exploration have a pendulUITl hanging over a cOITlpass card. The card is photographed by 
a sITlall built-in caITlera, recording direction and inclination. Another type used in 
glacier ice runs in a grooved plastic borehole casing, eITlploying a cOITlpass and caITlera 
for aziITluth deterITlination and a penduluITl-actuated potentioITleter for inclination read
ings. A special high-precision inclinoITleter, eITlbodying pendulUITls and strain gages, 
is being ITlade by CRREL for ITleasureITlent of sITlall angular changes. 

Subsurface deforITlation has also been studied through the propagation of ultrasonic 
signals through glacier ice.21 Piezo-electric ceraITlics were placed in a set of boreholes, 
and changes ip. the geoITletry of the original prisITl were measured by transITlitting signals 
froITl one ceraITlic to the other. 

Borehole closure rates at various depths are ITleasured by ITleans of. electrical 
calipers.15 The instrUITlent currently used by CRREL is based on a variable resistance 
actuated by a set of arITlS which press against the side of the borehole; a new one will 
depend on strain gages ITlounted on arched leaf springs. 

The siITlplest way of observing deforITlation in tunnels, pits and trenches is direct 
ITleasureITlent between fixed points, using survey tapes. Wood dowels frozen firITlly 
ihto the ice ITlake convenient points. Visual grids ITlay be ITlarked on the ice for subse
quent reITleasuring and for photographic records of deforITlation. Dial ITlicroITleters 
provide a convenient ITleans of ITleasuring relative ITloveITlent: struts are so set that the 
dial gage is actuated as the anchor points of the struts ITlove. Continuous records of 
deforITlation have been obtained at unITlanned sites by directing a colliITlated beaITl of 
gaITlITla radiation at a sensitive plate: traces on the plate record ~elative ITlotion of the 
points where gaITlITla source and plate are anchored. ReITlote-indicating deforITlation 
gages have been built froITl helical potentioITleters.50 Two points are connected by a 
weighted cord, which turns a pulley driving the potentioITleter as relative ITloveITlent of 
the points ', takes place. Resistance of the helipot, as this device is called, is read on 
a b ridge, and calibration -data give a conversion to linear ITloveITlent in the cord. 

Measuring ice thicknes s over land and water. The standard ITlethod for ITleasuring 
thick ice (ITlore than 200 ft thick) over land is the seisITlic reflection ITlethod.34 , 35,51 An 
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explosive charge is fired at the surface, preferably in a qorehole, and the travel time 
for elastic waves to reach the base of the ice and return to an array of surface geo
phones after reflection is measured. Wave propagation velocities for various depths 
in the ice are measured by refraction shooting , and thus the ice depth can be computed. 
With floating ice there is only weak reflection at th e ice-water interface, and more com
plicated interpretation of seismic records is called for? One method for determining 
the thickness of floating ice is based on multiple reflections between the sea floor and 
the undersurface of the ice. Seismic work r e quires specialized equipment and trained 
personnel. 

Measurements with a sensitive gravimeter can be used for depth measurements 
over a short distance between control points. Control is provided by seismic soundings, 
or by readings on rock exposures. Hence, gravimeters can be used to fill in detail be
tween seismic shotpoints and to measure thickness across small glaciers. For precise 
gravity w ork, surface elevation and latitude must be accurately known. 

Seismic soundings have been checked in a number of places where the ice depth is 
known from deep drilling. 

Continuous depth sounding through ice would be highly desirable, and development 
work is in progress on electronic devices designed to transmit a signal of suitable fre
quency through the ice and receive it after reflection from the bed. This concept grew 
from the failure of early aircraft radio-altimeters, the signals of which penetrated the 
ice cap instead of reflecting f rom the surface . 

The thickness of a free-floating ice shelf in a given area can be estimated by finding 
the elev ation of the surface above sea level. Gross densities of the ice and the sea 
water are fairly well known, so that ice thicknes s can be calculated from simple buoy
ancy considerations. 

The thickness of sea ice is measured by boring through it with an auger {hand or 
power}, and lowering a tape fitted with a tilting crossbar at the lower end (included in 
CRREL sea ice thicknes skit). 

the internal structure of snow and ice . To study the size, shape, orienta
tion, an on lng 0 grains an crysta s in snow and ice, thin sections are prepared for 
examination and photographing in transmitted polarized light. 

Preparation of ice thin sections begins by freezing the smoothed surface of a sam
ple to a gently warmed glas s slid~, working in a cold environment where the temperature 
is below -lOCo The bulk of the sample is then cut off by sawing parallel to the glass 
slide with a hand saw or band saw, leaving a layer about 1 mm thick. Final reduction to a 
thickness of about 0.4 mm or less is achieve d by gentle abrasion, gentle warming or, 
most' desirable, by shaving with a microtome .23 

Most glacier ice has quite large grains - of the order of I cm diameter - and no 
magnification is needed for thin section studies. Thin sections of ice are therefore ex
amined on a special universal-stage capable of carrying thin sections up to about 5 in. 
across.Z3 The Rigsby universal stage used by American glaciologists has four axes of 
rotation, which permit a thin section to be p ivoted any way until the orientation of the 
optic axis of any given crystal is found by extinction of light transmitted through crossed 
polaroids and the crystal lying between them. Use of the stage, and plotting of crystal 
orientations on fabric diagrams has been described in detail by LangwayZ3 and others; 
the techniques are familiar to geologists and crystallographer S. 

Reflex cameras can be fitted to the uni ver sal stage to record details of each thin 
section studied. A glass plate with an etched graticule (a I cm grid) is laid over the 
thin section during photographing to provide scale on the prints. 

When thin sections of snow are required, simple shaving or grinding will not serve, 
as the grains crumble apart. The sample is therefore impregnated with water-saturated 
aniline (other liquids 'have been used, but aniline is convenient) at a temperature between 
-5 and -IOC, and frozen into a solid block at -20C, with a glass plate frozen on one side. 
It is then shaved to a thickness of about O. I mm with a microtome or a carpenter's 
plane. The aniline solution can be melted out again at -5C, leaving a thin section for 
study of grains and intergranular bonds .19 
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with camera. 
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Four-axis universal stage 
(Photo from Langway, ref. 

23) 

Snow grains are commonly smal
ler than I mm in diameter, and snow 
thin sections are studied with the aid 
of a low-power polarizing petrographic 
microscope. Photomicrographs are 
.made by attaching a camera to the eye
piec e end. 

Bubble studies. Studies of the 
bubbles of entrapped air in glacier ice 
throw light on metamorphic processes, 
relations between bubble pres sure and 
stresses in the ice, and on the history 
and source of origin of the ice. 

Dimensions and locations of bub
bles are found by visual examination. 
The average bubble pressure in a sam
ple is determined by measuring the 
initial porosity (density) of the sample 
and then finding the volume of air re
leas ed by melting at atmospheric pres
sure .24, 43 The sample is melted in a 
liquid-filled system so that air from 
the bubbles collects by displacement in 
an inverted burette, where its volume 
at atmospheric pres sure is measured. 
Application of the gas law allows the 
pressure corresponding to the volume 
and temperature of the original bubbles 
to be computed. The pressure in indi
vidual bubbles has been measured by 
slowly melting an ice sample inside a 
liquid-filled pressure vessel fitted with 
a pressure regulator and observation 
window.39 As a bubble is opened by 
melting, the air inside it is held back 
by regulating the pressure inside the 
vessel, which then equals the bubble 
pressure. 

Detailed gas analyses have been made on air from bubbles in glacier ice.4o Gas 
from the bubbles is extracted by boiling the sample under vacuum in a sealed vessel, 
the gas being collected in a mercury extractor while steam is returned by a reflux con
denser. The composition of air in old ice which has always been free from melting and 
contamination should yield data on ancient atmospheres, and carbon-dating of air from 
very large samples should determine the age of the ice. Samples collected from ice
bergs and glacier snouts on the Greenland coast, however, have evidently been subjected 
to melting (air dissolved in melt water differs in quantitative composition from free air) 
and contamination by organic dust. 

Measurements on blowing snow. The rate at which blowing snow is transported 
.horizontally at any given level is found by extracting snow from a narrow airstream 
during a timed interval.14J 26,27 Gages extend a slim nozzle upstream into the wind, and 
orient in the wind direction by means of a pivot and vane. Snow grains can be extracted 
from the air inside the gage by expanding the stream and reducing the velocity so that 
grains settle out. Baffles and filter gauzes are used in some gages, but since thes ... ~ 
introduce appreciable resistance to air flow, a controllable extractor at the exhaust end 
is needed to ensure that there is no back-pressure at the inlet. Gages are mounted on 
a mast at various heights above the surface, vertical spacing usually increasing with 
increasing height. 
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To find the drift density, or mass of snow present per cubic ·meter of air, wind 
velocity measurements must be made simultaneously at the gage heights. 

Drift density can also be measured by means of light beams shining on photoelec
tric cells. The amount of drifting snow between the light source and the cell governs 
the intensity of the light received by the cell. Experiments have also been made using 
gamma radiation instead of visible light. 

The electrical effects of blowing snow have been studied, usually by exposing 
antennas and discharging them through recorders. Readings of snow transport and 
wind speed, together with visual observations of grain sizes and shapes, should be 
made simultaneously. 

Studying solid inclusions. Solid matter present in snow and ice to any appreciable 
concentration can be removed by sieving, f iltering, centrifuging, or sedimentation. 
Microscope examination and chemical analysis are used to determine the composition 
of solid inclusions. 

When extremely small particles at very low concentrations {e. g., the particulates 
of polar ice sheets} are to be studied, special techniques are required. Stringent meas
ures are taken to avoid conta,mination during collection and handling of samples and re
moval of water substance. Electronic particle counter s are utilized for detection and 
measuring. Electron mic:roscopy is a recent technique used in the micro-chemistry of 
these particulates. 

Determining the free water content of snow. The amount of liquid water contained 
in wet snow is usually found by melting a sample in warm water inside a vacuum flask. 
Repeated weighings give the amount of water initially in the flask, and the weight of wet 
snow added. Temperature measurements give the temperature drop after the sample 
has been melted. The percentage of free water in the snow can then be calculated if the 
water equivalent of the calorimeter {flask} is known.3,48 

Wet snow can also be melted while totally enclosed in a calorimeter by passing a 
metered electric current through it.16 

A variant of the calorimeter method, which is less demanding in precision of tem
perature measurement, is based on freezing the liquid w ater instead of melting the 
snow.32 

Other methods depend upon water removal by centrifugingfO chemical reactions, 
and the compressibility characteristics of wet snow. 
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Measuring the salinity of sea water and sea ice. The salinity of sea water, and 
of melt water froITl sea ice, is usually ITleasured by sensitive hydroITleters, which can 
be calibrated directly in salinity units. COITlparison with titration shows this to be 
sufficiently accurate for most purposes. A set of three hydroITleters is required to 
cover the range froITl low-salinity sea ice to normal sea water with adequate precision. 
Water temperature is taken at the tiITle the hydroITleter is read, and salinity is then 
obtained from a correction chart. 

Meteorolo ical and rnicroITleteorolo ical observations. The weather observations 
needed or glaciological studies are usually ITlade with standard instruITlents. SOITle 
care is called for in siting the. instruITlents so that anoITlalous wind and radiation effects 
are avoided. ' 

MicroITleteorological observations should be ITlatched to the study in progress. 
IndiscriITlinate data collection can lead to the project becoITling overloaded with a ITlass 
of unusable records. 

General physical propertie s of snow and ice. The ITlechanical, therITlal and elec
trical properties of snow and ice are ITleasured by a wide variety of laboratory ITlethods, 
ITlany of which can be used in field laboratories. These techniques are outside the 
scope of the present work, but are described elsewhere (e. g., SIPRE/CRREL Reports). 
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